Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS "

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601

(510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

October 27, 1997
Third Party Privacy Ri.clhts

Thank you so very much forthe card you sent to Mel and for the generous
donation. I certainly enjoyed sp.eaking with you while we were at San Luis Rey.
.......... -------...-.-.i.:~:.:.:-:-:-:.:+:.:.:.:::

":::!:i:i:~i:i:i::::~!:~:i:i:i:i:i:i
I received, a letter from Robert today. He sounds~:i::’:""
good.
~":~iN~ if we can be of
any help, please do not hesitate to .ask. Be assured of our prayers for you and for
Robert.

Sincerely,
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55 west 14th st+, 15b

¯ ny, ny * 10011 o f 212.645.5870 ¯ ~r 212.367.9186 * quoleccd@ponix.com~

Quotable Cards are for all times. Send one and sp~’ead the words.
Printed on recycled paper. Design by Quotable Cards, Inc.’~
If you have a favorite quote, please share it with us.
Write, ~:ax or e-mai~ us a~ the ~istings above.

2.00 U.S.
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FRANCISCAN FR,ARS

1500 34thAvenue Oakland Calffornia94fOl (5!0)536-3722 Fax (510,)536~39~70.

September ~ 1997

Dear Robert,
I know how disappointed you must have been when you received my last
letter. I hope in this letter I can give yot~ better
I now have the final information from Pat.
I will summarize the letter:
1.
Communication regarding the County of residence following the
paroi.e should be directed as (biiows:
r Classifcation and Parole Representative
California. Medical Facility
PO Box 2000
VacaviLle, CA 95696
A co ?y

of all correspondence (no matter from whom) should.be sent

to:

Ellie McOunnig!e
Parole Agent III
Unit Supervisor
State Parole Office
411 East Canon Perdido Street
suite 15
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Pat has spoken to Ron Zonen, the DA who prosecuted your case
and he is willing to write a letter to the CMPR at Vacaville indicating
that he does not think it is a good idea to have you paroled to
the SB county.
Pat feels it would be helpful if a local SB ~ (Virgil?) would
write a letter noting the current state of affairs re St. ~
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Province
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

St. Barbara
1500 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601

(510)536-3722

Fax (510)536-3970

Classification and Parole Representative
California Medical Facility
PO Box. 2000
Vacaville, CA 95696
January 19, 1998
Dear Sir,
I write this letter as provincial superior of the Franciscan Friars of California
stating our concern and our willingness to help Robert Van Handel as he
begins a new life on the outside.
In the areas of San Francisco, Alameda and Sacramento counties (in order of
priority), where the friars are quite highly represented, we are willing and
able to help Robert in the following ways:
to fred adequate housing;
we have a net-work of people (friends, colleagues, other Mars) who are
willing to help Robert in his search for adequate employment; these.
people are also willing to help in job preparation and in re-tooling
programs for different occupations;
we know professional therapists who are available to offer therapy
programs and on-going care for Robert;
we, friars, are certainly committed to continual fraternal and moral support.
for Robert;
we are also committed to offer Robert some financial support as he gets
started.

Proxdncia! of the Franciscans of the Pro,Ance of St. Barbara
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you, and the impact that would have if you were paroled there.
Ron Zonen is ak~o going to ask the victim to signa request asking
that you be transferred to another county. That will really help.
Pat also spoke to someone from the State Parole Headquarters
in SF. they said that if we (you) do not receive a response to
our letters within a month or so of the expected parole date,.
we should contact Ms McGunnigle in the SB office.
All of the above will be to no awail ifF.9_~ do not request that your
housing be changed to the location and~’~cumstanees outlined
in the Province letter (which telts me that we have to have ali this
figured out). Pat says your wishes have .to coincide with our proposed
.plans.
I (we) shouldbe very grateful to Pat for all his help. It took him over three
weeks of phone calls to gather all this. I will write and thank ~on your
behalf as well as the ~ He is a good man!
I will make sure that Joe C and Michael get copies of this letter as well as
Pat’s letter. How all this plays out should be worked out with Michael and
Joe as they talk with you and work with you. I .am pleased to have been able
to play a small part on your behalf.

Michael P. Doherty,~
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Here is some additional information you may find useful:
Ron Zonen, the Senior Deputy District Attorney who prosecuted this case, told me that
he will write a letter to the CMPR at Vacaville indicating he does not think it is a good
idea to have Father Robert paroled to this county. ! will send you acopy of that letter. !
also think it wouldbe helpful for a local representative of the Friars to include a letter,
making.particular note of the current state of affairs regarding St. Anthony’s, Father
Robert, and the impact it may have if he is paroled here to Santa Barbara.
in addition, I asked Ron Zonen to contact the victim of Father Robert’s case and see if
the victim would sign a request th~.t Father Robert be transferred to another county.
Under Penal Code section 3058 - if the victim so requests - the Parole Office will
usually act favorably on a request to house the parolee in excess of 25 miles from the
victim’s residence.
I spoke personally to Ellie McGunnigle about the above information, and also to Linda
Shutes - from State Parole Headquarters in San Francisco. Ms. Shutes suggested that
if you do not receive a response to your letters that you contact the Santa Barbara
Office to the attention of Ms. McGunnigle, within a month or so of the. expected parole
date.
O~e other fina! point -.- ,£!! of this will be fo~" r;othing unless F.3ther Robert himself
requests that his housing be changed to the ~ocation and circumstances outlined in your
letter. With this in mind, you might want to communicate with him .directly at Vacaville to.
make sure that his wishes coincide with your proposed plans.
.Father Mel - If you need anything further on this, please give me a call at my direct
number (805) 568-2305. ¯
W~th kindest, personnel regards, I am,

Very truly yours,

PATRICK J. MCKINLEY
Assistant District Attorney
PJM:If
cc: Ellie McGunnigle
State Parole Office
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from the desk ,f...
Me___~l Jurisic, h,.~
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Third party l~rivacv

PATRICK ~. McKINLEY
Assistant District Attorney
CHRISTIE SCHULTZ
Assistant District Attorney

THOMAS W. SNEDDON, JR.
District Attorney

COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
October 29, 1997
California Department of Corrections
Victim.Services Program
P. O. Box 94283-0001
Sacramento, CA. 94283-0001
..

Re:

Robert Van Handel
CDC# J-30982

Gentlemen: " .
I was the prosecutor assigned the case of Peo I1~_ V. Robert Van Hand]~. Mr.
Van Handle was a clergyman, in Santa Barbara who during his many years of service to
the church molested numerous boys, all of whom were his parishioners. There is still a
great deal of animosity among members of this community, including his former victims
and their families, directed against Mr. Van Handel.
I believe it is in his best interests, along with the best interests of the community,
that Mr. Van Handle be allowed, and even directed, to relocate to a community other
than Santa Barbara. I understand the church is prepared to place him in the Bay Area
of Northern California should the Department of Corrections agree. I would join in that.
.request. ! believe placement there would be a very wise decision.
Enclosed please find a form titled "Request for Notification/S
Parole", CDC 1707., filed by.the now adult victim of this case

Conditions of

If ! maybe of any further assistance please feel free to call~
Most sincerely,
Ronald Zonen
Senior Deputy District Attorney
Enclosure
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f’lSanta Baxhara Office
Courthouse
1105 Santa Barbara Street
Santa Barbara, California 93101

[] Lomlx~c Office
!15 Civic Center Plaza
Lompoc,.California 93436
(805") 737-7760

[] Lomlx~ Office
401 E. Ocean
Lompoc, California 93436
¢~n.~ 737.T/77

l-3 Santa Maria Office
¯ 312-D East Cook Street
Santa Maria, California 93454

THEFRANCISCANS
OLD. MISSION
2201 LAGUNA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 682-4713

Oct. 25, 1997

Classification. and Parole Representative
California Medical Facility .
P.O. Box 2000
Vacaville, CA 95696

Dear Parole Representative:
I have been told that arrangements arebeing, made for-the parole
of Robert Van Handel, CDC number d 30982. The Franciscan Friars and I
of Misslmn Santa Barbara, adjacent to-St. Anthony’s Seminary, and many
other concerned citizens strongly urge that Robert Van Handel not be
paroled in the County of Santa. Barbara. There are a good number of persons
..in this area who are still very angry over what happened at St. Anthony’s
Seminary. They are. strongly opposed to the re-entry of those who are accused
ofchild abuse. They are ever on the watch to prevent this happening. We
Franclscans continue to sufferfrom their animosity and the media attention
still given to what happened some y~ars ago. If Robe.~tVan Handel w~re to
appear In. this County, there would in all probability be public demonstrations.
Also Robert Van Handel’s efforts at rehabilitation would be thwarted.
I and other concerned citizens ask your kind consideration of this
request.

Rev.

OFMVANH 1.
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1 Cordano, O.F.M.

PATRICK& McKINLEY
Assistant District Attorney
CHRISTIE SCHULTZ
Assistant District Attorney

THOMAS Wo SNEDDON, JR.
District Attorney

COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA
DISTRICT ATTORNEY

September !9, 1997
Fr. Mel Jursich, OFM
Franciscan Province Office
1500 34th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601
Personal and Confidential
RE: Robert Van Handel
CDC# J-30982
Dear Father Mel:

I will not bore you with the three weeks of phone calls I made trying to get an answer to
your question. In any event, I personally followed up on the final information and feel
pretty certain that this is the correct info.
Communication regarding the County of residence following the parole of Father Robert
should be directed as.follows:

Classification and Parole Representative
California Medical. Facility " "
P.O. Box 2000
Vacaviile, CA 95696
On the letter that you are writing, but not on the envelope, make reference to Father
Robert’s full name and CDC number. You should also send a copy of all.
correspondence to:

Santa Barbara Office Courthouse
1105 Santa Barbara Street
Santa Barbara, California 93101

Ellie McGunnigle
Parole Agent III
Unit Supervisor
State Parole Office
411 East Canon Perdido Street
Suite 15
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
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Lompoc Office
115 Civic Center Plaza
Lompoc, California 93436
(805) 737-7760 .

Santa. Maria Office
312,-D East Cook Street
Santa Maria, California 93454
~805~ 34~-7540

[] Lomp~c Office
401 E. Ocean
Lompoc, California 93436
(805) 737-7777

Here is some additional information you may find useful:
Ron Zonen, the Senior Deputy District Attorney who prosecuted-this case, told me that
he will write a letter to the CMPR at Vacaville indicating he does not think it is a good
idea to have Father Robert pa~01ed t~ this county. I will send you a ~py of that letter.
also think it would be helpful for a local representative of the Friars to include a letter,
making particular note of the current state of affairs regarding St. Anthony’s, Father
Robert, and the impact it may have if he is paroled here to Santa Barbara.
In addition,l asked Ron Zonen to contact the victim of Father Robert’s case and see if
the victim would sign a request that Father Robert be transferred to another county.
Under Penal Code section 3058 - If the victim so requests - the Parole Office will.
usually act favorably on a request to house the parolee in excess of 25 miles from the
victim’s residence.
I spoke personally to Ellie McGunnigle about the above information, and also to Linda
Shutes - from State Parole Headquarters in San Francisco. Ms. Shutes suggested that
if you do not receive a response to your letters that you contact the Santa .Barbara
Office to the attention of Ms. McGunnigle, within a month or so of the expected parole
date.
"

One other final point - all of this will be for nothing unless Father Robert himself
requests that his housing be changed to the location and circumstances outlined in your
letter. With this in mind, you might want to communicate with him directly at Vacaville to
make sure that his wishes coincide with your proposed plans.
Father Mel- If you needanything further on this, please give mea call at my direct
number (805) 568-2305.
With kindest, personnel regards, I am,
Very truly yours,

Assistant District Attorney
PJM:lf
..,
cc: Ellie McGunnigle
State Parole Office
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PATRICK J. McKINLEY
Assistant District AttOrney
CHRISTIE SCHULTZAssistant District Attorney

THOMAS W. SNEDDON, JR.
District Attorney

COUNTY OF SANTABARBARA

September 8, 1997

DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Mr. C. Labue
California Medical Facility ....
Vacavilte, California
By Fax Only (707) 448-6306

RE: Robert Van Handel
CDC #J-30982
Dear Mr. Labue:
Many thanks for taking thetime to Speak to me on the phone a few weeks ago. As I indicated in our
telephone call, the above=named inmate is committed to the Department of Corrections from Santa "
Barbara County followingchild molest conviction. Next year, when his determinate sentence will be up,
there will be a request by both the inmate and the Provincial Office ~ the Friars to house the defendant
in a county other than Santa Barbara. The reason for this request will be spelled out by the Provincial
Office at some-later date.
My reason for writing toyou is that they have requested the name and proper mailing address for
whoever it is that makes the determination regarding the county of parole.
I am aware that you indicated that this usually happens three to four months before the actual parole
date, which would mean that this would not really come up until January of next year. Nevertheless, the
Provincial Office is quite interested in getting their material together, and hopefully into the appropriate
hands of the entity that will ultimately decide this issue. Any help you can give me with respect to this
will be very much appreciated.

With kindest regards, I am,
Very truly yours,

PATRICK J. MCKINLEY
Assistant District Attorney
Direct Fax No.: (805) 568-2398

OFM VANH 1
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[] Santa Barbara Office
Courthouse
1105 Santa Barbara Street
Santa Barbaral California 93101
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Lompoc Office
115 Civic Center Plaza
Lompoc, California 93436
(805) 737-7760

[] Lompoc Office
401 E. Ocean
Lompoc, California 93436
(8O5) 737-7777

[] Santa Maria Office
312-D East Cook Street
Santa Maria, California 93454
(805) 346-7540

Classification and Parole Representative
California Medicai FaCility
P.O. Box 2000
Vacaville,-CA 95696
January 2~, 1998

RE: Robert van Handel
J - 30982

Dear Sir,

I, Robert Van Handel, request to have my parole location moved from Santa
Barbara County to San Francisco County. I am well known in Santa Barbara,
and because ofthe amount ofattention my arrest and conviction received,
Santa Barbara County is not a viable.place for me to live. This request has
the support of the Santa Barbara County District Attorney’s Office, as well as
that of the Franciscan Friars of California, who are my social and finanCial
support. My release (EPRD) is May 25, 1998.
I would like to settle in San Francisco County aS it is not only a sufficient
distance from Santa Barbara, but also there I will be able to find appropriate
housing, I have a personal.support group, my expenses wiIl be covered by the
Franciscans, I can receive therapy specific to my crime, andI am even now .
receiving assistance in getting employment, which is virtually guaranteed.
Following are further specifics:
HOUSING:

Temporary Mailing Address:

cio Franciscan Friars
133 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102

Immediate Temporary Housing:

St. Boniface Friary
~33 Golden Gate.Avenue
San Francisco

Proposed Housing:

A single men’s boarding hotel
or
A ~tudio apartment distant from
schools and playgrounds

EMPLOYMENT AND EXPENSES:

"

Currently a network of friars and their associates are searching~
for suitable employment opportunities.
Franciscan Friars of California.have agreed to fully fund all
living expenses for an extended period, or until no longer needed.
SOCIAl/EMOTIONAL SUPPORT AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES:
My primary support group would be the Franciscan Friars at
St. Boniface Friary. Contact person:
I
Secondary support by other friars and friends in the Bay Area.
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Two private therapeutic programs in San Francisco are being
explored with the intention of contracting with one of them for
psychological services and crime-specific group work.
ALTERNATE SITES:
If San Francisco County is not possible, I would be able to develop
resources in Alameda County, or Sacramento County.

Yours Sincerely,

Robert Van Handel
J - 30982

cc

Ellie McGunnigle, Parole Agent III, Santa Barbara County
Franciscan Friars of. California
Mr. La Bue, CCI, California Medical Facility
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THE FRANCISCANS
OLD MISSION
2201 LAGUNA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 682-4713

1997

Classification. and Parole Eepresentative
CallfornlaMedlcal Facility
P.O. Box 2000 ¯
Vacavllle, CA 95696

Dear Parole Representative:
I have been told that arrangements are being made for the parole
of Rober~ Van Handel, CDC number J 30982. The Franciscan Friars and I
of Mission Santa Barbara, adjacent to St. Anthony’s Seminary, and many
other concerned 9itizens strongly urge that Robert Van Handel not be
paroled in the-County~f Santa Barbara.-There are a good number of persons
.in this area who are still very angry over what happened at St. Anthony’s
Seminary. They are strongly opposed to the re-entry of those who are accused
of child abuse. They are ever on the watch to preventthls happening. We
Franciscans continue to.suffer from their animosity and the media attention
still given to what happened some years ago. If RobertVan Handel were to .
appear inthis County, there would.in all p~obability be public demonstrations.
Also Robert Van Handel’s efforts at rehabilitation would be thwarted.
I and other concerned citizens ask your kind consideration of this
request.
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Pi LE
Grove names interim ,superintendent
buy outCavaliere ’s 4-year contract
Parent Bob Davies told Lindsa~ parents are "encouraged~progress
’ince-"~avaliere has been placed on paid is being made, but there is concern about the rest of the story. Why
,w~:,: le 9 by trustees of the North County we are continuing (Cavaliere’s) salary?" he asked. Lindsay re’ d principal Elizabeth White was named sponded by saying, "That is a personnel issue and must be kept

confidential. He added that Cavaliere will 0nly be on administrative
leave until the 150ard can negotiate a buy out of his contract. "Basically there are rules and laws that we didn’t create. The state of
California created them," Lindsay said.
were taken Monday night following a two
Davies said several board members ran on a platform of they Want
eciat meeting of the board. Each vote was to hear everything from everybody, "but now we axe getting shut
,~ Mark Skow absent. Cavaliere did not at- down when there .is a controversial issue. The parents are the ones
apts to reach him for comment were not sue- that brought to your attention some problems that were here. You
guys had no clue," he said.
Parent Carl Donley said the teachers, parents, board and new suas ad.i.9..u~ed, trustee Steven Lindsay held a
parents who had waited, while other board perintendent need to work together, but it has been difficult for parI present.-Att one point, it was suggested that ents to get m~atters placed on the board’s agenda for a full airing..
."or four,board members to be present and for
Trustees have held five special meetings since the last regular
)n of is’sues after the meeting had been ad- board meeting on May 13, four of them in closed session.
keep the superintendent’s salary at $74,00t3
1 year, instead of increasing the amount to

Parents.have checked into Cavaliere’s background and say they
are concerned with the circumstances which led to his resignation
one year ago as Superintendent/principal at Vista del Mar Union
School District niarth of Santa Barbara. That board issued a letter to
parents, stating that boards of trustees and school administrators do
not always, see eye to eye on issues of performance, philosophy and
leadership and that continuing conflict over such matters isnever in
the best interest of a school district;
Cavaliere has stated the Vista del Mar board sigr~ed a statement
when he resigned, saying his departure was not a reflection on his
performance.
Vista del Mar is paying Cavaliere $119,803 over an 18 month
period as a result of provisions in his contract when he resigned. He
signed a similar contract last year with North County’s board, which
has three years remaining.
Spring Grove parents say they have been frustrated over the
district’s lengthy negotiations with teachers, which have yet to be
resolved. Teachers are asking for a 6 percent on-schedule salary
hike, while the’ district has offered a 1.26 percent on-schedule increase and a 4.74 percent one-time bonus.

.:ST. ANTHONY’S SCANDAL ~

Handle:,
has completed

" .. p oled in molestation

e|gJ~t-yeor
prison ~erm
~ For his 199~
conviction on
charges oF
molesting o
boy in his

.on,

¯ reported to his parole officer in Salihas on Monday morning and is
expected to reside in the small mis~
Robert Van Handle, a former St sion village of San Juan Bautista
Anthony’s seminary.rector, and. while on parole.
confessed pe~,. ophile who re~iyed
Van Handle is considered a
an eight-year prison term in 1Q94. - high-security ease by the state
for molesting aboy; was.released Department of Corrections and will
Sunday for time Served at the Cal- remain under rigid controls by his
if0rnia Medical Facility in Vacav- parole officer, officials said:
ille.
¯ "He is in a lodging in San BenThe 51-year-old former priest ito Countythat has been carefulBy BARRY BORTNICK

’NEV,’S-PI~ESS STAFF WRITER

care.

STEVE MALONE/NEWS-PRESS FILE
.~-

]y selected So it isnot near schools
or cliildren," said Fran Berkowitz,
deputy regional administrator for
the state Department ofCorrections. ~ ~
"He is under the highest level of
supervisiom That means very frequent contacts in the community
and at the parole office. We are
being very careful watching him."
Under the terms of his three-year
parole, Van Handle may not live
SEE MOLESTATION C)N AI 0

*’Visitors have had cars towed away carefully," he stated. "’We would b~ and Police Department."
for lack era permit, despite the fact that prosecuted."
Cardinalli said that he does respond
they have b~n unable to obtain such a
Cardinalli said that if the City were
(continued on Page A3)
permit because the main office has been
closed and/or management has been
¯ unavailable to issue temporary permits,"
the report said. "There have been angry
and potentially violent confrontations
between tow ope, rators and residents.
"The proposed ordinance regulates
:’
contract patrol towing and insures that By Dan Gieason

Convicted child molester now
living inSan Benito County

A former priest who was convicted and served time in prison for child molestation has been paroled to San Benito County,which has made some arearesldents
ve~ uncomfortable.
Robert Van Handle, 5 l,.was sentenced to an eight-year prison term in 1994 hut
released from California Medieal~Faeility in VacaviIle late last month for time.
(AMBAG) i.s trying toestablish a meet- served. He reported to his parole officer in Salinas and i~ considered a high-secuing near the end of June involving a rity case by the State Depm:txnent of Corrections, who have indicated he will
small group. Sanders said AMBAG has rema!n under.rigid.controls by his parole officer.
Aspokesperson for the department said Van Handle is residing in San Benito
been-doing a study of the Pajaro. "The
City of Hoilister has used that study as County in an area that was c.arefully selected so it is not near schools~
a basis to show AMBAG and other joint
Julie Hicks, a teacher at San Juan Seho01~ said. people in San Juan are really
power agencies existand there isno concerned. She said some parents have indicat~ Van Handle is living right downneed to create this new monster Keeley town in San Jt~an, but San Benito County SheriffHarvey Nyland disputes that.
is attempting to create," Sanders added.
(continued on Page A2)
The COunty Counselalso reported on
efforts under way in Sacramento to reduce or repeal the Vehicle License Fee
as a way of returning money to taxpayers in this year of budget surplus. He
Said the issue is very fluid and is being
(continued ,on Page A4) By Dan Gleason
are still in place, though buried in dirt.
San Benito County Historical Soci- Businessman David Grimsley has volety has been given two months to come unteered to dig out and stack the bridge
up with a viabl~ plan and timetable for nearby at the park.
installing the historic 1914 Pratt Truss
Supervisors Tuesday agreed to the
slide, looking at ways to place the road- Bridge over Tres Pinos Creek at the ~letay after hearing from several memway So it crosse, s’ the slide area without county’s Historical Park.
bers of the Society, who said:the goal of
removing the material so there won’t be
Currently the bridge is p’artiall~ bur- thesociety is. to .restore and erect the
any additional movement. He said pro- ied in the creek bed following this bridge over Tres Pinos Creek near the
riding drainage through the slide mass .winter’s storms. Society member Ted entnmce to the park.
for water from Anzar Lake will likely Thoeny visited the park recently and
Recently the board agreed to declare
be an expensive proposition.
(continued on Page A2)
inspected the. bridge, lie feels its parts
"We are looking at well over $1 million to address that location, in rebuildingthe road and allowingfor drainage,’?
(continued on Page A4)

claims

Two month deadline seton
.fate of historic bridge parts

.enega Road-

ttendent resigns.

School districts place compliance
of Prop,: 227 on temporary hold

Unlike districts in the Bay Area who
are attempting to get around Tequirements of Proposition 227 passed by
voters last week io end bilingual education, San Benito County schools are
waiting to decide howthey will proceed,
Gary Bloom, outgoing superintendent
of Aromas-San Juan. Unified School
District, said th4re has already been a
meeting of the district’s leadership team
to discuss the situation and he expects a
task force will be established over the
summer. Bloom said the talk has fot~ Rlaam ~uid the teacher union now has cused on how I~0 implement the law,

down Considerably over the past year.
¯ ’d Instead of picked school board meeta- ings and heated debate~ as was the case
at the height of the high school controversy, attendance in recent months has
as been limited to staffand a few parents.
u"We are on a high right now," Bloom
said, noting the district is in a wondei’c- ful position with the first high school
!i- graduating class as well as being in
," "sound financial sha~?’ After difficult
negotiations with teachers last year,

~
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Eastin has urged districts not to a~t hastjly, but rather to wait for ghidelines that
will be coming from the state.
Hollister School District Superintendent Tom Andrade said his district is
focusing On finishing up the,schoolyear
this week and that he is looking for direction fi;.om fine. state Education Department. "We don’t know what we will do
at this point. We will do what is right
and legal," he said. !fthe law is ruled
legal Andmde saidhis district will make
the necessary modifications to implement it.

priest to be under
control while on. parole
said at the timd of Van Handle’s
arrest. "As I read it I thought, ’This
was like reading the thoughts of a ser. Confinuedfivm Page A1
ial killer.’"
Within.a mile of any school or find
Van ¯Handle’s journal outlined
Woi-k that involves children. He his sexual history. He wrote of being
must attend counseling, have no ¯ molested asa boy at the hands of a
~contact with his past vict~n, and avoid ¯ St. Anthony’s Seminary priest.
all minors. He could fac, e an addi- Van Handle ultimately evolved into
¯ " ~onal year in prison sho~ildhe vio- a molester himself in the ’70s when
¯ !ate parole, Berkowitz said. he attended graduate school in
Once parole is ov.er, Van Handle Berkeley. His first victim was either
is on his 0w~.
a 5-year-old relative in Oregon~or a
¯’T¢e hope the police will watch young choir boy he met in 1972,
/ him," BerkowRz said of Van Handle’s according to the journal. ’.
/life beyond parole. "He will be
,There is something about me
known in the community. He has to that is happier when accompanied
register as a sex Offender for the rest by a small boy," Van Handle wrote
. of his life."
in the journal. "I think it isproba¯ Van Handle WaS the last rector at bly a combination of sexual feelings,
St‘ Anthony’s Seminary before it emotional attachment and perhaps
closed in 1987. He was one ofll sem- the child in me wants a playmate."
inary faculty members linked to
Van Handle is.no lOnger a priest
the molestation of 34 boys from the or member of the Fraucisean Friars.
1960s to the !980s by an independent The’~hurch, however, remains interboard of inquiry formed in 1992 to ested in his welfare~ Church ofl[iciais
examine the sex scandal.
have promised Van HandIefinancial
Most. of the accused clergymen support, provided he lives up to the
avoided prosecution because the terms of parole. ¯ .
alleged acts did not come to light until
. "we don’t have to support him, t~ut
the statute of limitations on those this is charity to get him started in
crimes had expired.
life_" said Father Vh~il Cordano, pasVan Handle and fellow priest tor emeritus of the Santa Barbara
Philip Wdfewere prosecuted. Wolfe Parish. "Ifhe is well set up and gets
spent a year in prison following a 19~9 . a job, there willbe less chanee he
conviction for oral copulation and will fool around wRh boys. It isthe
child fondlir~ He committed suicide best preventative measure we can
¯ in 1994.
offer... He will be under close superVan -Handle, -who formed the vision with state employees, so we
Santa Barbara Boys Choir, admitted are giving him motivation to follow
molesting several cl~Idren during his the rules."
Cordano ddscribed Van Handle ds
¯ Santa Barbara police investigators a Iikable guy and a talented musician
seized a journal of his thoughts during, his time at St. Anthonfs
when they arrested Van Handle in Seminary.
March 1994 at a San Juan Bautista
’This (crim0 came as a big surprise
religious retreat, Investigators called ¯ to us," Cordano.said. "How do youthe diary ~’sad and disgusting," but . understand a sickness Iike this?
useful .in terms of prosecution.
He had been abused as a boy. He
."It reveals the mind of a came into life handicapped:"
pedophile," Detective Mik~ McGrew
The church’s current ho.pes and the
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We hope the police
¯ will watch him. He
will. be known in the
community. Hehas
to register as a sex
offender for the rest
ofhis life..¯

parol.e board’s rules did little to calrh
Santa Barbara resident Pay Higgins,
dle..
"He’s a danger to society:’ said
gins. ’.’In his court documents Van
Handle said he had started the boys
choir to have fresh young boys to
molest. He is a very da~igerous per~:
petrator."
.
Higgins, who worked to creatd a
1995 state law that forced priests;te
¯ report suspected molesters in their
raids!s, wonddred why some of the
other elerg3~nen believed by some
to be linked to the seminary crimes
remain employed by the e.hureh.
"There was a commitment by the
Franciscans to keep the perpetrators
away from children," Higgins said.
"But several of them are on.assignments that have access to childreK"
Cordano defended his organization,
saying the guilty had been con~ibted and removed from the ehureh.
"I know of no other organization
that has dealt with this as openly as
we have," Cordano said. ’%Vhat more
can we do?" i
!!
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PRESS. RELEASE

Robert Van Handel has been (will be) released from prison in May 1998. While
Robert Van Handel was in prison, hea~ked for and received an indult from the
Vatican to be released: from’his vows arid- dispensed-from priestly obtigatiol~s.
Robert Van Handel is now a layperson.
Although Robert Van Handel is no longer aFranciscan Friar of the Province of St.
Barbara nor a Catholic priest and is not now a member of any Catholic religious
order, the Franciscan-Friars of the Province of St, Barbara have.-agreed .under
specified conditions to.help in supporting him f-or a period of time, in findirtK
suitable employment, in obtaining a suitable place to live, and in receiving
needed preventative therapy to help prevent re:offending.
The Franciscan Friars have agreed to provide this financial support for several
reasons. Among those reasons is the requirement of Canon Law that a religious
order is, "to observe equity and evangelical charity toward the member that is
separated from it." In addition, however, the Franciscans remember the hope
expressed by many victims that their painful disclosures would at least help
prevent future.wrongs. That .hope of prevention of future wrongs canno~ be.best
achieved if the Franciscans simply wash their hands of Robert now that he has
left the Order. Therefore, the financia! support to Robert Van Handel has certain
conditions attached. To receive financial support Robert may not accept work
with children. He must .remain in preventative therapy, and he must compl){
with the terms of his parole, including registering as a sex offender, among other
things.
tn 1993; the Franciscans made a phbtic apo!ogy and a promise to work toprevenI
harm in the future when the Board of Inqui.ry publicly released: the-report .o~-i~ts
investigation into the accusations of misconduct by friars at St. Anthony’s
Seminary. The Franciscans have endeavored to honor that pledge by addressing
the needs of victims and their families who-have sought help through.the Board
of Inquiry, many. of whom are still receiving therapy.. Robert Van Handel is. in-.
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need of this healing, assistance as welt-and- does not, as yet; have the-ability to
provid~ ~t fo~ himself.
It is the- hope- of the Franciscans that the assistance they .offerto Robert Van.
Handel, as we~-as the assistance-they ontirme-to offer to his vietims-and-others~
will help prevent other wrongs in the future and will helprestore the health and
faith of so many people that has been tested.
Although the Franciscans are-required by Canon. law to act with-charity toward
our former member, Robert Van Handel, we have not .forgotten the. past.. Our
support of Robert Van Handel has conditions attached. For instance, in order to
receive financial support from the Franciscans, Robert has agreed that we may
speak with his therapist to determine whether Robert remains committed to-the
goals Of his therapy. In. addition, to receive financial, support from tke
Franciscans, Robert has agreed that we may speak with his parole .officer to
determine if Robert is obeying all the terms of his parole. As long as Robert
receives any financial support from the Franciscans, he has agreed that the
Franciscans may disclose to .his employers, co-workers, and others his conviction
and its nature.
The Franciscans have attached these and other conditions to thei~ financi~
support for Robert not so that he can begina new life in a new place free of his
past, but so that he can begin a new life in a new place in lighf of his past. When
many of the victims came forwarc[ and shared their pain with the Board- ctf
Inquiry~ they expressed the hope that their disclosure would make .a differertce.
for the future. They asked important questions about what the Franciscans
would do to prevent such a thing from happening again and, more specifically,
what the Franciscans would do to prevent-Robert Van Handel from repeating-l~
behavior. Robert Van Handel has left the.. Franciscan Order and the Franciscarts
cannot control his life. But by helping Robert to establish a new .life for himself,
and attaching conditions to the support, the Franciscans hope that the new life
Robert builds for himself will be arnid, a network of people who are awareof his
past and in that way may serve as a check against any reoccurrence o~ his
behavior. [The Independent Response Team, created by. the Franciscans to
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identify and offer aid to-victims, wilt be asked.to mordtor- the-conditions ort4he
assistance offered to Robert Van Handet.}
The Franciscans have not forgotten the needs of Robert’s victims in agreeing, to
provide financial support to Robert Van Handel; to the contrary, the Franciscans
have remembered the needs expressed by Roberfs victims that their ~irr-emd
disclosure should, help spare children in the future..
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Province of St. Barbara,
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34thAvenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

IMay 221 1998

Dear Brothers,

May the Lord give you peace.
¯ I am sending this letter to each friar individually. I hope this letter finds you
¯ well -. preparing for the feast of Pentecost. First, I’m sure i speak for Robert
Van Handel when I thank the many friars of the Province who have written
to him~ visited him, prayed for him, and shown him brotherly understanding
and kindness during his stay in prison. I write thisletter today to inform you
that Robert will be released from prison sometime toward the end of the
month of May.
W.hile Robert was in prison, he asked for and received an indult from the
Vatican to be released from his vows and dispensed from. priestly obligations.
Robert Van Handel is now a lay person. Although he is no longer a. friar, the.
Province has agreed t~. sr~pport him fora period- of time in order-to- helpRobert find suitable employment and to help him to find a suitable place to
live. We have also agreed to help him receive needed therapy during this
time. We have agreed to Providethis fin-ancta} support for sex, era[ reasons.
We know as members of the Roman Catholic Church and as members of our
Franciscan brotherhood, that both our Orderrs statutes and canon law
demand of us to observe evangelical .charity and- equity tmvard a member
who has left the Order (Canon 702; General Statute 237). In addition,
however, we remember .the hope expressed by many that the painful
disclosures would at least prevent.future wrong. Therefore, the Province has.
agreed to offer Robert support. To receive this support, Robert has agreed to
fulfilI certain conditions among which are the following: (a) he must remain
in therap);; (b) he must comply with the terms of his paxole including.
registering as an offender, and (h) he must. not accept any work where
children are present. [There will be a responsible person selected by the friars
to see that these and all the other significant conditions are met.]
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We remember the evening of November 29, 1993. when the Provi~ci~al, irr. ~
name, made:a public apology-and a promise to work to prevent harm in the
future and, publicly released the Board of Inquil3r’s report of its investigation.
into the accusations of-misconduct at St. Anthony’s Seminary. The- friars
have endeavored to honor that pledge by addressing the needs of victims and
their famiIfes who have sought help through the Independent lZesponse
’Team. Many of them are still receiving therapy. Robert Van Handel is in
need of this healing assistance as well. He cannot, as yet, provide it for
himself due to the vow of poverty under which he has livec[ for so many
years. It is the hope o£the friars that.the, assistance weoffer t~l Robert,..as well
as the assistance we continue to offer to the victims and to others~ will help
prevent such wrongs in the future and will he!p ~estore the health and the
fai~th oI so many people. I am sm~e you ca~ see that the .Province is *¢ery
concerned about the victims’ demands for future protection; our attempt to
meet these demands has Md us to pIace the many conditions on the fi~nancia[
support- to. Robe~. t.
My brothers~ I hope this letter helps to answer some of the questions you- may
have about this issue. I feel that we are trying to do the best we can for our
brother, Robert, and also for the victims and their families. Should you have
any-furtherquestions, .ptease call the Provirtcia~ Office. Fr. Jolm Fiardtrr, OFtVL
is the spokes.person. Please be assured of my prayers. Please pray for Robert.
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AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMA~ON

Parent or Guardian

authorize the’party below to disclose to-and to receive information from Israel B. Rosales, Ph.D.,
with the knowledge that such contact discloses the fact that the named person has received
psychological services:.
Address:
The disclosure of records is required for evaluation, treatment planning, or for the following
purpose:

It shall be limited to the following specific information:
Diagnosis
..
¯Legal Status
Results of psychological/vocational tests
Educational assessment
Pertinent summary of psychologicaYpsychiatric history
Treatment summary
Medical information

This consent is subject to revocation by the undersigned at any time except to the extent that
action has been taken in reliance thereon, and if not earlier revoked, this consent expires on:
e/

!

Client/Parent/Guardian

Date .

Client/Parent/Guardian

Date
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Robert VanHandel
Page 2
S.eptember 28, 1994
life and also in my life and in .the life of the province: In this Sense, Robert,
God is very present with you. And we give g~eat.thanks that this s~ength has
.been given to both of us and to so many friars to move forward.
Mel and Mike and I plad to hav~.dinner with Chrisfine sometime this week
in San Luis Rey. I’m looking forward to it. She’s been a great support, not
simply to youbut tO all.of us. Please be assured of my prayers and support.
Do write. I am very concerned ~nd want to know.all thai is going on, I talked
also with Monica on the phone. She sounds pretfy good, with a little bounce
in her Voice and She is fe.eling well: C)f course she is very concerned, bur so .
are we all. We’ll muddle through, together.

¯
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Robert VanHandel
Page 2
September 28, 1994
life and also in my life. and in ~e life of the provjncel In this Sense, Robert,
God is very present .with you. And we give g.reat..thanks that this s~ength has
been given to both of us and to so many friars to move forward.
Mel and Mike and I plar~ to hav~.dinner with Christine sometime this week
in San Luis Rey. I’m looking forward to it. She’s been a great Support, not .
simply to youbut tO all .of us. Please be assured of my prayers and support.
¯ Do write. I am very concerned and want to know.all thaf is going on, I talked
also with Monica on the phone. She sotmds preti-y good, with a little bounce
in her Voice and She is feeling well: Of course she is very concerned, bur so
are we all. We’ll muddle through, togetlaer.

Love
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California94601

(510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-397(

June 22, 1994
Dear Robert,
Just a note to let 3~ou how much the Provinceis concerned about you. Yesterday, I
received many calls about you -- in fact, the Provincial phoned from England to
show his concern. You are loved by your brothers.
I’m in the office whiles on sabbatical: It’s nice to know that he can have it
back when he returns in mid-August. I work in the office and live in Danville. If I
leave early enough i can miss the traffic and make good time -- if I have to stay
late, I end up eating at St. E’s and driving home around seven.

I’m gradually getting settled in the Bay Area. After 26 years in Fresno it was quite
tough to leave.
RobeYt, .please be assured of the prayers of your brothers and of my own. Know
that you are in our prayers daily.
Fraternally,
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510}536-3970

To: Definitorium
From:
Re:
Cases
September 8, 1994
Attached please find some documents we need to review at the
definitorium level.

i. Your opinion is asked for with respect to future actions re
Robert Van Handel.
2. Attached is: a. the quAsiions I have posed with respect to the
actions of the Independent Response Team on friamconfidentialtiy.
b. the response of an American canonist, David Deibel
to my memorandum;
c. notes from myconversation in Rome with Gilles
Bourdeau, procurator general.
In my conversation with the Procurator General, he encouraged us.
to develop general procedures which will cover these cases, and
to attempt to make a contribution to this "frontier issue" in the
!aw. He will be glad to have any of our. procedures reviewed and
then advocate for us at the Congregations in Rome;
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue 0akla~d California 94601

(510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

To: Provincial Definitorium
From:
Re:
with Gilles Bourdeau, 0FM, Vicar General~ on misconduct cases.
September 7, 1994

I. Robert VanHandel, OFM
Q: Because of Canon 1395.2, would We be obliged to dismiss
Robert from the fraternity?
The operative words here are~ "st casus ferat~"and ibis makes
the .institution of the canon dependent on the decision of the
mi~isteF provincial. Since some ecclesiastical penalties have
already been assessed (e.g. removal of faculties~ disciplinary
regulations about follow’.~ng aftercare, oversight of progress, .etc..)
anything further would be discretionary.’ Discretionary sanctions,
including dismissal~ can be addressed in the following way:
I. .Consult with definitorium: Is it our Judg~.ent that Robert
VanHkn~el should be dismissed from the Order, or IS another
action deemed appropriate at this time? If second option,
2. Keep current evaluation of the case, w~igh the prudential
actions involved; return, periodically to the s~tuation for .review
(once a year); indicate in the record that the decision is made
at this time for the following reasons, and that there is no intention
here to limit the actions of future definitoriums or provincials.
"We considered dismissal, but it did not seem opportune at this time
.(state reasons)..."
[These notes based on conversation with the Vicar General, July 12, 1994,

in Rome, JPC]
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of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-37;22 Fax (510}536~3970

November 16, 1994
(dictated Nov. 8, 1994)
Robert Van Handel - ]30982
Cel! # 6233
P O Box 8101
San Luis Obispo CA 93409-8101

Dear Robert,
Peace!
Thanks so much for your letter to me of November 3rd. I really appreciated
hearing from you. I’m so happy that you’re stationed there at the California
Men’s Colony. That’s a great gift to you and to us. And I think now that
things are settling down a bit that we can get in and see each other through
for the long haul. Please remember me in your spare time in those prayers
that you are offering. I appreciate very much your forwarding to me the
chaplain’s card so that I can contact him. And also, I’m really glad that you
are able to see him so frequently. That’s a wonderful opportunity.
I’m sure you’re glad to be processed out of Wasco and able to view the train
and the terrain in and around San Luis Obispo. That’s wonderful.
Mel has been gone, of course, for the last about six weeks and he has another
two weeks left. I just sent him a fax bringing him up to date on some of the
news lest he get too removed from all of us. Anyway, we look forward to his
return. I understand that it lqas been a very restful time for him. I did tell
him that you have been moved to the California Men’s Colony -o- news in
. which he will rejoice also. Mike has talked with Christine and she seems to
be doing fairly well. I just sat down and wrote to Ann and talked with
Monicaon the phone about two weeks ago. Everything seems pretty good on
that front. I think Monica is feeling pretty well.

For myself, it’s good to get the regionals over and to stop so much traveling. I
was pushing myself a little bit too much there and I’m glad now for a brief
respite. This coming weekend I’ll be in Santa Barbara to visit m, mona and
then go down to San Luis Rey for visitation,
making
visitation.in the Central Valley. We’re trying to establish a new house there
in Delano so everyone .can live in a regional house and minister out of it.

Robert Van Handel
Page 2
November 16, 1994
The community : Arturo, Marco Antonio, Ponchie and Em~rito have been
very cooperative. ~going down to look at the new house which they
propose, not too far from the parish complex. I hope that it works out.
Here in the office we’re, continuing to make progress on some of the
settlements Of the civil suits and I’m fairly optimistic about that. I find the
negotiations with the insurance agents have gone along well. Really, I Could
not ask for a better development at this time. So that is fairly good news.
Today is the feast day of Don Duns Scotus. I wish there were some way in
which we could celebrate that a little bit more in the province, aS I think the
theology of love which he presents would go a long way toward enabling us
to understand a lot of the things that are happening to us. I want you to
know, Robert, that this vision of Scotus which places love at the center of
reality and brings all of creation into the context~of a loving, wor.king God
making us and molding us into greater human beings and a beautiful life
with God applies in a particular way and in a special way to you, and to the
way in which you have handled the present situa.tion. I thank you for your
example and ask for your prayers. Please be assured of my continued prayers
and support.
This letter is just a short update just to let you know I’m thinking of you and
am very grateful for your letter to me.

Love,
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Province of St. Barbara
.FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland Calitorr~a94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970,

December 12, 1994
(dictated Nov 22, 1994)
Robert Van Handel - J30982
¯ Cell # 6233
P O Box 8101
San Luis Obispo.CA 93409-8101
Dear Robert,
Peace and all good!
I wanted to write you this brief note before the Thanksgiving holidays, and
even if you get it a week later, I wanted you to know that I was thinking of
you. I think that it’s appropriate - I would like to give thanks to you for your
presence in my life, for the friendship that you’ve given, for the trips that
we’ve taken together, for the service that you gave at St. Anthony’s and as my
provincial secretary. I appreciate all of this. And no matter what’s happened,
no matter what water has gone under the bridge, no matter what difficulties
we’ve experienced together, still, it does not outweigh the.good and the value
of your life for me. And I want you to know that.
Things in the office have quieted down a little bit as they always do around
these Thanksgiving holidays as the world shuts down. I’m glad that the
world shuts down because it gives us a chance to shut down a bit tOO.
Tomorrow morning I’m going to leave for Santa Barbara and drive down
there with my sister and then take my morn out to have dinner with my
brothers on Thanksgiving Day. It should be a nice family occasion. It’s always
a little bit difficult to go into Santa Barbara these days as I’m associated with so
many events of the past two years. But it will be nice to see my morn and to
have a good visit with my sister as we travel down together, in the car.
~gets back from Australia tomorrow. I’ll be eager to see him. I think he’s
had a great time. He sent me a progress, report on his trip. " You can imagine
it. It was structured in categories with a description of each category, what he
had done in each category, and how he was responding in each category. I
thought it was really quite informative and I was glad that he was .able to
share it with me. At the same time I was especially, glad to see ~hat he’s happy
to come back and continue on as Provincia! Secretary. " He’s done an
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Robert Van Handel, OFM
.Page two¯
December 12, 1994
outstanding job, I think, rea!ly, one of the finest we’ve ever had in the
Province. Anyway, it will be good to have my good friend home.
Mike’s doing fine. We had dinner together in our new house, just the two of
Us, the other day. It was a good meal and we spent about an hour and a half
talking. Also I find that as a friend that knows me so well I’m able to discuss a
lot of my own personal issues with him and he’s always ready to give a
willing ear and then to respond in kind. I really appreciate his love and
friendship.
We are making, some progress settling the abuse cases. In fact we’ve made agood deal of progress the last few weeks. A couple of the insurance
companies have been very cooperative-and although-it’s true we’re entering
into an arrangement with them whereby some of the monies will be coming
out of the province, I’m optimistic that we can reach an equitable solution for
all concerned. And I believe we will be able to extricate ourselves from some
of these difficulties without doing any lasting damage. In fact, as I’ve
mentioned to you in many letters, there’s been a great deal of fruit borne from
the whole affair.
By this time you’ve certainly found out about Phil Wolfe. It was a real tragic
affair. I was comforted by the thought that Louie called me up after Phil had
taken his life and indicated to me that this had been an outstanding issue. In
¯ fact, it had been an issue with Phil since his young adulthood, previous to any
.... .-:::::::~f..:::~h~::~J0:,.u..~..:~eases in Santa Barbara and previous to his involvement with the
iliii~ gather that-it was something that stemmed way back into his
i.-i~::~::~::~~i~i~::~i~i~i~iii~i ......................................................................
family history. He was a very bright man and I think he did great work for
¯ many people. And yet he was troubled always, by these inner demons. In
addition he had a very rigid personality. I understand the fri~ars had a very
good service for him at Huntington Beach. God bless Gus Krumm. He did an
outstanding pastoral job. I just wrote him a letter congratulating him for this.
I was glad he was able to do it. I did not attend as I think it would have been a
lightening rod for some news media and these days I try to ¯avoid that. Most
of the friars seem to be taking the death fairly well, although I’m sure it has
been a real discouragement for some. I hope not so much for you and I hope
you’ve had somebody to talk with. If there’s anything I can do, don’t hesitate
to ask.
Thanks for the visiting forms. I’ll fill them .out and .hopefully they will be
processed in due time and I’ll be able to get to see you sometime in the next
eight weeks or so, At least thope so. It will be good to sit down and have a
chat. I like the description, of your "digs! which you offer periodically -in your
various letters which I see. It’s not exactly the same as mine at Oxford, but
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Robert Van Handel, OFM
Page three
December 12, 1994
let’s face it, Greyfriars was somewhat of a prison.
So we can share that
experience together.
Please remember me and all the friars in your prayers, Robert. We certainly
remember you continually and let us pray. that we might move forward
together in great wisdom and peace.

Fraternally,

Provincial Minister
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1500 34th Avenue Oakland Califomia 94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970
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Robert Van Handel - J30982
Cell # 6233
P O Box 8101
San Luis Obispo CA 93409-8101
Dear Robert,

Peace and all. good! Happy Advent! Happy Christmas! May God bless you. I
just wanted to write a short note to let you know that I’m thinking of you and
certainly will be praying for you during the holidays. I hope that by then the
visitor forms come in so that as I p.ass through the area I may be able to stop
.and see you. That would be a wonderful visit.
We finished the definitorium meeting just after Thanksgiving and this past
week I made a visitation in Albuquerque and then at Tularosa and Mescalero.
The friars seem to be doing very well in Tularosa and Mescalero. I think we’ll
be askin~i~ii~~ii to go to Tularosa and I trust that it will work out:
The experiment in. Mescalero continues well. The friars pray together
reguIarly and their witness among the Native Americans is very good. It
certainly is a very difficult place psychologically. It is very depressing. I hope
that you will pray for them in particular as they try to maintain their.hope
and give witness to the Light in a very dark part of the Native American
experience.
Well, I see the 49ers just whipped the San Diego. Chargers into proper
perspective. I didn’t see much of the game on TV as I was up at Hannah Boy’s
Center visitingii~iii~iii~iiiii~ and checking out the place, seeing if all
the rumors I’d heard about it were true. They are true. It seems .to be very
good.
For myself I’m going to stay up here at Christmastime. My mother is coming
up with Peter and we’ll have Christmas dinner over at Rosemary’s. I would
appreciate it if you could remember my room in your prayers. She’s have
ing a little bit of a difficult time of it right now and we’re discussing whether
or not she should move out of her apartment and into a single room place
connected with some health care. I don’t know how it will develop but Morn
certainly wants to make her own decisions and we want to support laer in
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Robert Van Handel
Page two
December 13, 1994
that. It is very difficult to see this. Don’t mention it to anyone, but I just
would appreciate your prayers.
Everything goes well in the office. The staff is working fine. I think they’re
looking forward to the Christmas holidays. We should have a good time.
Our staff partylis this coming Saturday.
God bless you, Robert. Please be assured of my continued prayers and love.
By now you’ve heard that Ann Linnehan’s father died. I wrote to her and
heard that she was going to call me. But then Monica called and said that
Ann didn’t want to talk with anybody. You know how Ann is. No doubt
she’ll surface sometime in the future.

¯ Fraternally,

Provincial Minister
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 1510)536-3722 Fax 1510)536-3970

February8,1995
Robert Van Handel.- J30982
Cell # 6233
P O Box 8101
San Luis Obispo CA 93409,8101
Dear Robert,
Peace and good. Well, the Super Bowl is over; San Diego got whipped. Not
whipped but annihilated. I suppose it was to be .expected to be that way but I
want you to-know that yours truly lost ten dollars, two five-dollar bets with
various individuals. They gave me San Diego plus twenty points. I thought
for sure that San Diego .would at least make a game of it. I think they did a
wonderful job getting into the finals and I was particularly happy for Bobby
and Christine.
Both Bobby and Christine have been exceedingly gracious to the friars and
particularly to me,~and to ~ when we have been at San Luis Rey.
September seems to be our annual get together. I’ve really enjoyed meeting
your sister. What a wonderful person she is. I know that it is her love and
support that has been such a substantiaI gift.to you during these difficult
times.
I’m glad everything is going well. By now you’ve seen Berard and I hope he’s
indicated to .you that I still have not heard about my visiting rights. This
bothers me a bit since I know. that~was refused. Perhaps I’m refused
simply because I’m Provincial Minister. I do not know, but maybe there’s
something that’s holding the whole thing up, or maybe it just takes a long
time. We’ll see.

Things in the province are going fairly well. In terms of yourself, I want you
to know that we have mana ed to settle uite a few cases, among them the
settlen’tent with the tw,
This is of greatbenefit, obviously, to the F
If I have not told you this
before, we have also settled
So this rneans that in terms of major people to be concerned about, I think
we’ve taken care of quite a few of them. Obviously we’re-not completely out
of the woods yet but I’m fairly optimistic that We’ll be able to negotiate this at
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least by the time I end office two years from now. Hopefully, even in the next
six months we will be ninety percent out of the woods in terms of any civil
cases that have been brought to bear againstthe friars. Again, I want to
indicate to you that. a sizable number of these cases are not due to anything
that you have done in the past but all 0f them are spread out among various
members of the fraternity. Surely we must help each other to bear our
burdens. And I think that because we have been helping each other, God has
been gracious and good to us. God will continue to bless us. I count on your
prayers very .much.
Life at Arch Street is going fairly well. It’s fun to live with the guys and I
.rea.lly think it came up for me at a good time in my ov{n life. It feels like a real
house and a real community. It would be nice to have you there tO share this.
This is j.ust a short note to bring you up to date a little, and to le~ you know
that I’m thinking of you. God bless you, Robert. Please be assured of my
continued prayers and support. From my understanding, Monica is doing
well. Ann’s father died and so Ann is weathering that experience.
It’s
difficult but I’m ~ure she’s tough and can come through it.
Hope to see you soon

With fraternal love,
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March 2, 1995
(dictated Feb 18, 1995)
¯ Robert Van Handel - J30982
Cell # 6233
P O Box 8101
San Luis Obispo CA 93409-8101
Dear Robert,
Peace and all good.
This is just a short note to thank you very much for the letter which you
sent me on thesixth of February. I have passed on some of the contents to
our attorneys and I am sure it will be very helpful.
Things are going along fairly well in the province. We continue to move
ahead with the case settlements on the one hand. On the other, and more
importantly, we are beginning to see the fruits of all the difficulties that
.we have gone through -- very positive fruits. The friars are coming
together in convocation much more enthusiastically and with a much
greater sense of interdependence and generosity. This is evident every
place I go. I also believe that the fraternity, is praying a lot more. Each is
praying for’ himself and for the others and they are coming i together in
daily prayer.. There is a real revival of interest in the Spirit. I do not
believe any of this could have been accomplished were it not for-the fact
that we have faced the storm and tried to weather it. This includes
yourself. God always brings .good out of the mistakes we make, as Paul
says in Romans. And I think we can see this to be the true case with our
province. I’m very optimistic about developments.
Most recently we had a facilitator’s meeting in Danville at which Fran
Ferder and John Heagle. came and led a group of sixteen friars through a
process which would enable them to work with local communities in the
discussion of fraternity in mission, particularly in the areas of chastity,
sexuality and intimacy. The meeting was great, one of the best we’ve had
i.n many years. This week ~ and I are meeting with all the pastors
and associates to discuss the thirteen parishes we will be releasing in the
future. I hope this meeting is as successful. Last week also, we had a.
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eeting of the Hispanic friars at Mary Help of Christians. It too was very
positive and upbeat.
I’ve been encouraged by the Visitations I’ve done in the Northwest,
Southwest, Las Vegas and Scottsdale.
Thanks so much for your support and prayers, Robert. I’m doing fairly
well. I’m getting a little tired and I don’t have a lot of emotional energy
for all these meetings and engagements but I feel good about the direction
ofthe province and am beginning to get some distance from alI of the
difficulties. I think now, for the first time maybe, I’m able tO look
backwards and appreciate at least a little bit of what has happened and the
roleJthat I have played in it. It hasn’t always been easy, nor have I always
been successful, nor even good at it. But I think something is happening.
I do look forward to seeing.you soon. I’ll let you know when I can get
down there. God bless you.

-Love,
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March 13, 1995
Robert Van Handel - J30982
Cell # 6233
P O Box 8101
San Luis Obispo CA 93409-8101
Dear Robert,
Peace and all good.
This will just be a short noteto kind of bring you up to date. I want you to know
that your provincial minister is now 50 years old! I know that is hard to believe
from your perspective and that of Mike Doherty. But it is true. Of course with 50
comes certain rights: the right to make judgments.on others; the right of the gift of
wisdom; the right to be served; the right to take vacations when and where one
wants; the right to take nothing all that Seriously. At least I’d like to think it was
this way. But of Course it isn’t. In these fifty years I think I’ve iearned a few things
and mostly I simply am very appreciative for the love and friendship that so many
people have given me. Yours is among them. And I wanted to send you this thank
you note in honor of all the great support you’ve given me over so many years. I
know these last years have been difficult, Robert, and perhaps you’ve questioned
your own contribution. But as I have told you many times, love has no bounds and
deep waters cannot quench love. We will move through whatever happens
together.
What a great party yesterday! I went up to Mary Lyons’ house and there was a
surprise there composed of many different people. Among them, of course, Mary,
my sister, Terry and Chris Wenzt, Larry and Liz Schafer, ~ my
friend from Southern California, Tran Campbell and Giles. It was a great time. I
really enjoyed it and wonld redommend it for everyone!
The province seems to be perking along
well. We have settled most of our
cases with respect to St. Anthony’s.
case is still outstanding. I will
certainly keep you posted. I appreciate very much your response to my inquiries.
Yes, I thank you for sending me permission to come visit you which I will do
probably in the month of April. I’ll try to arrange it through Albie. I know that.
we’ll have a good time and a good conversation. I do look forward to it.
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The Definitorium meeting is jusf.a week from now in Scottsdale, Arizona. Between
now and then we: have a meeting of the Guardians and Vicars at San Juan Bautista
and .the Southwest Regional and two more birthday parties. It should be an exciting
week.
I’m glad to hear that you are learning so much about computing and accounting:
This will enable us to -- like Scrooge in the comic strip -- sit down and count the
coins, toss them in the air and you can add them all up.
God bless you, Robert. I hope you are having a very grace-filled and hopeful Lent.

Fraternally with love,

Provincial Minister
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April 11, 1995
Robert Van Handel -J30982
California Men’s Colony East #5197
P OBox 8101
San Luis Obispo CA 93409-8101

Dear Robert,
Peace and good. Happy Easter!
Things are going along fairly well in the province, Robert. The program we put together called
"Fraternity-in Mission" which will require the friars to meet in clusters and local community groups to
discuss friendship, communication and other things has been very well accepted. In the last eight
weeks we’ve had about five provincial meetings involving Hispanics,. pastors, guardians and vicars,
facilitators plus three of the regionals. All of the meetings have gone exceptionally well. In fact I.
would say there’s more interest and activity going on in the province now than 1 have seen in many,
many years. I think we are finally coming together in new ways.and with new vitality. I mean this in
all honesty and I simply don’t think it’s thevision of a myopic provincial minister.
For myself I just keturned from Milwaukee, having re-entered the ranks of historians. I gave a talk at
the Spring meeting of tl~e American Catholic Historical Association on the History of Contemplative
Prayer. It seemed to go over fairly well. I think there were one or two people in the audience who
understood what I was talking about andthe rest,well --- it was probably too much theology and too
much history. Either that or 1 simply wasn’t clear. As you know,. I’ve been working in this kind of
esoteric field for so many years now that I kind of take it for granted and sometimes the people get lost.
At any rate it was good to see a lot of friends and 1 do think the work I did present was fairly, well
accepted. It’s nice to return to the Society at least in a more active way~
l’m going down to visit my mother at Eastertime. Sometime in the next sixweeks or so I hope to get
down to Shn Luis Obispo so we can have a good long visit. The settlement of the cases moves along well
and I want you to ka~ow that all the cases involvingyourself have been settled as of this date. I am not
anticipating new ones, but let us continue to pray flaat nothing may surface.
Please remember all of us in your prayers, Robert, particularly myself. I very much depend on the
witaaess that you give and am very p. ateful for the offering of your prayers and hopes for the good of
the province. I hope the family is well Be assured of my love and support.
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july 12, 1995
Robert Van Handel - J30982
California Men’s Colony East #5197
P OBox 8101
San Luis Obispo CA 93409-8101
¯Dear Robert,
It was great to seeyou recently! I was. very gratified to know that your health is
basically good and that you’re receiving fair treatment af the facility. Please be assured
always of my Prayers and support.
Thanks very much for your followup letter. I will wait to hear from the person so that
we might discuss some of the issues in more detail. I appreciate very much your
openness and willingness.to explore some of these areas.
I know that any plans for the future are difficult to consider for yourself and also for
me. But mostly for yourself. Please .be assured, Robert, always, of my love and
support. We will try to do the best we can. I think you and I both recognize we are in
very dLfferent positions with different responsibilities. But both of us have a desire to
do what is best for the other. I so much appreciate you..r openness in speaking with me.
After talking with a .few more people I will get aback t6Y0u. In the meantime, I would
appreciate.it if you have any more reflections on options you could pass them on.
we had a great Fourth Of July. I~ and ~a~d I went down to,at dinner at 7th St
withGiles, Ben Innes and Tommy King who had just returned from Guatemala. It was
just a very relaxing time and I thoroughly enjoyed it.
Did I tell you also that I managed to go to Cambria the week after I saw you at San Luis
Obispo? I had a good time there just visiting and walking on the beaches. I also
managed to go.visit Hearst Castle for a morning. It was more impressive than I had
remembered it.
~
The summer has slowed things down a little bit. At least that’s my perception. If you
talk with~you might get another one. But he"s always, afraid that when I say things
are slowed down, they begin to speed up~ As you might imagine, he believes that my
word is the curse of death, for himself and most other people arbund here! But we
,~,,e~.
along well and I’m.very grateful still that he’s the Provincial Secretary. You know .h,,,’...
that is, Robert.
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~seems to be doing fairly well. I’ve talked with him about going to visit you and
I’m sure that he’s moving to arrange that as quickly as possible. I know that you and I
had a very good visit and he is eager for the two of you to speak together: He had to go
down south because his niece was having some difficulties. But he’s returned now and
seems robe in a fairly good space.
Not much other news. I’m still negotiating, would -you believe it, with the bishop in
Los Angeles over the property at St. Joseph’s. That seems to go on and on. We thought
we had it al! wrapped up about a month ago but the dioce~e backed out of the plan over
which we had labored for several months and to which they had previously agreed. -It
just shows that it’s the big rock-little rock thing. As my brother told me years ago, little
rocks --- that is, ourselves, don’t play with big rocks -- that is the Axchdiocese of Los
Angeles because the ultimate result.is that orte or the other turns irtto powder. Well,
I’m doing my best but we’ll see what happens.
~4re’ve notified all the bishops now in places that we’re going to pull out of in a year or a
year and a half. Most oi: them have been very receptive to what we’ve had to say. It’s
my hope that the province can continue with its plan so that it can expand into more
creative ventures in the future. Let’s pray that this happens.
Robert, I want you to know how dependent we are on your prayers and support and
really want. to offer you mine. May God bless you.
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March 4, 1996

Robert Van Handel - J30982 ~
California Men’s Facility - I215u
P. O. Box 2000
vacaville, CA 95696-2000

Dear.Robert,
Peace and alt good.
How wonderful to receive your last couple of letters in the last two weeks or so. I
Very much appreciate hearing from you. In addition,, of course, I’ve talked to .Fay
and. understand that the difficulties with your medicine have been .worked out.
At least, I hope so. That’s wonderful. Please be assured always of my continued
prayers and support.
I very. much appreciate your.referring to some of the things that I’ve done. I
found this very supportive, Robert. I had forgotten about some of the things you
mentioned. ¯ Certainly, when Monica called me up about the difficulty in
receiving those materials from Santa Barbara, I was somewhat, stunned and I was
glad that she did call me up and that I was ableto give her the advice simply to
discard it. Robert; we have enough things to deal.with: You and I don’t have to
deal with all this other nonsonse created by people. Certainly, Monica is a great
and faithful friend and loves you very much and .I’m very, very happy for that.
The convocation went superbly, as you might .imagine. Yours truly even did a
song and d~nce at the end..That may have been the most stunnir~g experience
for most of the friars! They had never seen my personality come out in that
fashion.. Well, too bad! They’ve missed a great thing!! They don’t know my
Morn who has a real silly nature and.my Dad who had a rather bizarre sense of
humor. Couple that with my histrionics and you never know what’s going to
happen.
~

Things seem to be going along fairly well in khe Province. I was very pleased, as i
mentioned, with the convocation. Of course, maybe they’re going along well
because I’m looking .forward to going to England. It will be good to see Monica
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and Anne and I anticipate a joyfuI reunion when I get off the plane. No doubt,
we will spend some time talking about yours truly, but be assured it will be.
uplifting and supportive.
I stitl -want to get up the~e for a visit. As.you are aware, I do need to continue to
talk to you about some issues. I am very sorry that my last visit was so disturbing
to you.. It’s just very hard to know how to approach all of these questions. On
the other hand, I want to assure you of my continued love and support always.
And I do really believe that God’s grace has been at work in this whole process,
Robert, and good has been brought out of the harm that has been done. Good for
yourself,, good for the friars, good for families. In addition, there is all the good
that has surrounded your work and ministry from the beginning. In the long
run, when our dear God looks at us, He sees the good that we do and the good
that we are. He do6s the same for you and I hope, and know, the Same for me.We can all deal only in the best way that we can. I always remember one of the
letters I read fromFinbar after he died in which he wrote to the Provincial
Minister and said: "I know that when I come before my Maker, He will not ask
me what I accomplished or what I did. He will simply say, did you try? And I
will be able to answer with all my heart, I tried". That quotation keeps coming
back to me in my own work and I pass it on to you with the assurance that we
remain brothers together.

Fraternally,-

Provincial Minister
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DELL~ ORDINE DEI FRATI MINORI

February 9, 1996
Robert Van HandeI-J 30982
California Medical Center-P230u
P.O. Box 2000
Vacaville, CA 95696-2000 U.S.A.
Dear Robert,
l’noted your change of address in the recent issue of FRIARS NEWS and thought that I
would drop you a line.
Please me assured of my prayerful support during your time of difficulty. Bob Karris
has kept me informed of what’s been happening, and he, too, sends his prayerful best
wishes.
I know that you have the support of the brothers of your Province and that you are
sustained by their love and concern.
For our part we take each day at a time as we prepare a major document on
Evangelization for the entire Order and also make preparations for the General Chapter
to be held in Assisi May 4-25, 1997. From Feb. 12-24 the General Council and I will be
in session during what we call our tempo forte or days of intensive meetings when
everyone must be present.

Let us continue to pray for one another.

Bro. Hermann Schal0ck, OFM
Minister General
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500:341h Avenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

May 23, 1996

Robert Van Handel - J30982
California Mens Facility - I215u
P.O. Box 2000
"
Vacaville, CA 95696-2000
Dear Robert,
Peace and all good.
Thanks so much for your letter of April 29th. Let me wish you with this
letter a happy Ascension day and a mostglori0us Pentecx~st. I pray that the
Holy Spirit who is, after all, God’s gift of love tous, might continue to bind.
you more strongly to your sister, your family, your Mends, the Mars, myself,
and all those who love you and want. to Support you. Thanks very much for
your last letter, Robert, which I found most encouraging.
I know that .the situation, in which you find yourself is not easy, not easy at
all. I can’t imagine doing it myself. I want you to knowthat I want to be very
supportive. At the same time, we know that there ~re Certain .things that we.
need to discuss and look at most directly..I know that we, will be..able to do
this in the best way possible. I do think our situation at Santa Barbara has
cooled down immensely. We are in the last stages of settling a few more cases
and I think this has all been able to happen because of the prayers of so many
people and .the help of so many lay Collaborators. At the same. time, I want
you to know that I think your own witness, in terms of prayer, perseverance
and acceptance of your situation, also has contributed to our settlement. God
works in mysterious ways; Robert, and. we are all part of a piece. If we all died
together, we also all live. together. I want you to know this.
For myself, obviously I’m begihning to be a little bit in transition and the
anxiety level is raising a little bit. Things are going along fairly well in the
Province and I feel good about what we’ve been able to accomplish and the
place in whic.h, the friars find themselves. Currently, I would ask for your
prayers
for~ii who continues
to decline from .cancer, for Father
¯
. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
¯
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ii~who has had his stomach removed because of cancer and is now
awaiting further tests to. see if the cancer has spread to other parts of .his body.
Right now the prognosis is fairly good, but we will know more about this next
week. In addition,, we have numerous other friars who. are. very sick.- Father
ii!~iii~iii is recovering from some Chemotherapy which has made him
very weak. Bob Williams is about the same. He showed up at the 7th Street
end of the school year party this aRernoon and looked preRy good. Father
$igmund Snyder, who we just moved to Arizona because of Alzheimer’s
disease, suddenly passed away on Friday. His funeral will be. cor~ducted by
Finian on Monday. He was a good friar and did outstanding work,
particularly in Sacramento and Los Angeles. One of the "~arly ones to be
bilingual in SpaniSh. I, myself, will be leaving early tomorrow morning for
Provinciai visitation in Tularosa, Mescalero. Fortunately, Warren’s going
along, so that will. give us a chance to visit.
I’m thinking about doing a renewal course in Rome after I get out of office in
January. In the meantime, between now and then, there’s quite a bit to pick
up. I’ll keep you posted more i’n the future, Robert, and I do look forward to
our next visit." Be assured of my prayers and support, always.
Love,
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August 7, 1996

Robert Van Handel, OFM - J30982
California Men’s Facility a I215U
P.O. BOX 2000
Vacaville, CA 95696-2000
Dear Robert,
Peace and all good.
This-is just a short note to thank you for your last letter. I very much
appreciate your concern for me and your response to the situation. ¯ We’re
trying to handle the C.E. matter in the best. way possible. The lawyer we had .
on the o~her cases, who was excellent, has agreed also to defend us in this
situation. 1 cannot give you any update on it, as it’s still too early. But, I’m
sure that, if history is any indication, we will be able to move this in a
constructive direction.

[ am alsosorry for the pain,, obviously, that this is causing you. Please be
assured always of my prayers and support.
I’m glad you had a good visit with your parents. I had a great lunch with
Christine and it was so good for the two of us to meet again. I think when
we’re down at San .Luis Rey ~and ~ and 1 will call her up and see what
we can do together. You have a wonderful sister.
Keep the faith, Robert. I hope sometime in the next six or eight, weeks to.get
up to Vacaville to visit you. Obviously, there are some things we need to talk
about, but l’m sure we can.do this in the most personal and encouraging way
possible. Ithank you so much for your witness to the faith and your
continued kindness and outreach to myself. As I have mentioned to you
many times, yes, these are difficult situations; yes, they do cause a good. deal
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of suffering for everyone involved. I am grateful for the protection of God
and the leadership of the Holy Spirit and the support of the friars and for your
cooperation and good will towards me. These far outweigh any of the
disadvantages and pains that might occur. I’m glad that I am in this situation
to be able to help, in some small way, a friend. God bless you, Robert.
Fraternally,
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October 8, 1996

Robert Van Handel - J30982
California Men’s Facility -I215u
P.O. Box 2000
Vacaville, CA 95696-2000
Dear Robert,
Peace and all good.
I’m off to Dayton for the Provincials" meeting, and from there toMinneapolis
for the weekend, and then to the Southwest Regional. I’ll be back in about 10
days. I did want to write you a short note to say how much I enjoyed seeing
you. You look so much better than the last time and I was so grateful to hear"
that you feel pretty good about your situation. I want you to know that I
continue to pray for you and am always concerned for your welfare.

I also appreciated the spirit with which we had our discussion. It was most
helpful to me, Robert, and I will do my best, always, to support you and I can
assure you that the friars will continue to care for you and support you in
whatever way we can. The fact that we would be able to move forward to
establish a solid base of friendship and fraternity, even if ina different way, is
exceedingly important to me.
I just finished dedicating the center at Old Mission San Luis Rey.. It’s called
the Junipero Serra Center and it holds about 1,200 people.. It would hold 900
for a sit down dinner. It’s beautiful. On either side of the hugeauditorium,
which is shaped somewhat like a gynmasium, but done extremely, tastefully,
are two murals - one representing the-men of the Americas and the other
representing the women of the Americas. .Pictured among these peoples is
Father Alfred Boeddeker,: of course, and Junipero Serra, in addition to Martin
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Luther King. and Cesar Chavez and others. Unfortunately, they did not put
up Francisco Palou. Among the women is Kateri Tekawitha and Mother
.Seton and Dorothy Day, I think you would love it.
I was just really
impressed, when I had the first Mass there this morning.
I’ve heard from Monica. It looks like sheqI be out the end of February,
beginning of March. t do look forward to seeing her. She sounds like she’s
doing very well in.Washington, DC.
God bless you, Robert.
Love,
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th gvenu~ Oakland California 94601

(510)536-3722

Fax {510)536-3970

To: Robert Van Handel, OFM
From: Finian
RE: response to letter.of Jul. 20; 1997
3uly 22, 1997
Dear Robert,
I hope this letter finds you well. Thanks so very-much for your letter of July
20~.
Everybody’s gone. I’m alone in the office and it’s a good time to answer your
letter. At times this life is calm and easy - at others --- it is hectic and quite
difficult. Tomorrow I leave for Santa Barbara for Theophane’s funeral. Giles
died. Bede is quite ill. So many of our heroes are aging and coming close to
death!
On the other hand, the. young friars are doing wonderful things.
MarcoAntonio, for example, is the new pastor at St. E’sand is really taking
charge. He’s painting the offices, landscaping the.frOnt of the house, and
really makin~ the place look different. The people are respofiding to him quite
positively. It’s good to see.
Mike D. got back fromhis worldjourney. He lost some weight and looks
fine. He’s genuinely happy with his new change. I will miss him We played
a lot of golf together and had many good talks.
.At the end of September I plan to go to Ireland for the English speaking
conference. It’ll be my first time so I’m planning to leave a little early, to
enjoy some of the sights and perhaps tO touch "roots" there. I’ll consider it
my vacation.
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Robert, thanks for your tolerance in reading this stream of consciousness
account of the life and times o~. Please know that I think of you and
pray for you, Know, too, .that there are many friars who ask about you with
fraternal affection.
Take care. I enjoy your letters.
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READ CAREFULLY, Please prim.or type, The information requested will be used by officials of the Department of Corrections to determin
whether your application will be approval or disapproved. The.information.provided will be maintained in a file pertaining to the inmate.
In accordance with the Privacy Actor 1974 (PL 93-579), providing your S .oc. ial Security n umber is optional. Any omission or falsification on
questionnaire may be cause for denial of visiting. Please mail this form directly to the visiting office of the institution where the inmate
.¢onfmed,
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Item 11 ~ ~ all arr~ a~~i~s. Failure to II~ all arrem my r~u~ in ~nial of ~ti~.

~ONTINUF_D ON BACK
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Province St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

~500 34thAvenue Oakland California 94601 (415)536-372~ Fax (4151536-3970

May 18, 1990

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!

I hope that the Spirit blesses you in abundance during this Pentecost
Season.
It was good meeting with you when I was down in Santa Barbara, Robert.
Thanks very much for your support. I really appreciate it. I’m.very happy
that you’re able to go to England this summer, as I think it will be good
for the boys and I think the~vacation will be ex~ellent for you. Please
give my love to our friends.
.There were many issues which came up at our last Provincial Council
meeting, and we had a long discussion with the finance council with respect
to the education fund. I believe that our discussion certainly laid the
groundwork whereby we would be able to make a decision with respect to the
property at the Casa in Santa Barbara. At this time I wouldlike to say
that we have made no decision. I would like to discuss the issue of those
properties with the finance council between now and July in detail, and
then get bac~ to you with a specific recommendation after the July meeting.
I believe that the education fund now is completely depleated and we are
deficit spending in that area. In addition, the costs.areescalating. I
think I’ve really got to come up with a single plan that is going to cover
all eventualities, touching not only the property in Santa Barbara, but
other properties which-,we have in order to maintain our current fisca!
stability in the area of education. So, I ask you patience in this matter.
I thank you for all the hard work you’ve done, and I’m sorry for any
inconvenience that my-latest vascillation has caused. The truth is that
the situation is much more difficult than I had anticipated.
I hope to see you before you leave,~ Robert. " Again, thanks for everything.
Fraternally,
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JULY - WEDNESDAY ( 1 )
amve at St. Anthony’s; load bus
leave for LAX
arrive LAX
TWA #760, non stop to London
19 JULY - THURSDAY (2)
12:00PM arrive London, Heathrow
3:00
arrive Abingdon: Our Lady’s ConvenL School

Radley Road
Abingdon, Oxon OXI4-3PS
England
telephone: 011-44-255-520075
get settled, relax & play
5:30
6:30
8:00
9:00

tea
choir practice
showers
bedtime

20 JULY - FRIDAY (3)
8:00
breakfast
choir practice
9:00
10:30
play time
12:00
lunch.
I:00
quiet lime
2:00
recreation: walk along Thames in Abingdon
4:30
5:30
6:30
8:15
9:00

(small groups)
choir practice
tea
recreation
showers
bedtime
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JULY 21 - SATURDAY (4)
8:00
breakfast
9:00
choir practice
10:30
play time
12:00
lunch
quiet time
1:00
Leave for Oxford (small groups)
2:00
6:00
attend Evensong at Christ Church
7:30
supper
8:!5
showers
9:00
bedi;ime
JULY22- SUNDAY (5)
&00
breakfast
9:00
choir practice
Mass at Conven~ in Abingdon
10:00
12:00
lunch
quiet time
i:00
2:00
leave for Oxford
4:00
meet at ChMst Church
4:15
vest In cassocks
choir practice at Christ Church
4:50
6:00
Evensong
7:00
coach to Abingdon
7:30
supper
8:15 ¯
showers
g:o0
bedtime
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JULY 23 - MONDAY (6)
8:00
breakfast
9:00
coach to London [sack lunches)
tour London in small groups (supper)
7:00
meet coach at Westminster Abbey, return
Abingdon.
&l 5
showers
9:00
bedtime
JULY 24 - TUESDAY (7)

&O0
9:00
9:30
10:00
1:30

3:00
4:30
5:30
6:30
7:30
8:30
9:00

breakfast
pack & clean schoo!
load coach
leave for Lichfield
arMve in Lichfield - Lichfield (;athedra] School
The Palace
Lichfieid
Staffordshire, WSI 3 7LH
England
telephone: O11-44-543-263326
choi.r practice
vest & practice in cathedral
Evensong
supper
recreation
showers
bedtime

JULY 25- WEDNESDAY (8)
7:30
wake up
7:45
boys practice
8:30
breakfast
choir practice
9:15
! 0:30
play time
12:00
lunch
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12:30
3:30
4:30
5:30
6:30
8:45

quiet time, followed by recreation
showers & snack
practice in cathedral
Evensong
supper & play time
bedtime

JULY 26- THURSDAY (g)
SAME SCHEDULE AS ABOVE
JULY 27 - FRIDAY (I0)
SAME SCHEDULE AS ABOVE
JULY 28 - SATURDAY (I 1 )
SAME SCHEDULE AS ABOVE
JULY 29- SUNDAY (12)
7:30
wake up
7:45
boys practice
8:30
breakfast
9:15
choir practice
10:30
EuchaMst in cathedral
12:00
lunch
quiet time or recreation
1:00
2:15
choir practice
3:30
Evensong in cathedral
4:30
play time
6:30
supper & recreation
8:15
showers
9:00
bedtime
JULY 30 - MONDAY (13)
8:00
breakfast & clean school
9:30
load coach
10:00
leave for Wales
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2:00

6:00
8:15
9:00

arrive Rhos-on-Sea: St_ Mary’s College
Rhos-on-Sea
Colwyn Bay
North Wales LL28 4NR
Great Britain
. telephone: 011-44-492-44777
¯ get settled; play time
supper & recreation
showers
bedtime

I ’ 31 - TUESDAY (14)
JULY
8:00
breakfast
choir practice
9:00
10:15
leave for Conway Castle (small groups)
4:00
meet coach at Conway. Castle
4:30
arrive St. Asaph’s Cathedral
¯ 6:00
Evensong
7:00
coach to Rhos-on-Sea

7:50
8:15
9:00

supper
showers
bedtime

AUGUST 1 - WEDNESDAY (15)
8:00
breakfast
9:00
seaside walks & shopping (small groups)

6:00
7:00
8:15
9:00

supper
choir practice
showers
bedtime

AUGUST 2 - THURSDAY (16)
8:00
breakfast;-pack;-clean school
9:30
load coach
10:00
leave for Holyhead, Wales
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2:15
6:50
7:30
; 2:00

ferry boat to Dublin
arrive ]n Dublin; load coach
leave for Cork, Ireland
arrive Cork; lodging in
St. Fin Barre’s choir school:
Rochelle House
Old Blackrock Road
Cork
Republic of Ireland
.telephone: 011-353-21-964774
(or) 966460

AUGUST 3 - FRIDAY ( 17)-

9:00
I 0:00
’-1:00
6:00
7:00
&15
9:00

breakfast"
leave for Blarney Castle & Woolen-Mills
return Lo Cork
supper
attend Evensong, at cathedral
showers
bedtime

AUGUST .4 - SATURDAY
&O0
breakfast
9:00
choir practice
10:30
play time
12:00
lunch
I:00
quiet time
tMp to Cobh Cathedral; sing Mass; coach back
2:00
7:00
supper
8:15
showers & bedtime
AUGUST 5 - SUNDAY (1 g)
&00
. breakfast
9:00
choir practice
1 I:I 5Eucharist at St. Fin Barre’s Cathedral
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12:30
1:30

2:30
4:00
5:30
6:15
7:00
9:00

quiet time
play time
showers & practice
supper
cassocks & practice
Evensong
.bedtime

AUGUST 6 - MONDAY (20)
8:00
breakfast
8:30
pack; clean school
load coach
"9:30
10:00
leave for Limerick
I:00
arrive Villiers House
North Circular Road
Limerick
Ireland
telephone: Ol i-353-61-51447
2:00
play time; shopping, etc.
6:00
supper
7:00
recreation
P~:15
showers
9:00
bedtime
AUGUST 7 - TUESDAY (2I)
6:15
breakfast
6:45
load coach
7:00
leave for Shannon airport.
9:00
Aer Lingus #142 to London
10:20
arrive London, Heathrow
TWA #761 non-stop to Los Angeles
11:30
2:35
arrive LAX; customs; coach t~o S.B.
6:00
.arrive Santa Barbara
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California94601 (415)536-37.22

Fax {15)536-3970

August 14, 1990

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony’s Seminary
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, California 93105

Dear Bob:
Enclosed please find a letter which I have sent to Mike Doherty, who has
volunfeered to chair a committee for an evangelization center at Old
Mission Santa Barbara. I believe the letter speaks for itself. On behalf of
the Definitorium, I would like to request your presence on this committee
as I believe that you could contribute a great deal to it.
Thanks very much for considering this. I trust that you.will contact Mike
or that he will be able to contact you as to your participation.
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS.

~500 34thAvenue Oakland California 94601 (415)536-3722 Fax (415)536-3970

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105

Oct. i0, 1990

Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!

Enclosed, please find a memo which I have given to Lupe Aceves
about the St. Anthony Seminary budget and differeng accounts. You
will see my recommendations in there which I think are sufficient
summary of what we discussed at that time. Again, Robert, I would
like to thank you very much for your helpin this matter, and for
your cooperation. I think this will go a long way toward helping
both the Province and keeping St.Anthony’s on an even keel. We
believe that you are managing the monies very properly, and I’m
very grateful there is someone like you in the position.
Fraternally,
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Province

Barbara

FRANCISCAN FRIARS

~500 34th Avenue Oak(and Califom,a cJ4601 (415)536-3722 Fax (415)536-3970

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105

Oct. I0, 1990

Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!

It was good talking with you last week, and I really want to thank
you so much for theopeness of the conversation, particularly
about the financial situation at St. Anthony’s. I wa~t. to
congratulate you on getting the whole institution through a very
difficult period. Really, Robert, I think the Province is
tremendously in debt~ to you~ Thank you very much.
I want to write a formal note giving approval to your request and
that of the Middle School to extend the contract to the upper
portion of the west wing, and to 1996. Thanks verymuch for
arranging this.
Fraternally,
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hilgh schoo[
B November 1990
Dear Members of the Definitorium,
I am coming, to you with. a familiar request at an awkward
time. I would like permission to go to England in .the late
summer or early~ autumn of 1991. This is the occasion of
Sister Monica Sheehy’s twenty-fifth jubilee as a Sister of
Mercy.
- ¯
Just this past summer I was in England, Wales, and Ireland
with the Santa Barbara Boys Choir. For.myself, I would not
request permission again so immediately. Certainly I would
enjoy-going to England, but I am really asking for St. Monica
more than for myself. The jubilee is immensely important to
her and the Abingdon community. It is seen not only as a
major celebration of twenty-five years, but as an
affirmation of her vocation as a Sister of Mercy. She has
asked me to be the major celebrant at her Jubilee Mass when
she will renew her promises. .It would be difficult to
ouerestimate how much this means to her. As Sr. Monica is
one.,of my closest friends and has been a great support to
me, I cannot refuse her. She would understand only that we
did not care enough.
I do not know the exact date of the jubilee celebration. It
will probably be in the late summer, or early autumn, perhaps
at the school’s midterm breal{ in October. I would hope to
spend my wcation in England at that time.
Thank you for your co,sideration of this request.

Fraternally,

TRAVEL FORM
To help the Provincial and the Definitorium with regard to travel requests,
please fill out this form and return it to the Provincial Office, Attn: The Secretary
of the Province.
NB The Guardian can give permission to travel within the United States (PS, 21).
This form is for travel overseas.

Name ROBERT VAN HANDEL
Destination ENGLAND
Da~es:

Departure
Return
please see accompanying letter
Purpose of Travel:
{}
{}
{}
{,}
{}

{}
Jubilee Trip
Continuing Education
{}
Central Amedcan Pilgrimage { }
Vacation 0utside the US
{}
Assisi Experience

-Visit to Family
Lead a.pilgdmage
Member of a pilgrimage
Other: Sister’s Jubilee

Estimated Cost: ~].ooo -

Source(s) of funding:

7~

.vacation allowance & priv~t~ donations
from family & fTi,~Dds

Travel History:
a.

When was the last time you travelled outside the US? summer. 1990
Where did you go? , Er~;~ond. Ireland
For what purpose? "

Santa Barbara BOy~

Ghoir

b. Have you previously been to the place where you are asking to go?
c.

What has been your international travel, in the last five years?
List dates and places:
1987 - Switzerland & England - SBBC
~990 - England &. Tr~la~d - .q~]~U.

!.Rev. 2/89).
!11A 1
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

~soo 34thAvemJe Oakland California 94501 {415)536-3722 Fax (415)536-3970

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 GardenSt.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105

November 20, 1990

Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!
Happy Thanksgiving. It’s been good talking to you the last couple
of days. Thanks so much for your support and understanding.
Robert,with this letter I would like to officially communicate to
you the definitorium’s perm~ss~.on for you to travel to England.
Your petition was very well received, and I want you to go
certainly with the Province’s delegation and with my own greatest
congratulations.
I know you are wonderin~ about your future, Robert, and I talked
to you a ifttle about it on the phone. Certainly the definitorium
has made the decision that we would definitely like you to move
come this summer. We. had a long discussion about where your
talents might best be used, both for yourself and the good of the
Church and the Province. I think at the moment I. am seriously
considering the possibility of your coming to Berkeley, helping
Esther Soriano in the development work at the School of Theology,
taking over the development of St. Anthony’s Bread from John
Hardin, perhaps attending some classes in pastoral theology and
~helping out in retreat work or parishes. Perhaps if you could do
this type o£ work for a year, it would become clearer to you as to
a future course of work to pursue. I know this ~s a t~me o£
transition for you, Robert, and I want to assure you of my prayers
and support. Certainly the definitorium is not fixed on any
particular thing, but most of our ideas revolved around What I am
stating here. The issue of San Luis Rey came up, but I think
given the fact of transition, it would be good foryou to have a
fine, solid and supportive community. I think you would certainly
find that in Berkeley. Be assured that you have my prayers and
support as we continue this.conversation.
Fraternally,
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"’ 3RD PARTY PRIVACY

The Definitorium,.
Franciscan PrDvince,
1712 Euclid,
Berkeley, Calif., 94709

T~ the members mf the Definitorium,
Tgday Robert Van Hande~ ~nformed the greater Comm~ity atSt.
Anth~ny’~s that he wil~ Be transferred in August.
I want te share with you my opinions and feelings about his work
at St. Af~th~ny’s since the school clmsed.
He has provided superb leade~shlp through all ~f Du~ grieving
and has given a gB~d example in his ewn healing in the matter~
His homilies, have grewn increasingly inspiring, and significant
as the time hss .g~ne By. Since R~be~t d~es s~ much and gives
s~ much t~ all ~f us, it must be that his hmnilies take precedencm
in his activities - a t~p priority with him.
Like ~ther Franciscans I have knmwn and w6rked with, R~bert
is absolutely amazingly versatile’@ He sh~ws c~nce~m and really
helps with families’ crises an~ functi~nings within the greater
c~mmunlty, yet s~ ~ften he canbe seen with Fabian, putting
a battery in the truck, f~r example, mr making sure that the
cleaning .crew has d~ne a g==d ~o~
All ~f his w~rk is done with a sense ~f unflagging eothusiasm,
and an underlying feeling for the joy ~f living. I am always
surprised t= see h=w much .:.~-e~er~y he has f@r St. Anthony’s.
R~bert als~ sh.~ws ingenuity in dealing with situations as they
a~iseo He has s~ many new ideas - this year we (m~mbers ~f the
liturgy cemmlttee) w~rked through twice a new meth~6 ~r manner
ef presentimg the Advent wreath. All ~f the l~gistics had
~een carefully considered by him before the meeting° He als~
is aware ~f the status ~f St. Anthony’s and wants t~ keep it as
it is. Al! ~f us are greatly relieved at that.We are s~ im
h@pes that we can still have St. Anthony’s f~r Mass.
It seems t~ me that R~bert is an innate administrator - he has
the talent f~r delegating activities and tasks, knows h~w t~ ch~se
the right people, has thmught ~ut each part ~f each situation,
with attenti~nt~ the minutae thereof, without any visible strain.
N~tbing seemst~ small, if it is valid,, f~r his concern°
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There is a sense uf family between R~bert and the Religious at
St. Anthony’s - he functions well as a past~r f~r them .
Als~, hehas Inspired a group ~f men t~ c~me and d~ repairs all ~ver
the campus, s~ that the p]ant itself has greatly benefitted~
an~ hhe men (whose number c~ntinues t~ increase) have a feeling
¯ f s~lida~Ity - they have fun d~ing the w~rk - I am ~ften there
~n Saturday m~rnlngs and I see that R~bert is there with tham
st least s~me ~f the time each week.
Speaking~as ~ne whs has wmrked cl~sely with Hmbert f~r a number
~f years, an~ especially since, the sc~l was cl~sed, I w~ul~ llke
t~ say that E~bert’s enterprising, enthusiastic approach t~
St. Anthony’s in general has been c~nsistent and very helpful
t~ the~greater c~mmunity, as I see the situati~no He is getting
a higher degree in Califgrnia history, managing, the inhtituti~n
beautifully, running th~ Bsys’~s Ch~i~, e~idently maintaining
asmund spiritual life, and seeming to enjoy the wh~le Dr~cesse
Since I w~rk at the Peab9dy scho~l as a vmlunteer, I have h6a%d
such gg~d reports about the BBys’ Chuir: S~me ~f. the stu4ents
with wh~m I have w~rked in a reading program, f~r a number ~f
~ears,. n~w, have .been members ~f the B~s’ Chmlr. I kn~w the
parents as well as the children, and can see clearly that the
expe~ience ~f membership has been ~f great.value f~ the many
families involved. I remember ~nce that Rebert had taken the
family ~f a f~rmer member ~f the ch~ir ~n a vacati@n camping
trip, slnc~ the father 9f the family had been killed in an acci8~nto
His sensitivity an4 ability t~ put it t~ gm~d use can sften be
seen in his w~k.
Once, years ag@, R~bert t~ek my place in the library ~ne night
a week, sm that I c~Id take s~me library c~urseso He did such
a g~d j~b - ~ had ~ften th@ught that~he wmuld be a g~d librarian~
even, perhaps, at the Misslmn~ ~here there is a need f~r such
a pens~n.~ But I was nmt thinking ~f the present time°
As I sit h~re writing this lette~o and feeling stunned t~ think
that we have n~w been given this d~uble l~ss in such a sh~rt
time, I think ~f Rnbert as ene wh~ dealt with his ~wn g~ief at~
the cl~sing ~f the sch~l, provided g~d str~ng leadership with
his enthusiasm an8 imaginative leadership, and has created a
new kind ~f’~c~mm~nity, really, without the students we all have
misse4 s~ much. In a£ditimn, he deals~expertly with the Waldorf
sch~l, as well as with the.M~ddle-Scho~l.The place seems t~ me
t~ be building csmmunity (we have new"members ~ften, n~w) in an
abiding sense ~f ~ur value t~ each ~ther..The lea4ership f~r
these attitudes has cmme from Rmberto
In Santa Barbara, the repu~a%i9n ~f St. Anthony’s which was csnsiderably tarnished by the clmsing ~f the school, h~s been being
healed by R~bert’s willingness t~, f~r example, allow certain
groups t9 use the playing field, .t~present the B~ys’ Ch~ir .in
c~ncert as well as at churches amd even , annually, at The
Nutcracker o
--
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I’m glad R~bert has beem Eect~ l~ng enough tl bring about
this healing "and enrichment ~f cw~Enunity relationship; i.t’s
a pity te take him awayjust when the healingIs, really taking
h oldo
I noticed that Bs~ther Timothy Arthur was able t~ run St. Antheny’s
quite well during R~bert’s absence this past summer° I perssnall~
have always felt that that is the final proof Bf g~ed management indeed, ~f a ~b well d~ne; where the j~b can be taken ~ver by
an~the~ pers9n with ns difficulty. Timothy remarked t~ me that
the place ~an itself, really°
In c~ncluslon, I wguld llke to say that the C~rmnunlty with its
rellg~ious functiBns and their expressions in various fell~wshlps
has meant a great deal t~ me° I have ~een ~ea!ly gla8 t~ be a
member ~f the greater c~mmunit~. A g~d deal @f these feelln~s ~f
gratitude have c~me ~fr~m the g~Id w~rk that R~bert has d~ne at
St. Anthony’s, with his kindness, his sense ef hur~r, and his
perceptIBn.
Sincerely,
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Province St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

~00 34thAvenue Oakland California94601 (415)536-3722 Fax (415)536-3970

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

.6pril 3, 1991

Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!
Happy Easter! It was so good to visit with you a while back. I
appreciate very much all the help you’ve given me, both thereat
SAS and your personal support. Thanks very much.
Robert, this is just a short note to say that at the Provincial
Council meeting in March your appointment was affirmed to be in
residence at the Franciscan School-of Theology in Berkeley to be
an associate director in the formation program with particular.
charge of the students in the house at FST and to engage in Some
continuing education activities.
I’m also very glad that we will be able to work together in the
office more. I know that Mel and I look forward to your presence
among us.
Thanks very much for being open to this, Roberh.
give you peace.

May the Lord

Fraternally,

enclosure
PS: I think we can make. it official that Albie will be taking
your place at SAS. I’ll leave it to the two of you to negotiate
the timing on this.
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Province of St. Barbara.
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

~500 34th Avenue Oakland California94601 (415)536-3722 Fax (415)536-3970

April 4, 199i

Robert Van Handel, OFM
~St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, CA -93105
Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!

This is just a short note to follow up on the decisions made at
the definitorium in early March.
First of all, we would like to give you permission to replace the
staircase on the northside of the kitchen building, the cost being
from about 12,000 to 14,000.00.
Second, the definitorium agreed in principle to the renewal of the
lease with Waldorf School. The following questions were raised:
I) do we have an escape clause? What will be the financial
¯ increase if we lease them two additional classrooms? You can
Proceed with the lease along the lines we talked about. I look
forward to receiving it from you. Third, Waldorf has asked to
leasetwo additional classrooms in the dorm above the kitchen.
Certainly the definitorium agreed to this.request. Fourth, in
order to use the two classrooms as you indicated, it is necessary
to build a staircase in the breezeway between the dining room and
.the main building. Waldorf would pay for this. The definitorium
also approved the addition of~the staircase. Fifth, with respect
to the Casa, the deflnitorium received the report from the
consultants who evaluated the use of the casa property. The
definitorium accepts the idea that the casa be leased to a nonprofit group. I look forward to working with you and the
consultants in the near future.
I hope this answers the questions and gives a formal response to
your inquiries. Thanks very much for your hard work.
Fraternally,
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Province
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

Barbara
1500 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 (415)536-3722- Fax (415)536-3970

ApI~ 29, 1991
Most Reverend John S. Cummins, DD
The Diocese of Oakland
2900 Lakeshore Avenue
Oakland, CA 94610

Dear Bishop Cummins:
I-am writing on behalf of the
Provincial Minister
of the Frandscan Friars, ha request faculties of the Diocese for Father Benedict
Irmes, OFM, who is being assigned to our Formation Community located on
Seventh Street in Berkeley. as Formation Director, effective August, 1991. I
attest to the fact that Father Innes is a friar-priest in good standing in the
Province of SL Barbara, of which I am the Provincial Secretary.
,~is also requesting faculties for Father Robert Van Handel,
OFM, who is being assigned to the Formation Community at the Franciscan
School of Theology, Berkeley as Formation Director, effective August, 1991. I
attest to the fact that Father Van Handel is a friar-priest in good standing in
the Province of St. Barbara.
I would also like to inform you of some other changes involving the
Frandscan Friars who will be leaving the Diocese:
Father Josef Prochnow, OFM, who has been the Province’s Prefect of
Formationin residence at St. Elizabeth’s, Oakland; effective June 1991
Father Richard McManus, OFM, whohas been Director of Formation
at the Frandscan School of Theology; effective June 1991
Father Rusty Shaughnessy, OFM, who has been a retreat master at
San Damiano, Danville; effective August 1991.

The Friars of the Province continue to pray for you and the well-being of the
Diocese.
Sincerely yours in St. Francis,
(Rev.) Melvin ~. Iurisich, OFM
Secretary of the Province
OFM VANH 1
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

~S0034thAvenue Oakland California94601 (415)536-3722 Fax (415)536-3970

May 14, 1991

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Dear Bob:
peace and all good!

Thanks very much for your letter, of May l gt; I appreciate very much the
information you have given me on .the casa. I wrote to Monica recendy and
said that I didn’t see any need for us to take some time out and travel
together if she would be busy with relatives. I have no problem with her
having to stay in Abington and Fm sure you don’t either. We can always
find something to do, and I can always run over to the ? and get my work
done. I" think you should go ahead and probably make your own
arrangements. In the past I’ve tried to align my arrangements with other
people and it just doesn’t work out. So, rather than mess up your life, why
don’t you just go .ahead and make your arrangements.
I hope you did well in the Spanish exam. I look forward to seeing you soon.

Fraternally,
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April 3, i991

(date)
Robert Van Handel, .OFM

FrOmI
Provincial Minister

After prayer and consultation, and considering the many needs of the people to
whom we minister, £ am formally requesting that you accept a change of assignment
from Santa Barbara

to Berkeley, FST: to be in residence and as an
associate director of the students.

For. the convenience of all concerned, I ask that this change of assignment
become effective August, ’91

(date).

As a sign of your acceptance, please sign below and return to the Provincial
Office.
N. 8. Sign and.mail back immediately upon receipt.
Fraternally,

~, Provincial Minister.

~ To the Provincial Minister:
£n£ acceDtaccordancethis ,.ithne~ assignment.the promises £ ha~. ~eZord~our. Brotherhood,
(signature)

(date)
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue, Oakland California 94601

(510)536-372.2. Fax (510)536-3970

April 17, 1992
1500 - 34th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601

With this letter I would like to ask permission to resign from my duties as
local director ofpost-nowitiate formation at the Euclid community, effective
June 1, 1992. I came to Berkeley ten months ago with the intention of
"helping out" with the formation students. There have been five, and then
four of these students this year. While I have enjoyed working with Ben
Innes, Brian Flynn, and the other friars in formation, in no satisfactory sense
could it be said that I have been active in the formation process. The students
have had very little formation direction from me these past months.
The reason why I have been inadequate as a formation director is quite dear:
my other duties as your secretary and chairman of continuing formation
have taken the majority ef my time, energy, and interest. Post-novitiate
formation has suffered the position of being a distant third. In the light of
our recent discussions and planning for the next two years, it is apparent to
me that this situation.will become worse, not better. It is unfair to the
students, the program, the Guardian, and the other friars to allow such an
unsatisfactory situation to continue. Next year, with the additional numbers
of friars in formation, this lack of attention to them will be far. more evident
and damaging. I do not have a sense of failure or frustration, just a
realization that what we are now doing is in ..no one’s best interest.
I do not-know who could replace me as formation director, although we have
discussed a few possibilities. Both Brian Flyrm and Ben Innes are aware that I
am asking permission to resign, effective June 1, 1992.

Thank you.

Frat~
Robert Van Handel, OFM
cc
Fr. Ben Innes, Director of Post-novitiate Formation
Fr. Brian Flynn, Secretary of Formation and Studies
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
~Y ¯

DAVIS ¯

IRVINE o LOS ANGEL~S o RIV£RS[DE o SAN DIEGO -

SAN FRANCISCO

S~FA BARBARA

SANTA CRUZ

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 93106-9410

November 15, 1992

1500 34th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601-3091

Third Party Privacy Ri.qhts

Dear ~

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
conduct many years ago, but. I have known Robert not only as
an excellent student but also as a patient and discerning
listener as I sorted through spiritual concerns following
the deaths of my husband and of my mother.
I realize that it is unlikely that Robert would be allowed
to function In positions such as thedirector of the Santa
Barbara Boys Choir. But he has gifts of great value, and as
the Order and he sort.out his future, I would hope that the
good is preserved so that he can then give his best.
I thinkthat Robert would do well in an.academic or archival
setting, which would require further education. Should he
wish to pursue further study I would be-happy to aid him in
finding appropriate programs andwriting letters of
recommendation. Should. he return to UCSB in the doctoral
program, I would be pleased to serve as his doctoral
advisor.
Should you wish to contact me about Robert, please do not
hesitate to write me at the above address or
:: "" " :~ "-:--. :. i:!:~:~:~:~::::::
i:’:~ ~:-:’:+~:~:~::~ ................

Sincerely,
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Third Party Privacy Ri.qhts

FILE

Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland Cai’~omia94601 (510)536-3722 Fax(510)536-3970

December 11, 1992
Third Party Privacy Ri.qhts

Peace and all good!
I want to thank you very much for your letter to me of
November 15th., 1992 which I passed on ~o Ft. Robert. He is
currently in a treatment center in Maryland, and he was very
much supported and encouraged by the r~ception of your
.letter. I want to thank you so much for taking the time to
write to him.
You are right, of course, about his abilities. He iS a
tremendous asset toour community and I know that he would
do well in an academic or archival setting. I really do
hope that he can pursue some of these areas and do it in the
best way possible. Obviously the last several months have
been extremely difficult for him as they have been for so
many others, and he is very contrite and chagrined by what
has happened. I ask you please to remember him and to
continue to offer your support. It means a great deal.
God bless you.
Sincerely,

Provincial Minister.
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Third Party Privacy Rights

November 12 1992
Provincial
1500 34th Avenue
oakland CA 94601-3091

Third Party Privacy Ri.qhts

Dear
May I add my voice to that my~
i~i~i~i~on th~ subject
of Father Robert Van Handel? I have known Father Robert for at
least six or seven years both as Director of the Santa Barbara
Boys’ Choir and iii~iii!i~i~i~~i~iiii~i~i!ii~iiiii~~ii I think
extremely

I understand what has happened and why theOrder would not wish to
put him in charge of children again, but I hope and pray that no
further action will be necessary.
This is a f~ne man with
excellentintellectual and (though admittedly he had a serious
problem) I would say moral virtues. He is a bright man and a kind
man, and my wife~~iijoins me in praying that he will continue
his valuable career in the order and as a priest.
Thank you for your very kind attention.
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~ _Thir~ Party Privacv Rights

Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1~00 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

December Ii, 1992

Peace and all good!
I want to thank you very much for the letter whichyou sent to me on
November 12 with respect to Ft. Robert Van Handel. He certainly is a
very fine person, and although he is in an extremely dlfficult situation
for which he is responsible at the moment, I believe that he has the
resources to move on with his life and to Continue to do a great deal of
good. I appreciate very much the way you have phrased this in your own
letter as it is good-to see that others can see that he is a fine man~
with excellent intellectual and even moral virtues. Robert continues to
be very contrite about what has happened, and i~ doing his best to move
on with his life. We ourselves are trying to support the individuals
involved in all ways possible.

is experiencing at the present moment. I wish’that all could be exposed
to your fine thinking which deals so much with the difficulties of good
and evil in our world.
Thank you very much for your concern, especially for Fr. Robert.
Sincerely,

.ster
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Robert Van Handel, OFMSt~ Luke Institute
2420 Brooks Dr.
Suitland, MD 20746

January 22, 1993

Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!
hope this "letter finds you well. It was good to see you in Washington
couple of weeks ago. I was glad to be able to speak with you and for
us to at least have lunch with "the girls." ~It was a lot of fun.
Kobert,I want to take the opportunity to thank you for all the effort
you’ve put into the last couple of months. I know that it has not been
very easy, but I really appreciate the way in which you have attempted
to address the issues, work in great detail with them, and suffer
through all the ups and downs. I think this is a testament to your
courage and also an example to all of us, particularly myself. I do
pray that the next.six months will go as well as the last six months and
that you will be able to ~ind a job which is both profitable and
rewarding for yourself.
When I came back to the province and just this past Thursday and Friday
I met for two days with this Board of Inquiry in Santa Barbara. They
will be sending out a letter sometime in thenext ten days, requesting
of students of St. Anthony’s to come forward if they have-been
victimized during the period from 1964 to the closure of the seminary.
I am not anticipating that a lot more information will surface othe~ "
than what we have, but it is important that we move in this .direction of
an independent board both to resolve the pastoral situation and to
continue to move in the best way possible. Although it is a very
difficult situation it seems to be moving in a good direction. I think
the friars are responding very well. ! w~nt to thank you for your
agreement so that we could move in as open a direction as possible.
"This has been extremely helpful to myself and I think a blessing for
everyone. God bless you for your truthfulness and openess to the
brothers.
Please remember me in your prayers, Robert. Be assured of mine. Let me
know your phone number.
Fraternally,
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Robert Van Handel, OFM
2420 Brooks Drive
Suitland, MD 20746

April I, 1993

Dear Robert:
peace and all goodl
Happy Easter. This is a formal note to say that upon the
receipt of a request from the Santa Barbara Mission Archive
Library the definitorium has decided to go ahead with the
appointment of Br. Joseph Schwab as Archivist Delegate for
the Santa Barbara Mission Archives Library Board. I want to
thank you for the way in which you Have served the board for
many years and it is unfortunate that the present
circumstances do not allow your continuance. I am sure that
you can understand their need for an Archivist Delegate
present at each of their meetings..
Thanks very much, Robert. I hope you had a very joyous
birthday and have a great Easter. Please be assured of my
prayers and suppgrt. We will move forward patiently and
courageously in grace.
Fraternally,
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S~. Francis Retreat Center
P.O. Box 1070
San Juan Bautista, CA 95045

i500 34th Ave.
Oakland, CA 9~601

AU~UBt 19, 1995

With this latter I gi~permission to you to to give access to~F
personnel files to th~se you deem neueBsar~ for n~ personal defense
and for¯ that of tl~ Province. I authorize you to release these
fil~s in any manner that.you find ~ui~able and naoe..ary, and to
restrict fur~heraooess as you deem fit.
Thank you.

Robert Van Handel, OFM
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Christian (Religious)

~t Name

Middle

SocialSecu"~ #, .~ ~T ~’/~V/ ndvers License # ~a~ State ~ .
Address of ~o (2) persons to noti~ in ~se of si~nes~death:

I]

2)

Do you belong to another Province? if so, which?

Insurance ID card with you. :. .... ’ . ,. -

Blood Type.." .

.

’

.:": . "

Medical Aile(gles ."

’Your Insurance Carder ~../~’~ ~LHaveyou made a last testament.?..... If so~. you ate.asked to attach a copy
to this f0~n and send it to the Provin6ia! Offi~.
Additional copies of this request/testament should remain with you and with the local
¯ ,.. G..u,.a.rd.!~!i......Wh. en.yo.u are.~e.assign, ed, y.0ur n~w Gu~rd[a. n should g?0t a copy of this .
:..-,. .- ::..,
-~ ,--,..:
~:" ’~ ~ :~:~’:~ ~’~~"~ ~ :~’ ~~..~-~.i.~.--.~
~-.i,::~¯ ~ :,...:: "
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Do you have special req~ests.f0.ryour fun.e..m!.service/arrangements? E.g.:, special
hymns, type of music, homilist, ~lo.Sed caskeL~afatnil~i mbmber or fdend to help with th~
funeral? Any other wishes youm!ght have that will help those planning the funeral.

Are
there,-..any
personal
items
, you want given to your farniJy?
..
- ....
,
. -:
,.

"

.

¯",1-’!~- "..’." ¯

~:.- ’.~.,.... ~.
’

:;~..:.,..~ :.
’

.:¯
.

Do you have ihsurance pblici~s,"pensions, veteran’s benefits, et¢;? If so, please list.

If you have a bank account by reason of ministry, who is the co:signer o.n the account’?
(Any individual friar account must.have at least’ one 0tl~" (riar~s aco.s~gnet.

In the ~ventoi~Fi’i~r’~:death~-t~ie Guardian should Secure theFriai~sro0m.’ .All
documents and personal effects should.be sent to the Emne;iscan’Province of St.
Ba-foara ArchiSesJ if you have a file inyour roordl~0~ %ensitiVe" materials, please
.prbvide instructions f0.r.its di..s.posal. Family.photographs and other items not needed
for Provincial Hist0ry~may begiven by theProvincial Archivist to-the next of kin
who requests them. " ". ~ "
"¯
:
,
..
~..~,:LI;;-.:,
,. ’ : ".
..

Ac~i~t0f {~ ~6d~J&e;i~i:g6’e:stot~i~ pr6viti, cial"Offi~ ~,nd"~ copy’ ~remaJns w~th th local.
Guardian.
"
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SECTION

DATA
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01. Family name:
02. Religious n~me:

O3, Baptismal :n~me:
.(Oiv~n legal n~me)

04. Any other nnme:

06. Father’s"name: " "
IGlve~ name.)-

~

SECTION

07.
08.
09.

12..
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Province of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California94601

(510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

September 12, 1994
Robert Van Handel J30982
FBB3-127u
Wasco State Prison
P O Box 5500
Wasco CA 93280-5500
Dear Robert,

Peace and all good!
Well, it’s Labor Day and I’m sitting here in our new house in Berkeley which
I know you will see in due course. Time will go quickly and I look forward to
sharing this view of the Golden Gate with you.
No doubt the last few weeks have brought a great deal of anxiety to you and to
your family. Robert, please be assured of my prayers and support always. I
want you to know that I thinkof you constantly and pray for you almost
daily.. It is a great heartache for me to realize the present circumstances. I
very much appreciate the dignity with which you approached the sentencing
and the statement which you made at that time. I am- very sorry for the press
coverage which has followed in the wake of such an admirable and dignified,
responsible position which you took..

Mel and Mike and I intendto have dinner with Christine when we are down
at the Definitorium meeting at San Luis Rey.in mid,September. We’re all
looking forward to that. She’s not only been a great support for you, I know,
but she’s also been a support for the three of us and particularly for me. God
bless you for people who love you so very much.
Robert, I think all things being equal, God will bless you in abundance for the
position you have taken and for the strength you have shown throughout
this ordeal. I know that it.has not been easy. I pray that all of us, I in
particular, have only lightened your burden. Sometimes, undoubtedly, it
probably seems like a black hole and that you sort of free fall into it. But be "
assured it is not a black hole. The Holy Spirit is there to guide you. The love
of the brothers continues for you. The love of your family, particularly your
parents and sister, is very evident. And there is so much good in who you are
and what you represent that this will more than assimilate any darkness
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Robert Van Handel
Page two
September 12, 1994
which appears in any of us. Be assured of my prayers and support. I. do look
forward to seeing you sometime in the nearfuture.

With respect to myself, I’ve had a good sabbatical and have gotten a good rest.
I feel so much better. I actually feel like I can handle the next two and a half
years with some degree of equanimity and peace. I do have much more
energy and I look forward to getting back to the administrative work. I know
that’s hard to believe, but I really am. Even the situation in Santa Barbara I
find not so discouraging anymore. In fact, I think I’m kind of determined to
see it through and have been given enough support to be able to do that. The
-friars are in a good space. All of the experiences have simply created more life
in them. We have a great deal more solidarity in the fraternity. People are
more reliant on each other; there’s a good deal more prayer and a good deal
more cooperation among the friars. All of these are great blessings which
-have come to us from the situation at St. Anthony’s Seminary. I think in the
long run God will bring good out of al! this, and has already begun to do so.
At .least I can see this and this is a great encouragement to me. At the same
time I can acknowledge the difficulty. But, Robert, this is life and God blesses
us in it. Be assured of my love.

Fraternally,
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of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-372_.2 Fax (510)536-~970

September 28, 1994
Robert VanHandel-J30982
FBB1-A-123u
¯ Wasco State Prison
P O Box 5500
Wasco CA 93280-5500
Dear Robert,
Peace and all good!
Thanks very much for the letter that you sent to ~-and me most recently,
I’ll pass it on fo Mike when he’ returns from vacation.
Oh, I wish there was someth:i.’ng I could do, somehow reach out and make
that system more compassionate and reasonable, particularly for someone
like you. I want tO encourage you, to say that I remember, you in praYers and
.really pray that the Holy S15fi:it might give you the wisdom, courag% strength
and peace to continue on this road which has been given to you.. It is a road
you are on not alone. I want to walk with you as much hs possible, and in my
own life try to be friend and brother to you and tb the others w.ho have.been
hurt. by tie activities of the friars. As I’ve told you many times, your own
¯ Story fits into the much larger story of the province and. into the stow, clearly,
of many other friars who have been to.uched by. this tragedy. Because of this,
your own witness in courage, in perseverance and in healing is great strength
to the story of tRe Province. And it enables us to move forward with some
degree of hopel
’’ ..
Since I’ve returned from the Sabbatical I feel much more able to put these
things in perspective. It’s true that at times I do feel very much beat up and
that all the old feelings of public pain which both-you and I ¯experienced, you
in particular, come ba.ck~ Bu~ these ifeelings are t.emporary. And I-think that
now we are beginning to move forward in the province. A great deal of.
solidarify has .-been created .among the brothers. :We have a greater
understanding of forgiveness and compassion, a greaterrealization of our
need towitness and tobe examples of life,and a greater support for each
other, both in our. strength and in. our weakness. One of the definitions of
God that someone gave me over the pastfew years is that God works together
toturn all things towards the good.. IbelieVe God-is doing.this for you in your

NAME ,<Type o~r Print)

Robe rt
(Rel~gio~s)

. Rev.

Van Handel

M
(Baptismal)

PARENTS
(mother)

April ~, 19~7

BIRTH Georgetown, British Guiana
(place)
EDUCATION (date, place)

. Grade School
High School
College
Seminary.

No vitiate

Philosophy.

Theology ¯

INVESTED Sept. 14, 1969
(place)

(date)

SOLEMNVOWS 0ct. l,
.

SIMPLE VOWS Sept. 17, 1970
(~tace)

(date)

PRIESTHOOD May 17, 1975 .St. Mary’s Cathedral, San Francisco, CA
(date)

(place)

1973
Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken
(ordaining Prelate)

SPECIAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS e.g. Post-Graduate Degree work, published works, buildings, etc..

APPOINTMENTS (dates, positions held, places)

Deacon year: St. Mary’s, Phoenix, Ariz.

1975 May St. Anthony’s Seminary, Santa Barbara, Oalif.
198h-85

sabbatical

Prof.; July 1978

Loc. Min.

NAME (Type or Print)

Hober~
(Religious)

APPOINTiV[EN~S (continued)

M
(Bap~sm~])

Van Handel
(Family)

NOT Tta
Peractae Votorum Sollemnium Professionis
Ad Ministrum Provincialem Mittenda
Const. Gles, Art, 85

Nomen profitentis:
Nomen ordinis: ..... ..R..o...~.....r~._ ..................................................... ~ ........................................................................
Nomen baptismi: ......R..o...~_...~.....E..._ .................i ....................................................~ ........................~. ...............
Nomen familiae:_ ..V.~.. ~__a~_.del

.

Status (dericus, laicus, sacerdos) : ..... .c...X...e~...£.9...~.. .......................................................

7 ........... : .....................................

~eorgetown, British ~Lian~ (now Ou~an~)
Locus originis protttenus: ....................................................................................................................................
Professionis:
ist October
1973
Dles-mensis-annus: ...........................................................................................................................................

Documentum emissae professionis sollemnis subscripserunt:
¯

Neo- rofessus Robert~ M, Van Handel

"

""

Testis: ........ .P.~_e. ~ .e..._J.. :__..~. _ .@.e_ .X_e_c.~.t ...0_. :..F. :..~.:. ......... ..................................................................................

Delegationem ad professionem recipiendarn concessit: ........................... : ........................................................

Haec no~itia concordat cum professioais sollemnis attestatione in librum ad id destinatum relata.

....... .....

I1 "
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....................
......,
Magister CIericorum

OATH BEFORE SOLEMN VG~S

Friars Minor, having pi’esented to my superiors a petition for the profession of
solemu vows, and after mature reflection before God, do hereby testify under oath:
(1).that in taking these solemn vows I am not influenced by
any force, fear, or violence, and that of my own full
and free will I wish to embrace this life with its accompanying obligations;

(2)

that I am fully acquainted with the obligations which
follow from these solemn vows; that I freelyaccept these
vows which, with the help of God, I intend to observe until the end of my life;¯
that, in regarC to the vow of chastity ann the law of
celibacy, I clearly understand what they entail and,
with the help of God, I propos~ to be faithl’ul to these
obligations until the end of my life;
that, in conformity with the sacred canons, I promise
most sincerely to obey all the orders of my superiors
according to Church law, and thatI am ready to give
an example of virtue both in word and in deed, so that
I may deserve to receive from~God the rew~rd promised
for the acceptance of so great a responsibility.

So I attest~and so do I swear on these holy Gospels of God, which I touch
with my hands.

(date)

(signature)

Sworn in my presence:

(superloU or delegate)
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RE1NH.TNCIATiON AND DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY
Before Solemn Profession
In the rmrne of the F~ther, ~ of the So~ and of the Hol), Ghost. Amen.

DISPOSITION OF FROPERT~
Hrs,: All the ~z~ch I now actuall~ssess I hczeby fz~ely disRos~f by giving it to:

~ ............

Secohd.. I also f~ecly dispose of wh~e*e~ px~po~ may come to me after my Solemn Profe~c~n by pate.rnal or ma~erml inhe~i~-

,,
................
~..._~
................
:..<.._....:
,..}
.........
..........

and, in the even~ of h~s/her~helr previous demise, to: ............... 2 ........................................

_,.......................... ~~..

¯¯

~,~,.~~.~~.~ ........ :..o.~.

.........
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NOTITIA
Vitae Francisc~uae
Ad Ministrum Provincialem Mittenda

Nomen profitentis:
Nomen ordinis:

ROB~RTUS

Status (ctericus, laicus, sacerdos) " . ...............................................................

’ ............................................. ~...

Georgetown, British Guiana

Loc~s oroginis profitentis:

Professionis:
D ies -rr~ns is -a nn us : ................. _~.~.,, .~..e.~ .~..e.~ .~.~§., ~.~..0 ......... " .................................................................

Documenturn em|ssae professionis temporariae subscripserunt:
Neo-professus : ......................... ~’.T_ :...~9..b..e.~ ~bl~.._V_~. D__ .~.~..~.e,~, ....o. ,..~.,.~ ................. ’_ .................................
Testis"

¯

ft. Godefridus Brid~es~ o.f.m.

"

~

~
L
Testis : ..................... : .............. fZ" .....~.~’.ua_.~,.hchele_c.u,.._o.,£_,~r~
.........................................................

Pro~essionem recepit: .......... ~ ..............................................................
Delegotionem od professionem recipiendom concessit: ...........................................................................
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CESSION OF ADMINISTRATION AND DISPOSITION OF USUFRUCT

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that I ...~.o..~.e..r..~..~.c..h.a..~....V..a...n.....H..a.._n..fl.p..1.
.Bro, Robert Van Handel
_~ Berkeley
otherwise known as ..........................................................................=.,
now u~ ........................................
_.
Alameda
"
............................................................ in the County u~.
.......
.....................................................................

^. California
and the State u~
...................................................
iN CONSIDERATION of the laws of the Roman Catholic Church concerning the administration of the property, its use and usufruct, of a member of a religious cemmunity acknowledged
by said Roman Catholic Church (Codex ffuris Can. 569,580),
First: Do hereby cede the administratio~ of any and all property, whe*her real, personal or
money which 1: now have or which may accrue to me therefrom, to...M..~.s..:...~..°..b..e...r...~..o.d..:..Y..~...n...Handel
" _~ Orange
now residing in the .County ~ ..................................................
, State

~ California

and I do hereby co,nst~u~e and app~nt him to be my attorney-in-faC~ for such administration
.giving unto him fu’ll power and.authority ~o make ~II conLa~cta and to do all ether a.cts and
things of every kind and nature whaL~oever, necessaxT in and ~beu,~ said ~dministra~on, including the s~le and conveyance ef real proper~y as effectively as I myself could do if personally
present, and
..

Second: I do here~by ordain, declare and direct tha~ all the useand usufruc~ of sa~d prope~y,
to:wi~: the interest, ren¢~, income, securities, royalties, bonuses and all et:her benefits arising
from or out of such proper~y, shall be disposed of or exp.ended by my said agtorney-in-fae~t as
he may see fi.t, according ~o his best judgment, and
Third: I hereby ratify and confirm all acts that my said a~corney~in-f~c* may lawfully do in
pursuance of the power herein conferred.
IN WITNESS WHERI~OF, ~ have hereunto subscribed my name this ..... .t...w..e...n..t...y..-..f...i..r...s..~. ......
day 0f_.::...°..~..}.°..b._e..r.. ...................................
, in the year of our Lord 19
(Signature) .

..~_a~r~ .......

. ..............

.

.
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" 2552 ~n~relt

NOTIFICATIO
De Vestitione in Primo-Tertio Ordine
Ad Min. Provlem Transmittenda

Nomen candidati:

¯¯
Robertus
" ~ ....... i ....................
Nomen ord,ms: .........................................................................................................................................................

Nomen bapusm~: ...........................................................................................................................
Robertus Michael
. i .............................................
. .......

Nomen l~arentum:
.Parris, nomen bapt~sm~: ...............................................................................................................................................................
Matris, nomenbapt~i et nativitatis (maiden-name) :

Baptls~:

Vestition~:

Fest~ Patroni:
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DECLARATION OF INTENTION
BEFORE INVESTURE IN THE F~RST ORDER
(Gen. Const., Art. 23)

declare that of my own free will I ask to be admitted to the Order of Friars Minor in the Province of

¯

St. Barbara.

.~....__ck~y of
In witr~ss whereof I have hereunto subscribed my narr~ this ....

io the yeor of Oor Lor~ ~9

OFM VANH
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DECLARATION CONCERNING FREEDOM FROM DISEASES
(Gen. Const. Art. 23, #1, 1)

This is to certify that I, the undersigned, in accordance with the General Constitutions of the Friars
Minor, Art. 23, # 1, 1, am free from all contagious, epileptic, or anyother seriou~ or lasting malady,or
sickness,, and that I have been informed that my reception and profession would be invalid should I be
subject to any of the aforementioned sicknesses and have concealed the fact.
In witness whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name this ............
day of ......
in the year of our Lord 19__~._~.

(Signature)_.
(Witness)
(Witness)
(Superior)
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DECLARATION AND RELEASE

Note: To be signed by candidate (Gen. Const. Art: 23) on arrival and signature to be witnessed
by two priests of the order.
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
That I, the undersigned, being about to enter the Roman Catholic religious order known
as the ORDER OF FRIARS MINOR, (incorporated under the laws of the State of California as
THE FRANCISCAN FATHERS OF CALIFORNIA, and hereinafter referred to as the "religious
order"), do hereby attest and declare tl~at I am entering said. re!igious order voluntarily and
of my own free will, and am not acting under force, coercion or undue influence of any kind.
That for good and sufficient consideration and in consideration of the benefits received and
to be received as a candidate, postulant, novice or member of the said religious Order, I am prepared to and hereby, promise and agree to give without compensation all of my services freely
and to perform any and all work required of me by my Superior in ssid religious order; and that
for myself and my heirs I do hereby waive and ~orever discharge any and all right or claim
which I m!ght otherwise have to. any wages, compensation,, remuneration, annuity, pension or
reward for the time that I shall devote or for the services or work that I shall perform with or
for said religious order during the time I remain in ,~aid order, and do hereby e×pressly release said. religious order from any claim on account thereof.
I understand and agree that the provisions of the Rules and Disciplin~ of said religious order, and.the Articles Of Incorporation and By-laws of The Franciscan Fathersof California, a
California corporation, now in force and as hereafter amended, and the Canon Law of the Roman
Catholic.Ghurch, and the substantive law of the State of California relating to the subject matter
hereof are incorporated herein, and are to govern the interpretation and determine the legal
’effect of this instrument.
I do further cert£fy that I have read and fully understand the foregoing instrument and
that I sign and execute the same voluntarily.
. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto affixed my signature this....~. ..... day of
( "ty, stateq
ACCEPTED and signature witnessed on behalf of said religious order.
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~ti. tt ~po~tcIitat ~t~i~ ~ratia
in ~a|itotltia

Per praesentes litteras Cunctis fidem ~acimus atque testamur dilecttma Nobis in Christ0

ROBERTUM

MlC HAE.LEM

VAN

HANDEL

qul ratione commoratlonLs post pubertaten per sex saltem menses in Nostra Dioecesi, littefis lesK~aontalibus Nostds indicjet ut ad Ord2nes vocari possit, per tohtm illud tempus ira vitam et
mores instihdsse ut, quantum sciamus, l/her ab omni censura et ab onmi ord~alionLs impedimento e Dloecesi Noslra dtscesserit, adeoque ex hac parte ~ obstare quom~nus ab Episcopo
suo aut a quocumque Eplscopo cure Sancta Sede Apostolica ffratiam et communionem habente
ad Tonsuram t~’ut Mlnores Ma~oresve Ordines promoveri pessit., et ad Novitiatum adm~ttatur.
Servatis in rellquo de lure servandls. Contrafiis qutbuscumque non obstantlbus.
Datum ~n Civitate Angelorun~ die 1 2 a

Mensis A p r i I i s

A~ D. 1 9 6 7

DE MANDATO EMINENTI,SSI~’ZI AC
I~VEtLENDI~IM] .AI~CHIEPISCOI~I
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Ommbus has Litteras Visurls
SALUTEM IN DOMINO.

bapt~zatus die 11 Mai~ 1947 Inulla nora de confrirmatione)
................................................................................. ad habitum religiosum Ordinis Fratrum
Minorum qua.. ............~.]:.e.~_]:_.e..~.~ ..................................... <~dmitti intendat, Nos ad normam
Can. 544, ’§ 2 et Can. 5q5, § 4 hisce Litteris " juxta . scientiam Nostram testamur,

et ~ullam rat~ouem habemus dub~tandi eum esse
legitimis natalibus ortum,/pie educatum, bonis moribus ornatum, i.n fide christiana
....... ~._e.m..e. ........ instructum, lama ....... .12.°..~ ........... ....... et conditione .....1.~..19..e.~. ...............
gaudere, nunquam inquisitum, neque alia censura, irregula.ritate aut alio canonico
impedimento irretitum, vel reddenclae rationi olicujus administrationis obnoxium e~se:
eundem porro aere alieno non gravatum, nullis quoque promissionibus aut initis contractibus impeditum, nec habituali morbo affecfum existere, quibus omnibus fieret, ut
habitum religiosum Ordinis S. ,Francisci Seraphici suscipere nbn possit.
Datum .......~..,..~..! ......~.~........~......~...~. .......... sub nostris Signo Sigilloque
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1112 - 26~h STREET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

BROTHER ROBERT VAN HANDEL, OFM
Discussion prior to first profession, 1970
five affirmative votes, no negatives

Bob~has made continued progress: he is frank and open, w~th a good
sense of humor. He is conscientious in his work and considerate of
others. He is very frank and genuine.
He helped out at Ascension in Por~ud for a number of weeks during the
summer,
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Franci;ca= Fat~rI

1112 - 26th S’YKEET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95816

BROTHZ~ ROBERT V~’¢ HANDEL, OFM
First votation, Feb. 16, 1970
Four affirmative votes, no negatives

O_pinions of the Professed Community:

Bob seems very sincere, but about what? lie impresses some as being in a.
bu~hle: every once in a while h~ opens it and says hello to the world.
He is very conscientious about his work v~th the boys at St. Patrick’s
Home,. and this means a great deal to him.

Is his prayer=life developing?

He is open and sensitive .to the needs of the community; he thinks in terms
of the community.~ He is so t~n up with.~his work that he might we~t to
do this professionally; he asks himself ~at the priesthood would add to this.
He may well be relating his present activity to what he’s striving to become;
we just don’t know.

Bob seems lost (to some); he doesn’t seem to be with us. Will he be h~ppy
next year at Berkeley? Sometimes he seems almosL a ~tranger in the house.
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1970-1971 .~,emi-_Annual Report # 1

ROBERT VAN HANDEL
Age: 23 (April 2, 1947)
vows : Promises Sept. 14, 1970

Bob is presently in his first year of theology and in the M.A~ program.

Bob seems to have a goddunderstauding of fraternity and what it means
in the practical order. He is responsible in the work that has been assigned
him to do, though sometimes falling down in expectations one might have of
him in the line of volunteering.
These is a kind of ~absent-mindedness~ that shows itself occasionally,
as well as a kind of lack of ’~organization"~and planning that will have to~
be worked on. On the other hand, Bob does show initiative. He is intelligent,
and seems to be maturing.
~ principal interest has been in the area of working with children. One
of his projects has been to organSze and direct a boys’ choir for the Newman
Center. He remains faithful to this project, despite the normal difficulties
involved inCh work and the built-in disappointments.
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1971-1972 Semi-Annual Report
VAN HAND~, Robert.

Age: 24 (April 2, 1947)
Promises: Sept. l~, 1970
In these last five months, Bob seems to have developed a real
interest in his studies. He is in the M.A. program and taking it quite
seriously.
Bob is very prayerful. Along with serious participation in the
various community gatherings we have for prayer, Bob manages consistently
to include private prayer and reflection as an important part of his day.
His work with the Boys Choir at the Newman Center, demanding as
iZ is, is well worked into his schedule and. he shows good sense in making
necessary choices.
At present, we fee! that there are several areas where Bob is
not clear in his own mi~d as to where he stands; he needs some room
and some time to think.
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STATE OF
COUNTY OF OUTAGAMIE)
I, S. ]Vf, Peeters, R~stor of D~ds of fl~e ~mxt y o~ Ou~g~i~ ~ ~e St, ate of ~c~ do hereby
~y ~8~ the ~iage o~

Robert, J~_~_~ Hsndel

~£~A Cameron Jones
a ...................
~d ........

was ~do~ed by .

................. .~_~.,._.~_.A.,_._ ~ ~_~ .....................

~t ........... ~z e~ o n

page ....~.~-: ....... Witness my ha~d and off~dal seal at Appleton th~.
January,

(Register of ]~eeds foz ~)utagamle County, Wiscon " .)
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UNIVERSITY OF Cx,LIrL ~,.~I.’t, BEItKELEY

March 21, 1973

In accord with ou.t convers.ation of yesterday let me outline
the pxoject" for which ~" hope to obtain the collaboration~ of
Robert Van Handel.
First, a little background may be helpfuI. For ten years
I have been engaged in an enterprise -- part scholarly~ part
activist -- respecting the funding and governance of education.~
My ~onaer stu0.ents ~no i nave puoiisned two book~ and hal~ a
dozen .articles analyzing~existing legislative structures and
arguing their invalidity under state and federal constitutions.We have participated aS counsel in litigation attacking these
systems -- so far with some success. We have also. suggested a
number of legislative solutions to what we consider the unfairness of present legislation.
Two the~es run through our work. One is a principle of
distributive justicethat spending for a child’s publicly
financed .education should not be a function of wealth (his
family’s or his school district). Wecall this principle
~’fisca! neutrality;" this norm (rejected today by the U.S.
Supreme Court in a5-4 decision) could be vindicated in Cal~fornia
and a n~nfoer of other states through the current litiga%ion in
state courts which is based,conceptually upon our work..
The second theme is one the scholastics would have called
"subsidiarity." It is.the general preference for locating
control of any activity in the smallest con~petent unit affected.
This concept, of course, informs the "voucher" movement in education. That movement, however, has :sometimes failed tO understand
the ~elation between this and the distributive principle -- a.
relation we consider fund~n%enta!. At least as.far as poor families
are concerned, fisca! neutrality guarantees only fairness not
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3RD PARTY PRIVAC Y
March 21, 1973
choice; subsidiarity.guarantees only choice and not fairness.
Hence, our current work emphasizes both economic inequity
and absence of f~mily choice in our present systems and will
seek to identify alternatives satisfying both norms. !t will
be strongly assisted by a joint grant from the Ford and Carnegie
foundations in excess of. one million dollars in support of a
"Childhood and Government-Project.’’ While on sabbatica! in 1974
I wil! be supported by this Project to do relevant comparative
work in Europe. Specifically, I-hope to consider the extent to
which several contrasting European systems conform.to the norms
of fiscal neutrality and subsidiarity. This will involve,
hopefully, an examination of finance and governance of a set of
selected public and private schools, in Germany, the Netherlands,
Denmark, and the United Kingdom. This undertaking is probably
excessively ~bitious considering the time available, but at
least a good start could be made if I had the help of an energetic
and intelligent collaborator.
Bob Van Handel seems an excellent choice for this purpose.
He has all the necessary personal qualities.. It would, of course,
be helpful if he read some German, and I expect he could make
Considerable progress in that direction this year. It would not
seem necessary that he speak the indigeneous tongue, as most of
his potential sourceswould speak English; principally I would
rely on Bob under mv ~.rect~on t~ ~.~p o~t tn~ ~elevant ~ ~=~]economic profiles of a set of private.schools in the countries
we visit, i do not pretend that I have the details of this
research worked out, but I ~m confident Bob would be enormously
helpful to me and I also feel that the experience could be an
enriching one for him.
The enterprise would be conducted from sometime in midJanuary 1974, until about September i. It would i~volve no cost
to the Franciscans except the original outlay for BOb’s air fare
which could be repayable out of his modest earnings as my "student
assistant" under the Childhood and Government Project.
~.Finally, I should confess that my mo.tivation in asking Bob
is not exclusively professional. My family and I enjoy him
immensely and are very excited about the possibility of his
joining us.
I know you and your colleagues will give serious Consideration to this request, and I hope you will. think the undertaking
a potentially rewarding experience for Bob.
Sincerely yours,
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frc|nciscan school of

March 24, 1973

Dear

and Definitors:

This iS_..a.._.!etter to s..u.~..p..ort Robert Van Handel’s request

to

the p i~~~::~:~:~:6~:~:::~~~:~~rch.
I had a meeting wit~iiiiii~ili~iiilthe other day in which he
outlined his plans ~+::~:~::::::~:~:6::~am. After the meeting, I suggested
he write a.~letter explaining the matter. Copies of this letter
are enclosed.
First of all, it is an honor for the Franciscans and the .school
tO have Professoriiiiiiii~ ask Bob to be a research assistant on
this project.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Secondly, it .will surely be a great educational experience for
Bob to have this kind of experience, guided and evaluated by
such a distinguished professor.

Thirdly, Bob’s willingness to return and then begin his deacon
internship is in line with all the directives we have received
on priestly formation, in which priesthood is supposed to be
postponed. That Bob should make his solemn vows and receive
diaconate prior to the research project presents no problem at
all; he has received very good reports from the faculty on both
scores. He is mature; he has n~de up his mind; he is a solid
seminarian and Franciscan.
Fourthly, since the Province will really have no extra cost--the initial plane fare will be reimbursed by Bob’s salary in his
research work-- and since the entire project is a unique opportunity, it-would seem that we would hardly lwant to deprive a young
man of this experience. ]~le kind of project fits very w.ell into
the social Concmrns of our provincial objectives and will equip
Bob wi£h a very good background in the area of education, particularly
as it affects schools in lower incom~e areas.
Might I suggest, then, that this proposal be taken quite seriously
and that the concern we have for individual tailoring of formation
be the backdrop for the final decision.
Thanking you in advance,. I am,
Sincerely yours,
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franciscan school of

theologq

March 22, 1973

St~ Eliza~eth’s Friary
Oakland, California
Dear~and Definitors.
Professor iii~iiiii~i~iiiiii~i~i~!iiii~of the University of California
has asked me to accompany him and his family while they
are on sabbatical, January to September of 1974.
Professor i~i~ii is currently involved in the struggle
.to equaliSi~::~ii quality of education among the poor in
our country.. He is doing this with a good measure of
success through the state supreme courts by arguing
that the present system of financing education is to
the disadvantage of the poor. It was through his research and personal appearance that the California
Supreme Oourt ruled against the theory that property
taxes could determine the quality of education in a
particular, di strict.
In order to broaden the basis for his theories of
equality in education Professor
is going to do
a study of certain schools in Germany, Holland, Denmark, and England. He has asked me to accomPany him
as a research assistant. I ~ould receive a small
salary from the University to cover, my living expenses.
The fact that I am a Franciscan will be of particular
help on this project. My membership in such a group
puts me ina unique position to research ~rivate or
church-supported schools. Professor~i~ would deal
exclusively with public systems. Pe~by January’
of 1974 I would also be a deacon and so be of particular
assistance. I would do the balance of my parish diaconate program when I returned in September. It is most
necessary for the success of the venture that nne be
able to gain access to the needed documents, etc. My
institutional affiliations as a Franciscan and a cleric
would be most helpful.
I think the ~rovince. wuuld be~g~.~:.:...~y my association
with this project~ Professoriiiii~!~iiiiiis.working on one.
section of a very large study dealing with children
and govemnment. This is a very relevant and unexplored
area which will have immediate bearing on all of us who
are working for the betterment of mankind. Ido not
think we should miss this opportunity for direct infrandscan brothers I~ graduate theological union ffi 1712 euclid ave ¯ barkeleq ¯ california ¯ 94709

volvement in such an ~mportant field.
I have discussed this matter with Frs. ~i~i..~ii~
Both of them agree that doing research with such a fine
scholar and eminent Catholic layman would be a most
valuable.experience. -The only expense for the province.
would be the cost of my initial flight to Germany. This
would be refunded by my earnings from the University.
Can we afford to m~ss such a fine opportunity?
Thank you for your consideration of this proposal.

Sincerely yours,

Robert N. Van Handel, ofm
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franciscan school of

theology

April 23, 1973

St. Elizabeth’s Fr.iary
¯ 1500n- 34 th Avenue
Oakland, California

Dear
Thank you very much for yo~. ~Y~.~ response to my request
to do research with Prof. i~iii~i~iiiiiiii~!~i~iiiii Kindly convey my
thankfulness to the Def£nitorium. Presently I am surveying
the available literature on the topic to be researched. I
hope I can l~fe up to everyone’s expectations.

~incerely yours,

Robert ~. Van Handel, ofm
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UNIVEIISI~ OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

SCHOOL OF LAW (BOALT HALL)
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720
TELEPHONE [415] 642-

CHILDHOOD AND GOVERNMENT PROJECT

I
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January 8, 1975

Robert Van Handel,’ O,~M.
St~ Mar>~’s Church

~31 N. 3~d

Phoenlx,~ Az.

Dea~ Bob,
Just a lln~ to l~t you im~w that I cene~ed with the frla~s
at ~T, and ~heN felt that i~ wOu~ not ~
we ~r%alnl~ will ~ep o~n the
~bility of yuu~ ~o~
~ next su~ I ~
will be
not ~ti~ so.one now, but ho~ ~ha5 we
this in ~he
With avery best wlshand lo~king fo~ard to seeing you
when i get down thatway on visitation, X am
’ F~ate~naliy in St. ~anols,
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January 8, 1975

Robert Van Handel, O,F.M.
St. Mar,~; ’ s Church

531 N. 3rd St.

Phoenix, At. ~500~
Dear Bob,

Just a llne .to let you ~know that I cenoked with the friars
at PST, and the> felt that itwou~ not ~ go~ fo~ you to

in~up~ your work t~ In ~n~ at this ti~. H~ever,
we cePtalnly will ~eD o~n~bility of your ~oi~
the~ next su~r. I ~ ~Will be .dlsa~poln~d
-not ~etting so.One n~, butho~ that we c~ t~e c~ of,
this in the ~ant~.

With every best wish and lo~king~ forward toseelng you
when i ~t down that way on visitation, I am
F~ate~naliy in St ~ ~r.ancls,
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franciscan school of

theoloqq

.11 ~ay 1975

To~

The Definitorium

Re.~ Multiple Subjects Credential
Robert Van Handel
Bro. RobertVan Handel
Shortly before this last Christmas, I had a discussion with.~
concerning the possibility of e~ttending the Unive.~sity of California
next year to study elementary teaching. ~enc0uraged me to
apply, and I was accepted.
In recent weeks I had a lengthy ~iscussion with Fr~ Xavier Harris.
He was excited about my Chances of entering the field of early
childhoo8 education° Fro Xavier stated that he feels it is very
important that we have someone from the province who is interested
and knowledgeable in this area° He foresees great Work evaluating
and designing programs fo~ children with whom we already are
a±tempting to work~ Fr. Xavier supports and encourages my proposal.
As I am sure you are aware, the theological current today, as
expressed at Graduate Theological Union, places priesthood in a
very wide ~nd diverse perspective; that is, priesthood .is not
seen as being specifically sacrament oriented. As ~_ha
~Zi_~ ~ (National Conference of Catholic Bishops, 1971),
states:
Besides the programs of professional study
necessary to prepare the candidate for ordiz.
nation and the pastoral ministry, it is also
important to provi4e programs of graduate
academic stu4y to provide the Church with
scholars and teachers.
It would be of great advantage for me to go to the University of
California h~ ve~9_~E. I have received very posi.tive responses
from the education department. Lynn Cutright, one of the best

professor~ inelementary, educatian, will be retiring after this
next year. The alternatives ~o this proposal are no±particular!y
inviting: a masters degree program in education would take
three to five years of part-time work.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

94~20

SCHOOLOF EDUCATION

FebruarY 24, 1975

Mr. Robert VanHandel
i712 Euclid Avenue
Berkeley~ California ¯ 94709
Dear M~. VanHandel :
It gives us great pleasure to notify you that your appllcat!on for .
admission to the }~ltiple Subjects Credential Programhas been favor~
ably roy±owed. We would like to recommend to the~raduate Division
~hat you be accepted for the1975-76 program. Before the Graduate

Division is contacted, however, we need Verification on the enclosed
post card of your intent to accept ~lacement in the program...
of }~rch we willbe sending all accepted candidates
information concerning the four different approaches to ~he Multiple
Subjects. Program along with an invltatlonto attend orientatlon meetings,
¯ It is essentlal that you inform~L~. Shirley DeBuhr (5647 Tolman ~a11,
Telephbne No. 642-0288) of any address change you may have.
ASout the end

Sincerely yours,

P. Ma=li~
JPM:sd
Enclosure
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I~Llt!l~]~ Subject Teacher Education Progrsm

Please state bel~ the goals which ~ view as being of major ~ortance. for a ~acher
In today’s public elementary schools. Please also state the r~on(~) ~y you ~ee~.
¯ ea~ of these ~oals Is si~Ic~t. ~at qu~lltles do you.see
assist yo~ in meeting these

oals or ideals are always conceived-out of one’s previous expellee:noes; the following
s a summary of my past work with children: two su~ners as a co~selor and assistan~
irector of a day camp, one summer as a child-care worker in an ~egon children’s
..
ome, one year as a children’s counselor for a family-counsellng service, one year as
¯ child-care worker in a California c~ildren’s home, t~ree years ~s founder and
i~ectoE-of a boys’ chorus in Berkeley (including a residential ~m~mer music institute},
~veral .years as a religious studies teacher, .and, raost recently~ director of a
,hoenix boys’ chorus, private ~utor in elementary mathematics, am~ part-time and substi.1~te teacher at a Phoenix elementary school (Title !).
.
~e £ollowing are some goals that l.thlnk are important for a tether in today’s
~ublic elementary, schools¯. Perhaps~ the most impor.tant goa! for a teacher is to develop _
d%e ability to present material to children in an enjoyable and ~terestlng ~.:ay. This
.s important so .that learning in School is a pleasant experience -~.nd has continuity
~i~h the cAildren’s learning experiences outside of school. Onl~ in~ this way will.
~ho01 have meaning to children ar~ be something more than s~:plF "compulsory education".
:n my experiences I h~ve ~njoyed thinking ard discovering with. c.%~.’!dren; and I consider
~%eir native curiosity a great gift to be ¯developed by enthusiastic and pleasant learning.
~ second important goal for teachers is to help ’children attain ommpetence in. the
’basic skills". I~ery effort should be made to ensure that children can read comfortably
~nd well. This is the most im~tant subject in elementary school. A degree "of comps~
:enos in basic arithmetic is also necessary. I realize the mystery surrounding the
."act that "a word works at all," and the amount of frustration wld~h .can accompany
[earning to read, write, and use numbers&~ In my-own experiences ¯ have found, that[ can be patient and encouraging without becoming.petty .or dogmatic..
"
third major goal for elementery ~cho61 teacher~ -~uld be-a ~il~£ngnez~.~ o,% the p~.=h
)f the teacher to see that each child learns about himself, his importance, his own
Interests, his mind and his body, his .own speed and direction of ~rowth. In an
increasingly complicated and impersonal world each child must gai~ confidence in¯ his
~wn abilities and merit. I have found in my own experience that ~ always become
hnterested in the children with whom I work, I wonder about wha~ they do when not in
~chool, and I want to meet their friends and. families. This int~est has always been.
~ppreciated, and shared by the children and their families.
~ fourth god! for myself is to study ar~ experiment ~h the var.~mus methods of
~eaching children. My interest is great, but there is much that ~.still must learn~
It i~ my hope that the multiple subjects credential willprepare me for this work of
educating children,
.
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""
E,E. l,S,
Exp I ora.t i..oq, of Eme r_91~ng’ _I nst ruct i ona I Sys terns

PROGRAJ~IRATIONALE

"

Teaching i~a personal experience for each teacher~ His/her needs must be
recognized and avenues must be open for fulfillment of these needs.¯ By studyIng a]ternatlve forms of teaching,needS of individual teachers as ~ell as
children can be served. Student teachers are.assisted in discovering patterns
of teaching in which they ar~ comfortable and in which they are able to function
aOSt effectively in the E,E.I.S,
A student teachi~gprogram Such as E.E.I.S..is based on the premisethat student
teachers must be able to develop ’leducated" awareness of alternative te~chlng
systems. Additionally, the student mustgain sufficient experience in various
~ystems to enable him/her to ~elect tl~e.system that is, initia|~y at .i~ast,
most appropriate. Finally, after such a select|on~ the student must galn sufficient in,depth, guided experience tb enable him/her to continue to¯grow personal]y and:professionally through successful teachi~g experience fol!owing
the training period. Some of the more common patterns of-instructionare:
~Open Classroom; Interest Centers, ~Traditlona|~=whole class with flexible
~groupingl Individualized Teaching.
This program inv!tes particlpat.lon of the~ualified applicant, who indicates=
an openness, to new--ideas and to change; a i~eed and potential for g~owth; an
interest in exploring new approaches to ed:~cation; and aw|llingness, eve~
eagerness to spend time and energy:in ]e~r~alng tO be an e~ce]]ent tea=her.

~The distinctive element of E.E.i.S. is found in the desig~ of teacher tr~lnlhg
~experiences taking place ~n a ’~ of environments, and using
""
’
"
~organizatlonal teac~’ing systems.
East Bay.~nd nearby communi,ti.eswi]l participate.i~ the teacher education
program, Cri~eriafor selection of student teaching sites within the Ryan
Act requirements, ~ill include teacher~ princlpals and c~r~unltles that are
~illing and able to implement creative thinking regarding teaching strategies’
and materials, and that demonstrate interest in flexibility of organlzation~l
design,
An overall pattern, which will allow for flexibility to met individual student
ne~ds ls described as follows:
Prior to and during the first year of the E.E.I.S. (Exploratio~ of
Emerging Instructional Systems), through field work in the reading course
and ~ores I & II; a variety ofdifferently organized teaching programs
will be observed and discussed. The purpose of this is to give students
an opportunity to observe (and confer), realizing eventually that there
is no one organizational system for teaching that best meets all need~ of.
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EoE. I,S. - Page
11~

PROGRAH DESCRIPTION

(continued}

all children and all teachers. This experience Is ~onsidered a supplementary course element for the reading course and Cores I ~ It. incre~sed
awareness of the nature of different styles of teaching wi|l also be
achieved thr,ough this type of planned observation a~d follow-up discussion.
In anticipation of the. first quarter of the program=:students ~tll be
encouraged to.join their master teacher for orlentatlon prior to the
opening of school in September, and assist in the c]assroo~ during the
first two.weeks of tha public school year. This will enable the student
teacher, children and master teacher to gain early~cqualntanceshlp, It
will allow the student teacher to plan ahead for his/her invelve~,ent
the classroom. The additional benefit|s the gainl~j’of.ffrst,hand
knowledge .of h~ an experienced ~eacher star~s the~ stOO! year;
the end of those flrst t~ weeks in the. public sch~l, tPm StUdent ts
free to pursue his/her Own affairs, and ~ere advi~ble, ~Intain
.tact With the U.C. supervisor.until the beginn~ of zhe Fall
in Oct~ber, when U.C, classes officially start.
Except for s~ciai cases, the studen~ teaching assi~n~!n t~ Fa~!
and Ninterquar[ers will reflect
rerent cla~ro~m p~a~~o~l¯ str~~;~;3~d teach,~g d~ig~-" At the
option o~C~~nd"~e l i ~nstru~o~, ~peakers =,11 ~dress students
regarding alternative styles of teaching and organization of
Observation in speciflc’currlculum areas, in.alternative styled
r~s.other than the student teaching assign~nt ~I]1 b~ avai!able ~o
the student~ also at the option of the.lnstructors In those.cores.
The Spring quarter of full-time student teaching wil|"allow the StUdent
to gainin-depth experience in a grade leve! and an instructiona! setting
of ~/~ ~i_,¢e whenever possible. The se~inars=ccompanylng this
student teaching experience (Education
for his/her specific assign~nt. This wlli Include r~terials, t~¢hln9
strategies, and organizational alternatives.
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May 15, 1975

Robert Van Handel, O.F.M.
Franciscan School of Theology
1712 Euclid Avenue ~
Berkeley,
California.
9~709
¯ Dear Bob,

Just a llne to let you know that the members of the
Deflnitoglum were very favorable $o your plans to
continue in .the field of.elementary education. They
certainly see a need for expertise in the lines that you
pointed out, They thought, however, that it would be
more feasible for you to go to St. Anthony’s Seminary
this year and take whatever calsses you can at. the
University of California,. at Santa Barbara. v_ would ask
that you .get in touch with Father Claude as to what
classes you would be able to handle. And I think that
what you said about being able to deal in your field .of.
strength is very important, and we would not want to haw
you go in over your head right at the start.
Be assured ~e a~ really grateful of your willingness toil
start at St. Anthony’s, and I know that you will find a
ve~J fine comm~nlty there.
With every best wlsh, and g~eetlngs to the Friars, I am,."
Fraternally in St. Francis,
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J. M.J.F.
Ordinis Fratxum Minorum
Provinciae S. Barbarae Minister Provincialis
ttumilisque in Domino Servus
DILECTO IN CHRISTO

Salutem et Pacem in Domino Sempiternam
Virtute Praesentium tibi mando, atque in meritum salutaris Obedientiae injungo ut, post
harum litterarum receptionem, impedimento cessante legitimo, te quantoeius trans[eras ex ......
~esidentla
. a ad Franciscan School of
...................................................................................... nostr ..............................................................................
Theology, Berkeiey,Callf.

.......... ..S..~ 1~ .~.~,...B.a~.b..a ~. ~t .,....~.~1 21,£. .......................................................................

, ...... sub obedientia

R. P ............... ~..~’.~.~.~.~,l~ ..................... i ...................... loci illius de cetero moraturus, ac muneribus

Cui ~e, sicut et reliquis illius Communitatis Patribus et Fratribus, quam possum carius in
Domino commendo. Vale in Christo Jesu, Eumque pro me ora.

Datum in .........C.onv.en.tu ........................~..nostr..ca...~d..~ .....Elis.a.b2.t;h.,. .........................
Oakland, Calif.
sub meo Chirographo Officiique Sigfllo .....~a.~.Ol~-i ............... : ........ , die ........ 16 .....
i .......... ~ ................

Praedictus Pater (Frater) in locum destinationis suae pervenit: die ......... ,,,~.. o..~.. ....................

......... ,. ........ ...
Superior " U t
N. B.--Litterae Obedientiale~ eoram Communitate legantur et ~tatim, una corn e~usdem Patris (Fratris) "Friar-Re~ves" A~re~. Carf’. ad M~m Prov~eialem ~an~.
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November 6, 1975

Robert Van Handel
3266 Cape Cod Court
Alameda, Calif. 94501

.Dear Mr. Van Handel,
I want to thank you sincerely for your letter of November 1 in regard to the Liturgy at the Casa Retreat House
in Scottsdale. I was not aware ofthe situation as you
mention it, and I will be going down that way soon and
Z ~ill have a chance to talk with the friars there as
well as with the people. I appreciate your writing and
your sincere concern.
With every best wish, I am,
Sincerely yours in Christ,

Minister Provincial
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ARCHDIOCESE OF LOS ANGELES
1531 WEST NINTH STREET

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 900~5
388-8101

December 17, 1976
Very Reverend John Vaughn, O. F. M.
Franclscan Frlars of Cal~fomla
1500 Thffty-fourth Avenue
Oakland, California 94601

Dear Father Vaughn:
His Eminence¯ Cardinal Manning, asked that I acknowledge
hls grahtu
" d e your kind letter of December 9.
We have noted the fol lowing appointments and have granted
Archdiocesan faculties to the good fathers for the duration of their respective
eppointments:
Rev. Lucius Grosso¯ O.F.M., Chaplain
St.. Francis Hospltal¯ Santa Barbara
Rev. Donald Gander, O.F.M., .Chaplain
St. Anne’s Maternity Hospltal¯ Los Angeles
Rev. Robert Van Handel¯ O. F. M. ¯ Teacher
St. Anthony’s Seminary, Santa Barbara
With kindest personal regards and best wlsl~es for a happy.
Christmas, I remain
Sinc%rely yours in Christ,

John A. Rawden
Chancellor

. cc the above priests
Sister M. Sylvianne, St. Francis Hospital
Sister M. Marina, St. Anne’s Maternity Hospital
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19 January 1978

Dear Fr. John,
This is just a short note because I wanted to share some
thoughts with you.
I was really sad and somewhat surprised at the announcement that Eloy was to be laicized. I for one felt that
we were good friends, although lately we were not as
close as in Berkeley. I do hope he is able to find whatever it is he islooking for. If you can, please keep
me posted on what you hear from him.
Secondly, as you know, I conduct the Santa Barbara Boys’
Choir. This is a small choir of about twenty-five preadolescent boys from all over Santa Barbara, Goleta, etc.
A very talented and interested board of parents helps me
administer the choir. Although this idea is only in its
birth, I wanted to let you know what this board is
beginning to think about. At one of our meetings a parent
asked me if I would consider taking the choir to England.
I laughed at what I thought was. a joke. At a later meeting.
another board member asked me if I had thought any more
about taking the choir to sing in England.during the summer
of 1979. We have agreed to discuss the feasibility of the
idea at our next meeting which is at the end of January.
I am not at this point asking you to make any kind of
decision, as I said, we have not even formally discussed
the idea as the boys’ choir board. But I do want to keep
you informed as the idea progresses. Whether we drop
the idea or agree to investigate it further, I will keep
you posted.
The students begin their semester exams today. Dave
Johnson was’quizzing a freshman on his English vocabulary.
The student answered that "euphemism" was defined as a
"jake". Dave pati.ently explained that while "jake" was
a "euphemi.sm" for "toilet", a "euphemism" was not necessarily
a "jake". The student protested that his teacher had said
that "jake" was a "euphemism". On to the next wgrd .......
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26 October 1978
Dear Father John,
Last January 19th I wrote to you that the choir I had
founded, the Santa Barbara Boys’ Choir, was exploring the
possibility of traveling to England some time in the future.
When we were together at visitation I brought you up to date
on the choir’s progress.and spoke more definitely of our
plans. At that time you said you foresaw no problem, but
that I should submit a proposal to the definitorium as soon
as possible. This has been the first chance to do so since.
I narrowly missed your August meeting. Please excuse the
long delay.
On November 20th, 1977, the boys’ choir together with a
small group o£ singers from St..Anthony’s presented a
"classical" music concert to the public. Response to this
performance was so positive that the choir’s, parents’ board
proposed that we consider furthering the boys’ musical
education through a tour of English choirs and cathedrals.
The Santa Barbara Boys’Choir is modeled on the English boy
choir tradition.
When all of the parents heard of the idea they responded
enthusiastically ana promised to pay half of the cost.
The choir organization began studying ways to raise the
deficit.
The rationale for the trip is presented in the enclosed
statement of purpose.

Needless to say, without my direction the choir would not
exist and no tour would be possible-.
The musical-educational tour is .tentatively scheduled for
July of 1979, and would last two to three weeks. There
would be no extraordinary cost to the province as my fare
and expenses will be borne by the choir. ~y vacation allowance would cover personal expenses.
~ay I have your permission to go ahead with plans to lead the
choir on this trip?.
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rraterna__lly,.

SANTA BARBARA ’ ARTS CouNaL
193 Eost Canon Perdldo, Santa Barbara. Californio (805) 966~7022
Post Office Box ! 267, Santa Barbara, California 93102
October 26, 1978

Father Robert Van Handel
Director. ~anLa BarbaraBoys’ Choir
St. Anthony,s Seminary
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara
Dear Father Van Handel."

The Santa Barbara.Arts Council was delighted with the
performance of the Santa Barbara Boys’ Choir during our
recent Arts Festival at the Museumof. Natural History.
Members o£ the board who did not hear the Festival concert
had an opportunity to listen to portions of a concert on
tape at a meeting of the board this past Monday.
The Council wishes you to know that we are one hundred "
percent behindyour endeavor which provides tremendous
opportunities for growth in many directions for these
young boys. As individuals they are receiving training,
discipline and education, which will enrich their lives,
and as a group they are an .artistic credit to the city of
~=~anta Barbara.
The proposed tour to England next s~er should provide an
experience of inestimable value to the boys while also

adding enormously to the experience of the choir as a whol~
TO mingle with boys of similar, interests, and to exchange
ideas, compare backgrounds, learn about different cultures
¯ and traditions, should add greatly to their ~derstanding

and development.
Untv~ c~

We believe that as emissaries of %he city of Santa Barbara
the boys will do much toward furthering our good public
relations abroad. We also believe that this project is
precisely the sort of undertaking that the Santa Barbara
Arts Council has been formed to help promote and assist
in any way possible. Because the council is new and is
still feeling its way financially, we are not able to lend
funding assistance. But we wish you to know that in every.
other way we heartily endorse next summer’s trip to
England by the Choir, and ~.is? you all success inyour
fine work.
~~ ~ ~.. ~ ~
~./~ Santa Barbara Arts Council
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Dedicated to Artistic ~row~h in the Community

January 97, 1978

Ft. Robert M. Van Handel,
Saint Anthony’s Seminary High School
~300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, California 93105
Dear Robert,
Thanks for the .nice letter of January 19th Which i received
when I got home the day before yesterday.
Thankyou for sharing your feelings about Eloy’s departure.
I know it must have saddened you, but at the same time I
think you should know that what you did for him through
your friendship has probably helped him l~ore than you
realize,, and I know he will Continue to be grateful to you
for that. I will keep you posted on him, although. ! do
not knowwhen~l ~ill hear from him r~ext. When I ~as in
Fresno a week a~o Monday he was still there, but he
indicated to me that he was thinking of returning to Mexico
quite soon.
Thanks ~or filling me, in On the idea of taking the boy’s
choir to England. It sounds interesting and I will
follow the process with you, eagerly.

It was really nice to hear from you, Bob. Thanks.for all
that you do for the Friars and students at the Semlsary.
With every good wi~h,. I am
Fraternally yours,
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Deaf Robemt
Happy Feast:
I ~aw youm father at the celebration at St. Anthony’s today.
He w&s getting every one organized (well), He asked me to
p~eas& take gopd care of you. I said you were in charge of takinE
came o~ everyone else.

WE will acquiesce. I discussed the car situatioh with Ft.
Ma#tia!. It seems he will cover evsrything on the list.
I Would ask. that you do .keep ’in mind that it is another
addition..We would like to cut back as much as we can in
iight~of the energy %hing~ and all that. We do keep adding
a cam here a~d the~e (includin~ here). So we would l&ke to
keep that in mind. So as they brea~ down, perhaps we can
work back tothe original number.
Thanks for you r patience with this (J~m~y Carter thanks you
for saving energy~)
It has been a ~o0d time for celelbrating. I went down to
Mission San Antonio for the receptionof Jon Erickson. That
¯ makes I~ novices.
~ark went to another-specialist. It now seems there is a chip
b~oken off in his foot, (P~rha~s he will sue you). So it
could even mean surgery at some. time, if.it con±inu~ to get in
the.way. Keep him in your prayers~,..
Well, must get ready to travel. My best to all there at the

Happy Feast ....
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19 September 1980

Dear
Our community discussed your July 30th letter in which you
suggested that we dump the green chevrolet .because of the
Green’s gift of a station wagon. As you pointed out the chevy
is old and a big car for running around town, and the "new"
wagon adds toour insurance bill.
We would like to keep the ’71 chevy under one of two plans.
The reasons are tha~ while we have a firm offer of @200.00
for it, we certainly are not getting our money’s worth. The
tires alone are worth near that amount. The car does run
relatively well and is the second most economical vehicle we
have. For that reason it is better for city use than anything
else we have except the new Citation. The station wagon will
help to take pressure off our critical van shortage.. Whe±her
or no± it will prove adequate is 1o be seen. Part of the
hesitation in selling a car that runs is the fear that at any.
time a vehicle in our aging flee% may develop irreparable
problems. Then we would be down two cars with little or no
money %o show. Therefore.we would like to present two ~lans:
(a) Simply add the station wagon to our insurance and not get
rid of any vehicle in exc~nge. (b) Take the old chevy off the
insurance but store it here. If the station wagon does not
prove feasible or if a car stops running we have only to re-list
the green chevy. This plan keeps our insurance constant but
carries no big risk.
For your consideration here listed are our vehicles andmileagez
1980 Chevrolet Citation - 18,000 miles
1975 Chevrolet Impala - 112,000 miles
1973 Pontiac station wagon (Green’s gift) - 123,000 miles
1973 GI~:]C van - 128,000 miles
1971 Ford van - 130,000 miles
1971 ~vrolet Biscayne ("green" chevy) - 189,000 miles
1969 Ford van - 123,000 miles
!963 Ford pick-up truck - 151,000 or 251,000 miles
None of these has had any major motor work done. As you can
see, any vehicle could go at any time. Before very long we are
g~ng to have to replace one, two, or three vans.
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Fraternally,

~(3,a~

July 30~ 1980

Dear Robert
Good to hear from you. It was nice of
the ~reens to zive you the station
wagon.
Since this adds a strain to your
budget (one more insurance).

i sdiscussed it with Martial, and it
seemed to us it would make sense to
get rldof the Green. Chevy. I know
that it is not too. p~actical to take on
t~ips because of the llk!ihood of
breakdown~ and £T is a big car
just runninz a~ound town.
Let me ~know what you think of. that
idea.

Hogp all, is well there. Lookin
for~a6d ~ a good year, with
back in the saddle.
By the way gid Bill Green ~o to
Montana?
Best reKards t-o all the friars.
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high school

’:..",,-- :::.:. :.~::;u, ._v., .7.:r~i:~, .,.vc=~.~ letted which I ~-ecei.ved during
:.~: .Lk;".;.:~.t L:,~rb~: .-~~e~et.in~.~,. ~~ addition to a letter from
......... : ....... 3’::3 ~3:’t-s Cc~.~mc£l ~.~hich supporte~ your
’, "
~-:. ::;
_
..
t~..:. Bo~s Choir" in England

!: ~ i . ::.o ":. ., .i would lik,>." t..’., .’:_’::~ngr~-t.ui~,~te you once again on
t;~::: i[n:~ w::,rk tha’:, you ~:av.,.-.- done with the boys~ the
i ,’<~::~:-:,::, 3~,,::,:.:nt oi’ good. ~oU have done with them and in
<:;-:, com::uE~i1:y th,:’oush them° I know that this represents
::, :~r~3~:.t. deal o~~ de:~!eation on your part.

i.-~:!~]e the D.e~Initori~.zn is certainly open to your request, t!-3e one concez~n th~3t ~e huve Is that the rest of the com. ~3~un.ity ~:~nd faculty ~t St. Anthony’s would feel comfortable
~..,~-.’:h this decide!on, since it involve~ your absence not
only du~ins the summem months, but also seems .to involve
9u~te a bit of time spent In prepa~atlons over the next
~even to eight months. Since this might mean a heavle~
work load for the others, I would appreciate it if. you
would let me know how they feel about this p~oposal,
offering them ~he opportunity to write to me directly If
they wish.
Ai ,~e~ that is taken care of I will be able to give you a
more definite answer and hopefully within a short time.
With best wishes--to You and wit!~ thanks for .all the good
that you are doing for the community at St. Anthony’s,
I am
Fraternally yours,

.ster Provi:
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October ii, 1982

Robert Van Handel, O.F.M.
St. Anthony’s Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
~. Dear Bob:
The definltorium did r~ceive your recD!est for travel pe~n~ission to
England and Ireland with the Boys Choir. Sounds like quite an
ambitious project. I don~t know whm~e you get the patience to go
through all that. Nevertheless, you haveour permission.
I hopethat everything wil! work out as far as raisin9 the funds, etc..
i know that the boys have great hopes for this venture.
With best wishes and fraternal regards,

0165

school

4 October 1982

Near Fr. Provincial and Members of the Definitorium,
I would like to request permission to travel to England and
Ireland during July and August, 1983.
The Santa Barbara Boys Choir, a chorus which. I founded and
.direct, for some months has been trying to establish the feasibility of such a trip-in terms of arrangements, costs, fundraising, and readiness of the singers. It now seems almost "
certai, that the tour would work.
The trip is a musical - educational tour centered on performing
English cathedral music. We have been greatly-honored by being
invited to substitute for the cathedral choir of Christ Church,
Oxford, for one week.- This will involve living in the choir
school and performing one t.o three different services a day.
As each service requires a new set of music (evening.canticles,.
psalms, anthems, hymns, mass settings) this is a wery difficult,
exhausting week, but perhaps the highpoint for a Choir which
is modeled on English cathedral choirs. Also we will provide
service music or concerts in Westmimster Cathedral (London),
Worcester Cathedral, Chester Cathedral, and in some churches
in Ireland. (The choi~ was in England in 1979, but since then
there has been nearly a complete turnover in membership.)
My trip costs would be absorbed by the choir so that no extra
expense will beborne by the province.
Although the exact flight times, etc., have not been determined,
we wouId leave about July 14, 1983, and return around August
4, 1983.
This venture is very important to me and to the choir.

Fr~e.rnally,

.,

Robert Van ttandel, O.F.M. ,
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.

STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY~ GOALS AT4D OBJECTIVES

The Santa Barbara Boys Choir is a non-demoninational group of thirty-five "
¯ boys aged eight to fourteen. The members are from the Santa Barbara, ~1ontecito, and Goleta Communities. The.choir is modeled on an English cathedral
choir and this gives identity and direction to the boys. Their uniforms,
style of singing, repertoire, goals, and self-understanding reflect the
English boy choir tradition. The-choir was founded in the autumn of 1975.
It has grown from a motley group of twelve third graders to a respectable
chorus of seasoned singers "(mixed with novices) which often performs in the
cathedral style with a specially trained men’s group.
The choir operates on four main principles: boys can and should be trained
to sing with the tonal qualities and discipline of the English cathedral
choirs; boys can sing with a quality that is unique and on a plane with
adult choirs; children with gifts should share their talents with others.
Singing isPerhaps one ofthe few activities in which boys can excel and be
favorably judged by absolute standards regardless of age group. This performing experience will remain with the boys as they grow and cannot ~ail to
have a profound effect on their musical taste and interests all of their
lives. No boy is refused participation in the choir and the scheduled activities due to lack of personal finances.
Twice a week after school the boys meet to rehearse for an hour and a half.
This includes singing fundamentals, vocal tutoring, repertoire, and history.
The choir’s curriculum provides an environment which encourages personal
growth in music and develops discipline and a sense of excellence in the
.particiPants during a critical.time in their character formation.
Thousands of people, whether they be from the Santa Barbara Community or from
the many cities that the choir has visited have enjoyed hearing the choir.
(Please see attached list.) The choir has performed in the noisy confusionof a fourth of July parade and in the solemn beauty of theSanta Barbara
14issiDn and the Salisbury and Ely Cathedrals of England. Whenever they have
sung, the boys have been enthusiastically r~ceived. Many are moved by the
clear, simple beauty of their voices.
Part of the~educational experience that underpins the choir curriculumis a
major singi.ng tour every two years. .Past tours have included performances
in the inspiring, truly magnificent cathedrals of England: Salisbury and
¯ Ely, as well as Grace and St. Mary’s Cathedrals in San Francisco and St. James’
in Seattle. The choir is now preparing for a singing tour of England and Ireland during the summer of 1983. (Although we wer~ there in 1979, there has
been very nearly a complete turnover in the choir’s membership since then.)
This tour will be theclimax in the choir’s realization of-the English Cathedral ideal. The choir has been chosen to be the resident choir at Christ
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Barbara Boys Choir 2300 ~a~den ~t. ~anta Barbara,CA. 93105 682-5641

Church Cathedral, Oxford,~while their choir is away. The Santa Barbara Boys
Choir will actually live in the choir school and provide dailyservices for
the cathedral. At times this means three separate services in one day. Be~
Sides Oxford, the choir will provide music for services or give concerts at
Westminster Cathedral, Worcester Cathedral, Chester Cathedral, and two cathedrals inIreland.

Already the boys have begun to study cathedral architecture, English geography, history, and. custom. The choirboys must know Englandwell upon arrival
as they are not mere tourists, but a visiting choir of cathedral stature.
}~e believe that the opportunity provided by the Santa Barbara Boys Choir
truly develops discipline and a sense of excellence in ~ts participants.and
will have long lasting effect on its member~. This experience is proVided
with no direct financial support from any single organization, and is entirel~-a~t’eer~ non-profi~ effort.
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A PARTIAL LIST OF PERFORMANCES.
BY THE SANTA BARBARA BOYS~
CHOIR

Old Mission Santa Barbara
Unitarian Church
First Presbyterian Church
Trinity Episcopal Church
Santa Barbara Arts Council Concerts
Villa Santa Barbara Retirement Residence
St. Anthony’s Seminary Spring Concerts
UCSB Men’s Chorus (3oint concert)
The Nutcracker (with S.B. Symphony and Goleta Ballet)
Good Shepherd Lutheran Church
St. Ra÷ael ° s Church
Emmanuel Lutheran Church
-First Congregational Church
Valle Verde Convalescent Home
Woodglen Ha!l
Knights of Columbus
Santa Barbara Art Museum
Handi capables
Junior League o~ Santa Barbara
Chancellor’s Christmas Party (UCSB)
Birnam Woods Country Club
I~er~aith Choir Concert
Vista Del Monte
Retired Seniors Volunteer Program
O÷÷icers~ Luncheon (Military)
Friendship Manor
K~wanis Club
Goleta Presbyterian Church
Lessons and Carols Services
Valley Country Club
Old Mission Santa Ynez

Oh Tour :
’Salisbury Cathedral
Ely Cathedral
St. Peter’s in Hove (E. Sussex)
St. Etheldreda’s in London
Ashland Shakespearean Festival
Grace Cathedral, San Francisco
St. ¯ Mary’s Cathedral~ San Francisco
St. ~ames" Cathedral, Seattle
University o÷ British Columbia
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st antlaO~/s sernina~/

bi b school

II March 1984

De ar I
Thank you for the time you spent with me during your recent visit
to Santa Barbara.. I appreciate your time and concern, I don’t
envy the frustration you must often feel which is .a necessary
part of this style of leadership.
I promised .you ~ would seriously consider going to Berkeley in
the fall. ’That I have done. After discussing the proposal with
you and giving it some time to settle in my own mind, I made an
appointment with Dr.. White. (As you. know I have been seeing him
regularly most of this year.) We looked at the idea from a
number of perspectives, and particularly in the light of some of
my serious struggles over the last several months. It is his
opinion and a judEment we reached together that for me to do
anything this fall, o.therthan take .a real -sabbatical, would be
at best unwise. It seems that Berkeley would be another start "
in a new direction rather than the retreat-sabbatical we hmve
spoken of for a year. The content of-my talks with Dr. White
which lead to this decision I will not put in this letter, but
I would be most willing to discuss this with you personally, or
you may. contact Dr. White* yourself. I think yOU know him as
a man of sound and careful judgment. He believes ~I should not
go to Berkeley~
I also discussed the idea with my community at St. Anthony’s.
It would be difficult to capture .the strength of their reaction
against this proposal. This centered on two points: they feel
I badly need a rest - sabbatical to recoup, not a new set of.
problems and challenges; after the sabbatical (i,e. January .of
1985), they would likeme to seriously consider becoming Rector
of St. Anthony’s in the fall of 1985. A move to Berkeley, even
for a year, would preclude the preparation necessary for this
possibility.
In conclusion I am sorry for. not being able to offer my services
in. Berkeley and thus solve your difficulty. I apologize if by
offering to "seriously consider" Berkeley I mislead you in any
way.

s~:. anthony’s semina~,

high school

page 2

Thank you £or being understanding of my declination.

Fraterna fly,. "

Robert Van Handel, O.F.M.

....

~ Dr. Gerald White

805:, 966,7840, (evenings)
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7 May 1986

Dear
I am sorry I am unable to see you at the meeting in Malibu. Some work
has come up at school and a number of our staff is (are) at Serra already so I had better stay here. I am going somewhere on Thursday so
I will get a break anyway.
As the year starts to tumble toa close I have many mixed feelings about
St.. Anthony’s and my first year as Rector. Perhaps during the summer
I will sort them out well enough~to attempt some type of evaluation
in terms of programs, students, viability of the school, and my own
.perf6rmance. We have certainly generated many new ideas and I think
we should continue to steam ahead. On the other hand, I believe I am
quite realistic in my thoughts about SAS’s future in terms of growth,
finances,~etc. Wallowing in our present condition will not do.

We have certainly missed Mike Doherty this semester, and Jeff Macnab will
be a major loss next year. Mike has been a first-class minister and
i’m afraid we have been a bit scattered without him, which is not to
say that I think he should not have gone on sabbatical -- thank you
for giving him the Chance.
Actually the reason I am writing you this morning (5:15) is to invite
you to graduation on Saturday, 31st of May. It will be in the afternoon with Mass at 4pm, dinner at 6pm, and Commencement at 8pm. I
realize this is late notice -- a Jurisich I am not -- but I hope either
you or your able Second Can join us. There are only fivegraduates,
but you know how much of us goes into each~ one. I hope you can be here.
Do you remember when I came by .the provincial office a few weeks ago?
Among other things I asked you about the possibility ~of"renting" our
art lab (under the dining room) to Waldorf School. You said that I
.could go ahead with this and I said I would let you know more about it
later-. Waldorf school has about 50 small children (K - 3) and has
been resident at Doh George’s Casa. de Maria for the past two years.
They come highly recommended. ~-ran a "security check" on
their founder, Rudolf Steiner,~ed a
paper from Westmont
College (conservative. Protestant) describing Steiner as an "occultist".
I asked Waldorf’s headmaster about this and he~ said they were not. I
think the school is a pseudo-christian Emersonian offshoot. They plant
gardens, study St. Francis, and itry:, to teach the children about respect
for life in all of nature. I don’t think they will be an embarrassment.
The friars met with Waldorf’s head anddiscussed our concerns. For the

.most part we were pleased. The difficulties can be worked out. Waldorf will remodel our art lab into four classrooms and pay us a tidy
sum each month. I proposed that they write up a contract for one year
and we could evaluate at the end of that period~ ~When I have the

contract I will have a lawyer look at it and send you a copy at the
same time. I suppose this is our decision with your approval -- or am
I wrong? At any. rate,I will enclose one of ~their brochures. ~ think
this is a ~good thing and worth the risk. (We have paid attention to
Waldorf’s daily schedule so that our students and their small children
will have very little contact.)Thank you for your support.
do let me know.

If there is anyway I can be more helpful,

Fraternally,

Robert Van Handel, OFM
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15 May 1984
Dear
Concert is now over and I hope we can get a little breathing room
before Ft. Finbar’s Jubilee and then graduation. On the whole concert
was very successful although the crowd on Friday night was not very
large. Saturday played to a full house. We used Richard McManus’ idea
of a history of the school. I never thought it would ~work because so
many elements had to be coordinated effectively. I’m happy to say I
was wrong. The feeling was not somuch of fun and elation as a deeper
understanding and appreciation of what St. Anthony’s was and is. The
re-enactment of the 1925 earthquake was particularly polgna~. Slides
of the old glass ,plates showing devastated "new" buildings conveyed the
sense of loss the seminary staff must have felt. Now we have to cope
with "post-partum blues" and carry on into June.
As we discussed on the telephone severalweeks ago I have been planning
my sabbatical. I apologize for the scatter-brained conversation ~hat.
day. My feelings right now are .not particularly clear tome sothat
when I try to explain why I want some time away, or even exactly what
I plan to accomplish it lacks clear definition. I am hopingto spend
the month of July in the Bay Area attending some workshops and classes.
In August lwill be at the "gathering", and then leave for England.
In Ablngdon, at the girls’ school,. I expect to have a good deal of
time to myself -- to go to some lectures in.Oxford, to renewmy interest
and excitement in medieval history, perhaps to find more areas I want
to study. The music I love is there. Hopefully I will return full
of enthusiasm, new ideas, and some of the sparkle I have lost, partlcularly during this past year. I have not forgotten that I still need
final approval to go to England from the Deflnitorlum.. As I stated
befor% this can be done at very low cost because of the school in
England and the help of S.B. Boys Choir.

During July I will take a program in Prayer of Centering from Basil
Penn~gton. The~.wo weeks.will
be spent at
USF taking two courses in
private school admznistratzon. I also. have a wrkshop planned in
Menlo Park: an intensive journal retreat under Ira Progoff. I am
going to ask FST if I can llve there during this time. If the planned
stay in England is acceptable, I will return to Santa Barbara in
¯ J~nuary, 1985, for the spring semester.
Thank you very much for your trnderstandln~ and encouragement.

OFM VANH 1
Fua~ci~coo ~io~s I ~500 go.ben ~ee~ m sonto

Fraternally

820894

BISHOP’S HOUSE
EDINBURGH ROAD
PORTSMOUTH, HANTS
PO!

13th August 1984

Dear F~ther Provincial,
The Bishop has asked me to write and to thank you for the
kind letter you sent to him concerning Father Robert Va.n Handel
who will be teaching and .doing some Pastoral.work at Our.Lady’s
Convent, Abingdon, Oxfordshire. - The Bishop. is grateful for your
kindness in writing and looks forwa#d to meeting Father Handel
next time. he is in Abingdon.
With ail gqod and kind wishes,
Yours si~erely in th.e~rd~

B~shop:~~gr’~egary~~ ~

Franciscan Friars,
Province of Saint Barbara,
1500 Thirty-Fourth Avenue,
Oakland,
CALIFORNIA
94601,
U.S.A.
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August 14, 1985

Robert Van Handel, O.F.N.
Rector
Saint Anthony’s Seminary
2300 Garden Street

Santa,Barbara, CA 93105
Dear Bob:
I know that we have already assured you that you would be Mel’sreplacement
butit is a formal appointment of o~r recent Post Capitular Definitori~m
Meeting and so I am writing to formally name you as Rector of Saint. Anthony’s
Seminary (Youwill note that the title is Rector).
¯ Bob, I know that the faculty there has great confidence in you; your vision
and your enthusiasm. I can assure you we have confidence as well.

Please be assured of our support in the days and.years ahead in any way that
we can. It is always best when we can work together in these Province ventures
and surely this is a venture, that is very dear to the heart of the" Province.
I look forward, myself, to working with you, P~obert, and to any support that
I can personally give you. I feel my-first obligation really is to those who
have taken the .other leadership positions in the Province. They will take care
of those who are in their care but I must look out for people-like yourself so
please do not hesitate to call on me whenever I can be of h61p.
I also will keep you in my prayers for these Coming days. I’m sure you approach
them with some hesitation but you can. be confident knowing that we and. GQd are
supporting you.
With warm regards,
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July 21, 1986.

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93501

Dear Robert:
i received your recent letter, particularly regardigg Jan’s

housing back there. It is good thaihe has the back-pay from
the Na~/ tO carry the major bulk o£ it. I will pass this on
to Martial, .to see if he Can’t comeup with the rest of the
money thaiiS needed. We certainly wou~d not want to See poor

ole brother 7an washed away.
I hopeyou are having a-good Summer and ~ome break, as I know
that you are going to have a very busy yea~ ahead.
I do want to say Bob, how much I admireyou for your courage,
and your energy in taking on the difficult role there at St
Anthony Seminary. .It is a very .tough job,.and you put a great
deal of yourself into i.t, and I know it is appreciated by all.
I certainly offer you my encouragement as we .move into the
year ahead, and I very much keep this in my prayers.
Do have a good SummeFthough. Kind of forget about things
for awhile. You will need theenergy/when you get back.

With fraternal affection,
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May 17,

19.86

Robert Van Handel~ OFM
St Anthony’sSeminary
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Dear Bob:
Thsnkyou for your recent letter, regarding the various situations at
St..Anthony’s, and I hope you got some word back about that situation.
do intend to bring up the question of the Waldorf Schools, at the Definitorium Meeting, that is coming up so close, I thoughtit would be better
to bring it up to them, in case there is some major problem.
I am very sorry Bob, I won’t be able tO.come to the Graduation. I did
not know the date, and scheduled a Retreat at Spokane for that week-end.
to g~t that date, and it is now impossible
It took quite a bit of
and either he will arrange to come or see
tO.change it. I did talk to
that it is covered.
I reminded me, as I’m not sure if we ever got back to you, [egardigg
your report on the Financial situation. Simply that, ~e would like to
keep on top of it, and get some kind of report as things move alqng. It’.
was suggested inOetober, afterSchool starts, you could send us a prell-

minary report of what ideas have developed, and how people see the

¯

Financial situation moving in the future.. Then in the. Spring, get some-.
thing more concrete asthe time moves on..
I was just talking to Jeff about the Monies that are being moved into
the Christian Brothers Trust, and it is only paying-about 6.5% interes{
at.the present time, which means whereever you putyour money, you are
not going to get a ~erybig return. It really is clearer and clearer,
how far’we have come’from the 20% days, and what a burden Bob was under;
trying to bring in that much money every month. S0~ we just have to move
on and see what we dan do.
I know the year has gone rather rough, especially here at the end, but
it is a job that requires a lot of dedication,.and I kno~ that you have
that.
We have been talking more and more about the E~S.L. Program, and it
looks like there might be a real possibility there/ Let’s keep working
on that.
Thank you again Bob, for the burden, you bear. YOU surely have my
support.

With fraternal affection,
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¯ high sahoo[

8 APril 1986
Members of the Definitorium:

The friars at St. Anthony’s would like to thank you for your
support and interest in usand the school. Periods of transition are not easy and we are faced with several rather large
problems at this time. Thank you for allow~ng us to approach
these and devise plans for their solutions. We hope that within
the next couple of years we will be able to chart some real¯
progress, particularly in the areas of enrollment and financial
stability.
At this time we ~$uldlike to request approval for raising the
basic tuition .up to $2300. for the year 1986 - 87. This is an
increase of13% over last year. The previous year we raised the
fee from $1700 to $2000.

Scholarship money continues to be

available for needy students and it is our hope that none Of our
present students ~ill be eliminated by this increase. Our actual
cost per pupil is about $5000 (this number fluctuates as it is
based on .the actual number of students in the school at any one
time). We will also be approaching our few more affluent parents
regarding a direct donation tO the school. The manner and d~tails
of this appeal are not yet arranged, but will be’dealt with by
t~he financial advisory board. We certainly believe this is a
reasonable, even conservative, increase and I have done some
preparation with parents that the fees may be raised.
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bi b school

October 1986

Dear

~and Merabers of the Definitorium,

As you know I am the director of the Santa Barbara Boys’ Choir (which
is really for boys and men). The choir is mode%ed on an English
Cathedral Choir.and has performed in this capacity in England, most
notably for a week in 1983 at Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford.
Four y~ars ago the choir went to England and Ireland to sing in some
of’the major churches, as well as to tour and enjoy the people.
The trip was very successful.
Now I am again requesting permission to go with the choir to England
and Switzerland. This would be from July 7 to 28, 1987.
The choir is almost entirely new since four years ago-. Only tWO boys
out of thirty-five were with us in 1983. The choir has made some
arrangements to sing at.Lincoln Cathedral for a week as a r,eplacement
-for their choir which goes on holiday. Other appearances have not
ye[ been fully explored. .in many ways this is not a "vacation trip"
but an intense emerging in another culture. While resident in Oxford
Cathedral the choir practiced [hree times a day and performed a
service daily’ Sunday.was a day spent in Church with three separate
and dif,ferent serv%ces.
The Choir has been raising funds for the past several years to pay
for the tri.p. My expenses are paid out of the choir’s treasury and
do not need to be funded by the province.
If you are in need of more detailed information or. if you have any
questions please let me know.
Thank youfor considering this request.

Fraternally,

OFM VANH 1

Robert Van Handel, OFM

October 31, 1986
Robert Van Hande!, OFM
St Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

Dear Robert

Thanks again for all your time that you took for the preparations,
and the presentation that you made to the Seminary. We are very
gratefui to you and Paul & Michael.
We would like to have a meeting with you and the friars at- the .
Seminaryto discuss the response to your report and the general
concerns regarding St Anthony’s Seminary. Coinciding with the
travels with some of us in ~he area,~would it be possible to have
a meeting with the friars on November 8th, a Saturday at the Seminary,
at one o’clock in the afternoon if that is convenient with you.
Please let me k~ow if that is not convenient, otherwise we will go
ahead and make the arrangements.
Secondly we considered your request for travel to Euro.pe next.
~Summer with the Boys choir, and the definitorium did respond
positively to that. We do affirm your work with the choir and the
contribution that.it makes.
Less than you be concerned, .none of us consider that a vacation.
I must say I don’t envy the effort that it takes to chaperon a.group
like that. Also all the work that you put into the music. So you
go with our blessing.
We are still working on the Assisi Experience and some of you will
hear some word on that soon.
Thanks again Bob to you and all there.
with warm fraternal regards,
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24 October 1986

DearS..

, and Members of the Definitorium,

As you know I am the director of the Santa Barbara Boys’ Choir (which
is really for boys and men). The choir is modeled on an English
Cathedral Choir and .has performed in this capacity in England,~ most
.notably for a week in 1983 at Christ Church Cathedral,,Oxford.
Four years ago the choir went to England and Ireland to sing in some
of the major churches, as well as to tour and enjoy the people.
The trip was very successful.
Now I am again requesting permission to go with the choir to England
and Switzerland. This would be from July 7 to 28, 1987.
The choir is.almost entirely new since four years ago. Only two boys
out of thirty-five were with us in 1983. The choir has made some
arrangements to sing at Lincoln Cathedral for a week as a replacement
for their choir which goes on holiday. Other appearances have not
yet been fully explored. " In many ways this is not a "vacation trip"
but an intense emerging in another culture. While resident in Oxford
Cathedral the choir practiced three times.a day and performed a
service daily. .Sunday was a day spent in church with three separate
and different services.
The choir has been raising funds for the past several years to pay
for the trip. My expenses are paid out of the choir’s treasury and
do. not need to be funded by the province.
If you are in need of more detailed information or if you have any
questions~please let, me know.
Thank you for considering this request.

-Fraternally,
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Robert gan t~andel, OFM

t:uanciscan ]:~iaus ¯ 9500 9a~iSe~ s~meet~ ¯ sar~o baubaua ¯
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March "31, 1987

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Dear Bob :

I am sorry I did not have a chance to talk with you When lwas there for
the ministers’ meeting, I really was not there very long and had to give a
couple of presentatiohs. I did come over a couple of times but it was not
the right time.
I believe you spoke to two of the orthodox priests about their perhaps
talking to me regards the property. They are very anxious of course to buy
it, or at least to lease the whole thing. When they talked to me basically
about it was to buy it. It was ironic as we had been discussing our financial difficulties and when I mentioned it to a few at dinner, it sounded
like the ideal solution, however I did tell them that it was probably not.t0o
likely, ~although there was not a clear decision that we would not consider
selling it. I did talk to Ion the phone and he did give me the scenario
that you had given in terms of taking things more slowly than that.~ Nevertheless they are very anxious to move and it could be a very lucrative solution or partial solution, I do see grea~ difficulties But it does not hurt
to listen or at least to dialogue, especially when something can be very
economically .advantageous. They did ask about thepossibi!ity of coming.t0
the board meeting, I don’t know that that is a good idea as talking to~
he said that the hopes of the committee is that everyone would work through
the committee, so I did discuss with ~the idea of letting them come and
make a short presentation at the committee meeting and he thought that was
a good idea. Would you mind contacting them as he said you knew the dates
and could arrange it, that they might have 20 or 30 minutes to present their
idea to the committee. I would appreciate it if you would contact either
Father Peter Gilcrest and there was another Jack someone, I forgot to bring
the letter along but you should have received that from them;the ones that"
are in Isla Vista.
Otherwise I know there are a lot of different ideas and hope we can keep
moving on them.. The one thing that is favorable on that kind of a global
solution of~body like that taking over the whole place, allof the work
and effort~tha~ would go into trying to deal with a Piece meal basis~ and
trying to’~find the money to keep it going would be eliminated and there
would be a solid source of income, but there would probably be some kind of
draw backs in that too.
Thanks for all that you are doing in taking care of this Bob, I really.
appreciate it.
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March 31, 1987
Robert Van Handel, OFM

I was talking with I about the futures of the ~various fatuity people there$
as you are aware it is sensitive and I am reluctant to impose myself on people,
although I would be more than happy to talk to anyone there that wants to talk
to me. My understanding is that you would be staying there next year, taking’
care of the place and looking into some long term.solutions, as well as helping
with the larger community.~ I am also aware from l that others are trying to
negotiate something for next year, and that they seem tO be taking care of
that on their own. If anyone there seems to indicate they would like to talk
to me I would be more than happy to .do so.
Once again Bob, thanks for carrying the burden, I really appreciate all that
you aredoing and the wonderful attitude with which you are accepting a very
~difficult situation. It surely gives YgU great esteem in our eyes.
I also received a.
r from Nevin Ford to you about the stations and. other
art objects there. I presume you are stalling him off which wouldseem to me
the most logical thing to do at this time. I can’t understand his wanting
to do something with them, and I am sure ~f we sold it for a factory,~
that is what we would want to do. Nevertheless I suppose we would not want to
be too hasty to make such a move~ anyway I will let you answer that as you see
fit, but that is my r.eflection after seeing the copy of the letter.
Thanks again Bob for all that you do and please do not hesitate to ask if I
can be of any help.
with fraternal~ affection,
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May 12, 1987

Robert VanHandle, OFM
.St Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

Dear Robert:
I know that things must be i~ somewhat of a turmoil, as you come
rapidly to the end of the year, especially giv.en the circumstances
of closing the school.
At our recent definitorium meeting we discussed your placement for
the next year, and do desire that you stay there at St Anthony’s to
continue the transition periDd. We are aware that you are not lo6king for this to be a long term assignment, but at least for this
coming year. At the same time We.appreciate the need for ministry
to the broader community, and are grateful that you are able to fill
this need at thepresent time.
Bob the definitorium .~.want me to go on record,, as thanking you for
your leadership at St Anthony’s this final year, and the positive
attitude with which you have handled our decision, .even though it was.
not one that you choose yourself. You have taken the brunt of the
decision and have taken.it.so well, We really are in admiration of
the strengt~ and maturity that it shows, as well as good nature which
you have responded to the difficult situation that we have given you~
We are very genuinely grateful.

~ did f’ill us in on the recommendations of your committee, and We
were happy to support those recommendations. We do look forward to
the continued development of these plans.
Thank you again RoBert and we hope to support you in the coming
¯ year.
..
gratefully,
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COMMITTEE FOR GRADUATE STUDIES
PROVINCE OF SANTA BARBARA
14 January 1988
Dear Friars,
I would like to apply for graduate studies in the field of history at
the University of California at Santa Barbara, beginning the fall quarter
of this year.
University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB) offers ageneral degree
program at the master~ level which is normally a requirement for entry
into"-doctoral studies. The master’s degree program maybe seen as ~.
terminal, or as preparation for the Ph.D. At this time I would like
apply for the master’s program, with consideration of a doctoral degree
at a later date. The M.A. course would last approximately two years.
It requires proficiency in one language (Spanish), thirty-six units of
graduate history courses, and a thesis.

The field I would choose for study would be California Mission History.
While I have an enduring interest in English history, I realize that
California studies would be of far more help to the province. Several
times the idea has been placed before me of doing some "public relations"
for the province. I would think the best base for this would be out of
mission history. Certainly with the "Indian problem" on the rise one
would be foolhardy to step, ignorant into our history and image. Further,
I would like to be part of the work of the archive library at Mission
Santa Barbara. I would be willing to be part of a team to help educate
our novices (and others entering the. province) in the history and
traditions of our province -- a sharing of our roots.
"
.UCSB has a first-rate;history faculty and program. It is relatively
inexpensive (fees are under $500. per quarter), and close to our
residences. The availability of our own archives as well as the
personal resources of Ft. Finbar, Fr. Francis Guest, Fr. Virgilio, Dr.
Doyce Nunis, and others who use the-archive library make Santa Barbara
an ideal place to do.these studies. Furthermore, but no less important;
I am already personally acquainted with the head-of the history department
and a number of personnel in the department, the UCSB library, and
the university administration. Certainlythese informal friendships will
help .to smooth over difficulties .as they .arise. I am already serving
the province as administrator of St. Anthony’s Seminary and chaplain to

the "Greater Community". This could continue as well as my.outreach
work through and with the Santa Barbara.. Boys’ Choir.
I am now forty years old. If ~ can master Spanish quickly enough to
complete the master’s program in two or two and a half years, and with
the possibility of entering the doctor’s program after that, there is

nothing.to be gained by hesitation.
The department head actually
wanted me to begin work on ~ Ph.D. so that he could have me assist in
teaching Western Civilization. He has "assured" me of acceptance to
the master’s program (without seeing my G.R.E. scores). As there, is
now a bit of a lull in.my "career", and as the university at this-time
seems receptive, I would like to apply immediately.
Thank you for your consideration of my request.

Respectfully yours,

Robert Van Handel, O.F.M.

October 7, 1987
Robert Van Handel, OFM
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Dear Robert:.
It was good to see you on your quick trip up this way. I do hope
things are moving along in resolving that lease.
mentioned there
is still some concern over the insurance. I hope that can get worked
out.

I do appreciate all that you are doing there to keep things going,
and we are very grateful for the progress that is being made.
As you are aware the Chapter will be coming up in June,-1988, and
even though we have asked you to help on the Convocation
Committee, we would also like to ask you to be part of the committee
to prepare for the Chapter.
This is not a committee, requiring a great deal of work, as it is overseeing the balloting, etc. Much of that is handled here in the office.
Nevertheless, we would appreciate-your serving on this committee.
It will probably meet .in the L.A. area,~ as we are trying to pick a
committee centered in southern California, so .the travelling should
not be. too great.
I do hope that you could serve on this committee, if you are please
notify Jeff here in the office of your willingness.

Thanks again for giving this your consideration. I do hope you had
a joyful feast of St. Francis.
with fraternal affection,
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December 24, 1987
Robert Van Handle, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Dear Bob:
It was good to see you at our recent meeting, thank you for coming up. You
are always so responsive and helpful, I for one really appreciate it. You have
a wonderful attitude.
I am glad we-did have a few minutes to talk, and I did bring your concerns to
the definitorium. They did not seem to pick .up on trying to somewhat going to
Berkeley. .In fact the final result was, to go ahead and apply at least for
Graduate Studies there at Santa Barbara. When I say applying to Graduate
Studies Committee. You can do that through the Geoffrey,. in fact there is even
a form to fill out for what you intend. However, realizing there is a date to
apply at UCSB, it was suggested that you go ahead and make that application,
realizing that it could always be dropped if necessary. We would hope it would
not be necessary.

Again Bob we owe you a great debt there at St. Anthony’s, especially during
this transition. I almost think the definitorium is so grateful, they would
almost le~ you do anything; note, I. said almost.
Thanks again Bob. Lets hope the New Year will bring many good things for
all of us. ¯
affectionately,
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February li 1988

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Dear Bob:
Thank you for your continued care and solicitude. I so much appreciate all that you
did for the Convocation. Bob it was really a great event, and you and the community
at. St. Anthony Seminary deserve our greatest praise and admiration, and the deepest
gratitude. Thank, you very very much..
Thank you for writing and sending forth the new salary scale for the Archdiocese, I
appreciated receiving that. We have to go about seeing how to get that for all of our
friars that work in the Archdiocese. And really an equivalent level for the other
Dioceses. in California, because that really is a scale for all of California.
At our recent definitorium we did discuss your desire to go into graduate studies
there at UCSB and have approved it. I really hopes that it works out well. We are
presuming of course that. you will continue to help there at St, Anthony’s. I know
how much the people appreciate you and all the good work you are doing caring for
the place.
I do hope you can receive the admission and that all goes well there Bob.- We so
much appreciate all that you have done, We certainly look forward to all the more
you can do.

Thanks again Bob.
affectionately,
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August 10, 1988

Father Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Dear Robert:

Peace and all good.

Should I address you now as "COPSAS", since you are chairman or you are a member
of that committee for the preservation of St. Anthony Seminary. I can think of other
acronymns th.at might be better for the committee, but we’ll stick with COPSAS.
~ Robert thanks ve~j much for your most thorough report there on the current
situation at St. Anthony Seminary. I trust that Mike will communicate with you, our
discussion and then our decisions. I just wanted with this short note, thank you for
all the .work that you do, and the thoroughness with which you do it. It seems to me
that we definitely have to go ahead with the asbestos work, and also that we should
include in that certainly, the chapel and Casa, at least in terms of estimates. You can
talk with Mike about this.
I thought your financial report was very good. I know that Ray had some questions,
and I think they .are very good ones, but you can talk to him about that. With the
questions of new leases, I will leave that in Mike Doherty’s hands and he can talk to
you.

Robert, I hope you have enjoyed your vacation. I have just f’mished writing to Ann
and Monica, telling them that I will stop over and visit them on the way over to the
beatification of Serra. I am looking-forward to it, and getting quite excited about the
trip. In addition, I know i will enjoy visiting all. my friends there. Seeing the
convent in Abingdon, and also visiting .my old haunts at Oxford. Should I say, wish
you were with me? I won’t though, for fear of the consequences. Although in my
heart, I probably do wish you were with me.
Robert, I hope summer school went well, and that you are not too .nervous about
school in the Fall. I know you will do well.
Fraternally,
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Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105

December 5, 1988

Dear Bob:
Peace and all good!
I hope you’re doing well. I wish you luck as the first semester winds
down there at UCSB. I hope that you don’t f’md thestudies too
taxing, and that you are able to mix buisness with some pleasure.
Once again, I’d like to take this opportunity to thank you for what
you’re doing for the Province, both by studying in the mission
history period, and also by your work there at St. Anthony’s. It is
really invaluable.

Mike Doherty will be communicating to you the decisions of the
definitorium with respect to the propertY at St. Anthony’s. In brief,
we certainly would want to help out our Anglican brothers in their
difficulty.. Mike will tell you the details of our conversation. It
seems that you’re moving in a good direction. I would like to insist,
as Michael will, that $500.00 per month is simply not leasable for us,
and ridiculously low for what is obtained. Also; with respect to
moving with Beaver Free Realty of Santa Barbara to find a renter for
the west dormitory wing. and the downstairs of the "Casa:" that looks
very good to me, just pursue that with Jim Hurley.
With respect .to Jim Hurley:~ do you want us to send him a Christmas
¯ gift on behalf of the Provinee, or do you intend to get him one
yourself?. Also, perhaps when I am down in Santa Barbara at
Christmas or some other time, you and I could take Jim and Paul ¯
(and anyone else you would like) out to lunch or something, just to
give them a more informal thank-yoti.

Thanks again, Robert. Please remember me in your prayers.
Fratern ally
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December 6, 1988

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony’s Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105
Dear Bob:

.

Peace and-all good!
Please find enclosed a copy of the letter which I sent to Wenceslaus
Farlow, and I trust that Sal will be inviting Wenceslaus up to have a
talk with you people. I hope that this alleviates some of the
anxieties which you experienced in talking to Wency. Thanks very
much for being open to .his move there.
I have also written a letter to Tim Arthur and have enclosed an
obedience, so he should be moving up to St. Anthony’s Seminary
sometime in January.. I really appreciate the rooms that you are
giving to him and the weleome hospitality which you have provided.
Thanks very much, Bob.

Fraternally,

enclosure
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OFFICE OF THE PROVINCIAL

FRANCISCAN PROVINCE OF ST. BARBARA
I~O THIRTY FOURq~-I A’~UE

OAKLAND, CALIPORNIA, 9~0|

(415) 536-3722

February 9, 1989

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105

Dear Bob:
Peace and all good!
i look forward to seeing you at Eastertime, particularly with the
presence of our two friends from far away. It should be great fun!
Please find enclosed a letter which I have sent to Tim Arthur, tipping
him off as to the Province’s 75th. Jubilee in the year .1990. I would
hope we would have some portio.n of the convocation devoted to the
history of the Province’s fraternities and ministries. I trust that you
and Tim can brainstorm on that a little bit and get back to me in the
future. Thanks very much for your attention to this matter, Robert.
I hope school is going well.

Fraternally,
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Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 GardenSt.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105

February 28, 1989

Dear Bob:
Peace and all good!

It was good to see and visit with you. I hope your cold has been conquered.
On a personal note, could you tell me if you’d planned to take Monica and .Ann
back to Santa Barbara from Yosemite? It seems to me that this would be the
best bet~ but Monica indicated to me .that-they might be coming back up to San
Francisco. I would need to know this as soon as possible. .Actually, I had
planned some other things, and it might be better if you could take them back
to Santa Barbara. I’ll.probably see them once more before they .go home.
Robert, I’m writing to see if you could please send me the estimates for the total
property value of the Casa on your property. The reason that I mention this is
that when I took Noel Moholy on a tour, he asked me if it. was for sale, and if
possibly the Serra Cause could buy it. I indicated that the Serra Cause certainly
could buy it if they had the money, or at least the definitorium would be open
to them buying it, or, we would be open to renting it to them if we had the price, but I insisted that we get money for it. We simply, cannot afford not to
rent it, or to sell it, or to lease it. I told him I would be talking to you about the "
exact financial estimate on the buildings.
Thanks very much for your attention to this, Robert. Thanks particularly for
all the work you do there at St. Anthony’s. It’s really very fine, and I don’t
quite know what I’d do with it without you.
Fraternally,
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19 April 1989

Dear Ft. Barnabas,
Some months ago you sent me a request regarding my understanding
Of the future use of the graduate degree program in which I am
currently engaged. I apologize for the long delay in responding.
.Currently I am in the first year of a history program at the
University of California at Santa Barbara. My studies will focus
onthe Mission Period of California history. The program
requires some general study in two broad fields of history, for
example, colonial America and Medieval Europe. As an option, for
the M.A. degree a thesis can be Substituted for one of these areas.
For my field, a knowledge of Spanish is required.

As a further

option, I can move beyond the M.AI and work for a Ph.D.
I do not have one specific job in mind after this program is over.
.Perhaps my talents would be Of most value in connection with t.he
archive library, either as administrator, archivist, or researcher.
I would also be interested in helping promote and care for the
missions in California and Arizona, and in doing that, promote the~
causes of the friars. I would be willing to do some-teaching
about mission hi~tory and our heritage to new friars.
Thank you for your support, and again I apologize for any problems
caused by my delay.
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Fra t ernally,

school

19 April 1989

Dear Fr. Barnabas,
Some months ago you sent me a request regarding my understanding
of the future use of the graduate degree program in which I am
currently engaged. I apologize for the long delay in responding.
Currently I am in the first year of a history program at the
University of California at Santa Barbara. My studies will focus
on the Mission Period of California history. The program
¯ requires some general Study in two broad fields of history,~ for
.example, colonial America and Medieval Europe. As an option, for
the M.A. degree a thesis can be substituted for one of these areas.
For my field, a.knowledge of Spanish is required.

As a further

option, I can move beyond the-M.A, and work for a Ph.D.
I do not have one specific job in mind after this program is over.
Perhaps my talents would be of most value in connection with the
archive library, either as administrator, archivist, or researcher.
I would also be interested in helping promote and care for the
missions in California and Arizona, and in doing that, promote the
causes of the friars. I would be willing to do some teaching
about mission history and our heritage to new friars.
Thank you for your support, and again I apologize for any problems
caused by my delay.
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Fraternally,
~]~.~

Office of the Provincial
Franciscan Friars, Province of St. Barbara
St. Elizabeth Friary
1500 34th. Ave.
Oakland;iCa. 94601 (415) 536-3772
Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden SL
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93 I05

June I, ¯1989

Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!
I was sorry to miss you when you came up to Berkeley. That’s twice now. As
you can see, my own schedule takes me away a good deal of the time. I hope we
can connect sometime when we’re up here. Certainly I’ll see you when I’m
down in Santa Barbara for the Provincial Retreat.
Thanks for all the work you’re doing there at St. Anthony’s, especially to
ensure its financial stability. I would like to indicate to you that at the last
provincial definitorium meeting the council did approve the renting out of
the space above the refectory to Waldorf school as you mentioned in your
letter. So I would ask you to pursue this arrangement with Waldorf. With
respect to the second item: again I want to indicate that the definitorium is not
open to the. idea of the establishment of a pre-school on the seminary grounds.
So as you indicated already in your talks with .Waldorf, please inform them that
we are not interested in pursuing these aspects of their program.

It’s too bad that the Casa is becoming such a complicated affair. I would ask
you please to pursue with Mark and. Barbara Gardner what their possiblities
are for the properties. I am somewhat ambivalent about pursuing .some of
these things with respect to the Casa, but I really do feel the province is
moving into a very crucial fiscal phase, and I’m afraid. I must have as much
information as possible as to what can be done to address .our financial
problems. Certainly, the Casa could be a key player in this whole situation.
Many of the financial problems touch the theology school in Berkeley, but
there are others with respect to social seeurity,.health care,. formation costs,
etc.., that simply have to be attended to..
Thanks .very much for your attention to these matters, Robert.I appreciate all
the work that you’ve put in down there.
Fraternally,
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UT~e po.~:t-novitiate gathering is over, everyone has gone, so "just us
chickens’~ are here to hold down the fort.¯ Ft. Fi:~:ar is ~.n H~.n’~tington Borsch. He and I spent several days aro~d Mission San Lui~ Roy;
at Pala, Capistrano, an~ San Diego; on the way home he decided to
spend a few days visiting with Ro~-~ie, C~s, and some of the former
studen~.s from SAS. Fabe or ~ will have to pick him up on Mor~ay.
We P~d a great .time together and i am qt~ite convinced of his good.
health. He climbed stairs and hills, examined grave markings,
picked over items in gift shops, and all this ~_,ver a constant stream
of ~arrative about the missions, padres, past provincials, e~c.
~..,o items of bu.~;iness:
Waldorf School: Waldorf-~...~.nts to add two classrooms, and I
had Definitori[m approval for those above the dining room. As it
turned out, the fire depar~,ment made so many major cY:ang.es in the
plan that I decided it was Out of the question. My guess is it
would have cost us $i5,000 to confo~-m to their requirements. So,
after meeting with the SAS Committee, we switched their rooms to our
old science labs -- ~.u~der the. lotu~e. I brought in an architect for
an initia! survey and then we had the fire inspector make his prono~.u~cements. ’~T~e committee as you know has t~o definitors on it,
and as time was r~auJing out, we decide~ to let Waldorf use these
¯ rooms. Remodeling is now in progress. In ma.r~y ~ays 5his is a
better solution because the use does not conflict with the use of
the dormitory.
I have met with .Jim Hurley and then with an appraiser, for the
Ca~. We po~.~red over plot maps, discussed the special
,:.irctu~stance.~:, etc. Tomorrow he .will submit a letter to .Jim ~.tating
what such an apprais~al would involve, price, et~[:. We are trying to
get a .price for selling and another for leasir~g. One very relevant
point is that both Jim ~ the appraiser agreed that we could not
just "re-draw" the bo[u~dary lines a-s we saw fit~ In other words, if
the casa were s,J!d, it would have to be along the origina! property
lines. It is possible to ~:har~.~e the lines, but Jim said that would
probably be a two year project involvir,$ enviro~mente.1 impact, and
¯ ~shat not. Evidently the plots are sacred. We could probably set up
an eas:ement (sp ?) so that we could use t:he dri~ewayo but the lower
gate Sos, hou.~e of David, and all casa lar~f! would ~o. If the
pr~.,perty is leased, of course, this is a n¢,n-issue. I realize I am
j~.~st giving you bits and pieces, but I know you will be pleased that
something is happening.
~T~e.t’s it for right, now. i hope yo~.~ are keeping well as you race
abo~.~,t doing g~jod work. ~ll the best.
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t~ next day ....

Dear
i woke up last night ar~J realized i ~.d not given you an essential
bit of information about Wenceslaus ar~ his carefully blessed
bookbindery? Well, the first t~hing I did when. Waldorf needed to
move ~.~.s to. talk with W~nceslaus. I showed him ~iother room, a
south exposu~-e, almost directly under my office. He ~,:~s delighted.
He Said even if Waldorf did not move into the labs he wanted to go.
to the new room. So Wenceslaus is moved (with the help of the postnovitiate people), and seems to be most pleased.
i was thirsting of writir~7 to Ft. Noel and asking_ him if h~ was
interested in lea~sii~ the Casa. Should I do ~that.. or just let
things be?

Regards.
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September 1, 1989

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105
Dear Bob:
Peace and all good!

Thanks for your letter of August 20. I’m glad everything is going, so well
with you. Hopefully with this latest happening in Santa Barbara the
tensions w!!l begin to decrease. Thanks for all your perserverance in this
whole matter.
You mention two items of business in you letter; first the recommendation
as to Waldorf School - that seems very fine to me and I’m glad .that you’re
moving ahead with that. I have confidence in your ability. Secondly, with
respect to the Casa: I’m glad you’re moving on the appraisal and I look
forward to .seeing the final quotation. This is very important as you know,
since the Serra Cause has already approached us about renting or leasing
the place.

I would appreciate it if you do not contact Noel. Leave that in my hands,
mostly because you have no idea as to what kind of whirl you would be
entering, and I’m afraid you would find it impossible to extricate yourself
from it without a great deal of. difficulty. I myself am having enough
problems dealing with the situation. Thanks very much, .Bob. Again, may
the Lord .bless you and keep you.
Fratern ally,

ps: The blessing I gave to Wenceslaus was a personal blessing only on
himself as .a bookbinder and on the tools which he uses - it was not a
blessing attached to the place. Pretty clever, hunh7
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Dear b, qembers of the Definitoriurn,
Once a£ain I a~r~. requestin£ perrnission to go to E~]gland with
the Sant~ g~rbsr~ Boys’ Cho~. Tentative pl~ne are made for the
choir to £o to Lichfield Cathedral (north of Dirminghsm) and ~ ~ing
the choral ~e~ice~ ther~ for ~ -~eeh. Then we ~ould travel ~est
into no[them ~’ales before £oin£ to Cork, Irelend. ~Ve hope to be
able to sinz at St. Fmbar’s C~thedra!, Cork, end po~iblY at the
Franciscan church in that city.
As..you kno~, these trips are the hi~hpoint of a ]on~ process of
education and preparation. The sin,;era have the experience of
providin£ service rrlusic in churches "~hich have held this tradition
for centuries. It is a ~reat honor to be invited to replace the
c~thedral choir.
The choir is constantly involved in fundraisin~ so that. no
member i~ denied the trip because of bein.~ too poor. The choir
pays for n-~y trip~ there i~ no ~r~onetary co~t to the province.
Thank you for your consideratiol~ ofthis request.

Fraternally,
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TRAVEL FORM
To help the Provincial and the Definitorium with regard to travel requests,
please fill out this form and return it to the Provincial Office, Attn: The Secretary
of the Province.
NB The Guardian can give permission to travel within the United States (PS, 21).
This form is for travel overseas.

Name ROBERT

VAN HANDEL

.Destination ENG[aAND.
Daies:

AND IRELAND

Depa~ure ,~ULy,

1990

Return. AUGUST, 7~ 19,90

Purpose of Travel:

{}
{}
,(.}.
{}

Jubilee Tdp
Continuing Education
Central Amedcan Pilgrimage
Vacation outside the US
Assisi Experience

Visit to Family
Lead a pilgrimage
Member of a pilgrimage

Other:. BOYS CHOIR TOUR

Estimated Cost:
Source(s) of funding: S.B. BOYS CHOIR

:l-ravel History:
a.

When was the last time you travelled outside the US?1987
Where did you goZ SWT"rZE~T,A~D AND F_,NGLAND
Forwhat purpose?_ ’ BOYS CHOIR TOUR
Have you previously been to the place where you are asking to go?
What has been your international travel in the last five years?
List dates and places:
1987 - ENGLAND-AND SW,ITZERLAND

.(Rev. 2/89)
!11A 1
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September 2?, 1989

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2500 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105
Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!

I enjoyed talking with you, and again want to Congratulate you
on the fine work you’ve done there for the Casa.
With this letter, please rec’ieve the formal permission of the
definitorium to travel to England next summer. We believe that
your work. with the boy’s choir is a good witness in Santa Bar.bara, and a fine ministry for you to be involved in.. "Congratulations on this permission, Robert. I know that the boys. will
profit a good deal from it~ and I am personally pleased to be
able to give it tO you.
Fraternally,
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Robert Van Handel, OFM~
St..Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105

September 27, 1989

Dear- Bob :

Peace and all good!
This is ju.st a short note to thank you very much f.or your work on the
SAS Futures Committee. We received ’a thorough report from Michael,
and I know it has taken a good deal of effort on your part.. I thank
you very much. As you know,’ it is important that we manage our resources well. One of these resources is the Casa estate. ~has given me
some indication of a preliminary appraisal, and it sounds very good. I
would encourage.you to move ahead to feel out possibilities for leasing
the property, It seems the most viable way to go at this time. I do
not think we are interested in having it leased to the Serra Cause.
Of course, you’ll be hearing from me.
Just a word of thanks, Robert.
when I’m in England. I’ll talk to you before I go.

Fraternally,
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January 19, 1990

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105
Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!

Thanks for the talk the other day. I’m glad the meeting with
went so
well, and I’m really grateful that it’s moving in a good directi0ii; .es
for the
sakes~ of yourself, ~ and Mike Doherty. It’s taken a lot of work, Robert, and I
deeply appreciate the. support and perserverance which you’ve shown. It’s a great
encouragement to me.
Robert, please find enclosed a letter which I received from Msgr. Francis Weber, with
its suggestion he is making about the missions: I wonder if you might put this in
your head for sometime in the future. It might very well be a topic that could be
taken in a doctoral dissertation or something .like that. Interestinglyenough, I found
in the catalogue of the Bancroft Librar~ something very similar for the-Franciscan
Missions as to what has been published for the Jesuit Missions. I think we should
talk about it sometime , I think I can locate the reference. It seems to .be a
Franciscan interpretation of missiology to the Native Americans, and kind of a
compilation of sources used in that area.
Keep up the fine work, Robert. Remember me in your prayers, .please,

Fraternally,

OFM VANH 1
0206
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Province .of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

1500 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 (415)536-3722 Fax (415)536-3970

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105

March 5, 1990

Dear Robert:
Peace and all-good!
Just a short note to thank you very much for your letter of February 23rd.,
and for the great enclosure from Engelhardt’s Missions and Ml-sSlonar~es.That’s a wonderful quotation, and believe me, I willuse it one probably
morethan one occasion. I’m glad you can watch out for such things for me.
I talked to Monica just the other day because it was Anne Lenihan’s ’
birthday. Unfortunately, Anne wasn’t home at the time. She later got hold
of me, and we had a.good visit. Anyway, Monica sounds find, as usual,
overworked, but she’s always.bouncy and fun to talk to They’re looking
forward to your coming, and I know that you will enjoy it. Aren’t we lucky
to have such good friends?
Thanks for the support, Robert.
Fraternally,

OFM.VANH 1
0207
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Province of.St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS

~500 34th Avenue Oakland

Robert Van Handel, OFM
St. Anthony Seminary
2300 Garden St.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105

California 94601 (415)536-3722 Fax (415)536-3970

March 5, 1990

Dear Robert:
Peace and all good!
Just a short note to thank you very much for your letter of February 23rd.,
and for the great enclosure from. Engelhardt’s Missions ~nd Missionaries.
That’s a wonderful quotation, and believe me, I will use it one probably
more than one occasion. I’m glad you can watch out for such things fQr me.
I talked to Monica just the other day because it was Anne Lenihan’s
birthday. Unfortunately, Anne wasn’t home at the time. She later got hold
of me, and we had a good-visit. Anyway, Monica sounds, flnd, as Usual,
overworked, but she’s always bouncy and fun to talk to. They’re looking
forward to your coming, and I know that you will enjoy it. Aren’t we lucky
to have such good friends?
Thanks for the support, Robert.
Fraternally,

oFMVANH1
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